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This study focuses on the novels of Quicksand by Nella Larsen and Invisible Man 
by Ralph Ellison to explore the phenomenon of poqéakh (  through the fictionalized (פֵֹּקחַ 
lived experiences of their protagonists, Helga Crane and invisible man.  Each novelist’s 
representation of poqéakh offers a portrait of the protagonists’ psyches.  The narratives 
reveal an unsettling truth for the protagonists, who are members of a population often 
targeted, stigmatized, and fashioned or re-fashioned by Americans and various environs 
in American society, that they must assimilate—not only their bodies, but their psyches 
too to fit the “white man’s pattern” (Larsen 4).  Their realities inform them that non-
conformity and/or developing or utilizing their intellect is disadvantageous—perceiving 
is unfavorable.  Each protagonist learns that she and he will not only be limited by their 
imaginations or abilities, but also by persons and constructs within American society 
keeping them witless and amenable. 
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The environs presented in forms such as schools, jobs, even people who prepare 
each protagonist to accept all and any disparity (inequality and inequity), they are made 
to be persistently and surreptitiously instructive.  As such, these environs are always 
educating (or training), always molding the psyches of the protagonists to live within a 
frame—the construct (American society).  These ever informing boundaries thoroughly 
acquaint each protagonist on “how to scale down [their] desires and dreams so that they 
will come within reach of possibility” (Thurman 115).  Poqéakh leads Helga Crane to 
perceive the boundaries while it prevents the invisible man from returning to unblissful 
ignorance, thus, for him, providing momentary periods of lucidity. 
This study utilizes a qualitative research design and method, and relies on 
phenomenological theory to successfully analyze the novels and explicate on the 
representations of poqéakh.  As this study will illustrate, Larsen and Ellison offer as 
representative via their novels two narratives of the diasporic psyche (mind), wherein 
their protagonists’ experiences of poqéakh lead to some unmitigated facts and disturbing 
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INTRODUCTION FROM “ABJECT IGNORANCE” TO POQÉAKH 
 
“I remember the very day that I became colored” 
—Zora Neale Hurston 
You both fail to understand what is happing to you. You cannot see or hear or 
smell the truth of what you see -- and you … Poor stumblers, neither of you can 
see the other. 
—the Vet, Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man 
The people commonly known as African Americans have published works on 
their lived experiences and of those of their people since the seventeenth century.  Their 
narratives have included subjects and topics recounting their lives as captives to enslaved 
people, as fugitives to rebels, from liberation fighters to most-wanted, as casualties of 
whitewashing to champions of black-liberation theology.  Their literature chronicles the 
fantastic, the surreal, and the truth of their lives: from the shackling of their bodies to the 
shackling of their minds, from the emancipation of their bodies to the emancipation of the 
minds—well, maybe.  Among the diverse non-fictional and fictional works, some 
classical and others contemporary, these authors have shared narratives of folly, villainy, 
self-awareness, soul-searching, self-delusion, and open senses—poqéakh (  with (פֵֹּקחַ 
multitudes of readers.  In the early- to mid-twentieth century, Nella Larsen and Ralph 
Ellison published novels that weave stories of the lived experiences of two diasporic 




The novels Quicksand (1928) and Invisible Man (1952) relate the lived 
experiences of Helga Crane and invisible man, and of greater import, they are narratives 
of the psyches of their protagonists.  While most studies of these novels have focused on 
their physical lived experiences, such as their ethnonational hardships as citizens of the 
Republic of the United States of America, this study aims to focus on their psychical 
lived experiences via poqéakh.  It is one of the principal and centralizing themes, 
experiences, and events illustrated within these novels. 
This study examines representations of poqéakh, which figures prominently as an 
overarching theme, within these novels.  Poqéakh enables the protagonists to distill a 
profound truth about the inherent nature of American society and their potential within it.  
Poqéakh is a psychical phenomenon and frames the narratives and affects the plots based 
on Helga Crane’s or school-boy’s (henceforth, invisible man) aspirations to explore or 
evade it.  This study will explore how Crane and invisible man learn via poqéakh that 
their perceived realities are an invention designed to ensure they “stayed in their place[s]” 
(Ellison 16).  For this study, the literary works and authors identified—Quicksand by 
Nella Larsen and Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison—are a sampling of the best examples of 
writers and novels evincing the phenomenon of poqéakh.  Reading these novels 
phenomenologically, as reflective of the African-/Hebrew-Israelite-American experience, 
has the potential to explain why so many of them “fail to understand what is happening to 
[them]” (Ellison 95) and why they seem unable to “achieve … the unmistakable 
[American] mold, would never achieve it, in spite of much trying” (Larsen 7).  As Crane 




construct exists and their lives within the construct’s environs illustrate how it molds or 
distorts their perceptions.  This study of these novels, when considered through a 
phenomenological lens, tells two narratives of the psyche of two thoughtfully crafted 
protagonists. 
Larsen’s Crane and Ellison’s invisible man are two protagonists from two widely 
read, discussed, and taught novels, illustrating how unalterable the effect of poqéakh is 
once it is experienced, even how difficult it is to achieve and to maintain poqéakh.  This 
study shows how the novelists reveal how once the protagonists experience poqéakh, 
they cannot return to living beli poqéakh ( ִלי פֵֹּקחַ   essentially the effect of being ,בְׁ
unobservant with one’s senses, senseless or completely unawares).  Post-poqéakh life is 
experienced in a different way, with a clarity the protagonist had not possessed before. 
Poqéakh, itself, is a psychical phenomenon and a means by which phenomena is 
perceived, with the purpose of gaining understanding and to assign meaning to the 
experience.  It is characterized by a seemingly imperceptible act, a shift within the 
characters’ psyches, however verifiable, by which the protagonists transition from abject 
ignorance to knowing.  It is a term indicating the action of utilizing the sensory organs to 
do more than just register phenomenon in object or aural form, but to also intentionally 
utilize them for the purpose of perceiving, cogitating, and reflecting to gain inner-sight 
and to maintain inner-sight to arrive at an understanding, a realization of one’s reality in 
real time and reflecting on reality already lived to ascertain truths/facts (and not the ones 




Poqéakh (  is and means to open.  It is derived from the Hebrew language (פֵֹּקחַ 
and culture, and it is utilized in various instances throughout The Torah (ּתֹוָרה  It is  .(ה 
used conceptually and pragmatically to indicate what the Hebrews were not doing.  For 
instance, in Yesha‘yahu (Isaiah) it says, “And he said, ‘Go, and say to this people: ‘Keep 
on hearing, but do not understand; keep on seeing, but do not perceive’” (6.9).  In 
Yirmeyahu (Jeremiah), Yesha‘yahu’s contemporary, it says, “Hear this, O foolish and 
senseless people, who have eyes, but see not, who have ears, but hear not” (5.21).  These 
historical discourses between the Hebrews’ Creator and the Hebrew prophets and the 
prophets to the Hebrews inform readers that the Hebrew has these sensory organs: eyes, 
ears, and mind, but they do not utilize them well.  They, their senses have been hampered 
or impeded by something or someone or themselves, and so, they are not utilized or they 
do not function as intended—to perceive and gain understanding of one’s lived 
experiences. 
Curious enough, in the Hebrew language, there are two words specifying to open: 
one defines the physical action of opening doors, windows, checking accounts or 
physically opening the eyes, one’s mouth, etc.—פֹוֵתח (potakh), while the other defines 
the metaphysical action of opening the senses to observe, to think, to understand, to 
know, etc— פֵֹּקחַ ַ (poqéakh).  In the second instance, the opening of the senses indicates 
the way a person causes herself or himself to be observant or intentionally aware of her or 
his self, their surroundings, to acquire information, be cognizant and engage 




A quintessential example of poqéakh and its unalterable status is offered in 
Frederick Douglass’ autobiography, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An 
American Slave (1845), as he recounts his psychical state pre- and post-poqéakh.  He says 
he could not stop thinking once he heard there was a reality he was being prevented from 
knowing, one un-enslaved.  Once he realized his condition/environ of enslavement was a 
super-imposed condition and not a natural state, then he could not stop thinking of how 
he could gain his freedom (whatever guise it may take).  Once he realized his condition 
was invented then he could not stop thinking of his enslaved people’s condition or stop 
thinking of his “enslavers” and hating them.  Moreover, after he experiences the 
psychical phenomenon poqéakh, Douglass explains his complete frustration and ill-
temperament because “[t]here was no getting rid of it [thinking]” or the “eternal 
wakefulness” it inspired now that “freedom … appeared” (50).  His use of freedom is 
symbolic, it is a personification, and it is a presence with observable visual and aural 
qualifiers with poqéakh.  By thinking, he means the manner in which he saw and heard 
things, thus the perceived his constructed reality because he had thoughts, but it was not 
with understanding or with the intent to gain understanding to acquire facts or confirm 
them.  With poqéakh the mundane becomes signposts alerting the psyche of the mold and 
the cracks within it, the untruths of it.  He no longer looked at his “master” or “mistress” 
as omnipotent—they were not, but they would have their captives believe so.  Now, he 
knew they were mere stumbling blocks and obstacles in the way of his goal of liberation. 
Douglass would relate what open senses offered his new mind, saying that 




even in the silences he heard and he was aware of his mind cogitating on the construct, 
his enslavement, and the idea of his liberation, waiting on the opportunity to achieve 
autonomy: 
The silver trump of freedom had roused my soul to eternal wakefulness. Freedom 
now appeared, to disappear no more forever. It was heard in every sound, and 
seen in every thing. It was ever present to torment me with a sense of my 
wretched condition. I saw nothing without seeing it, I heard nothing without 
hearing it, and felt nothing without feeling it. It looked from every star, it smiled 
in every calm, breathed in every wind, and moved in every storm. (50; emphasis 
added) 
Where at one time, the constructed reality molding him to be fit to be a slave for life 
seemed and felt boundless and impenetrable, Douglass came to understand and know it 
was not.  Where at one time, his master, his mistress, other Americans, and his interaction 
with the construct made sure he remained utterly ignorant of it, he now saw it and them 
and how it and they molded him: with deprivation, with cruelty, with torture, with 
namelessness, and with loneliness.  After his poqéakh moment, he realized that he is only 
fit to be enslaved for life if he accepted the rhetoric of his enslavers, if he accepted that 
the construct that Americans had fashioned (the institution of slavery) cannot be 
circumvented, and if he accepted that he could not secure his own freedom.  He had 
agency to reject the lies and deceptions; he chose to accept the fact the construct had 




Similarly, for Crane and invisible man, once they are able to perceive the truth of 
the construct(s) about them was molding them, when they saw their reality with open 
senses, thus with understanding, then they knew what had been before them all along, 
which was, in effect, the plan for the whole of their existence as automatons.  It is the 
realization of this truth that has a pronounced effect on them.  Unlike Douglass, what was 
before them was not enslavement, at least, not in the context Douglass knew it, but 
automatism. 
It must be acknowledged that there are those who choose not to see or to hear (or 
accept) what has transpired or is evinced; they want to live beli poqéakh.  In those cases, 
those individuals who choose to ignore experiences of poqéakh are no less affected by 
them or what the psychical-phenomenological event and experience reveals.  African-
/Hebrew-Israelite-American literature has recorded this phenomenon, relates this 
phenomenon, and demonstrates the impact of this phenomenon on non-fictional and 
fictionalized African-/Hebrew-Israelite-Americans, yet studies of this phenomenon 
remain sparse, lacking, or nonexistent.  However, this research and explication of these, 
what one might classify as seminal, novels will demonstrate the import of Larsen’s and 
Ellison’s literary works to the canon, to scholars, educator, and scholarship, and to 
readers.  Additionally, this study will demonstrate the significance of these novels as 
instructional texts for educators and students who may see them as reflective of the lived 
experiences and/or as confirmation of their own first-hand lived experiences. 
Quicksand and Invisible Man have been frequently critiqued, studied, canonized, 




theme of poqéakh via a phenomenological lens can be used to better understand and 
interpret these novels and the actions of their protagonists.  Academically, this reading 
may offer alternative pedagogical methods of teaching these works and other works by 
diasporic authors, thereby helping “…students to think, truly think, about the world 
[they] inhabit and about the subjects [they are] studying” sensibly (Colin C. Irvin).  In 
addition, the representation of this phenomenon read through the phenomenological-
critical approach supports the need for teachers and scholars to broaden the literary 
critical lenses and pedagogical approaches to the study of African-/Hebrew-Israelite-
American literature, especially non-canonized works.  African-/Hebrew-Israelite-
American literature could assist African-/Hebrew-Israelite Americans’ understanding of 
how, when, and why their powers of observation, intellect, critical-thinking 
competencies, and problem-solving abilities remain uncultivated, are stunted, or 
underutilized.  These works have to be introduced with the intent of providing 
information in a format that encourages readers to read these works as sensory provoking 
artifacts and which supports thinkers—individuals who questions the said and unsaid, the 
seen and unseen.  In “The Wings of the Furies: Teaching Nella Larsen and the American 
Literary Tradition,” Willie Tolliver speaks on the use of novels, the purpose of 
instruction, and the impact of learning and students’ attaining poqéakh in his courses: 
The works of Nella Larsen have found privileged places in the repertoire of texts 
that I have regularly drawn upon … as a teacher of American and African 
American literature. Larsen’s novels have been prominently featured in a number 




Major Writers; an upper-level genre course on The African American Novel; and 
a two-hundred level survey entitled Black Women Writers…. I find it useful to 
juxtapose either Quicksand or Passing to another text in order to provide a 
broader context for our analysis of the texts. For instance, in the Black Women 
Writers course I will juxtapose Passing to Paule Marshall’s Praisesong for the 
Widow or Andrea Lee’s Sarah Phillips in order to highlight the interpretive issues 
of race, class and identity…. Behind this practice of juxtaposition is the belief that 
it is important for students to understand the relations one text may have with 
another and also to see texts as part of a literary historical continuum. … I prepare 
timelines of American and African American texts. … I adapt or reproduce charts 
from various standard anthologies of American literature. … I ask the students to 
study the charts and to share what they notice. Of course, they notice how few 
black authors appear on the American chart. They also note with surprise how 
many writers appear on the African American chart and how many of their names 
are unfamiliar to them. Some students will express outrage at what they have not 
been taught in their previous literature courses. (32-33; emphasis added) 
Poqéakh is happening, but individuals have to know what it is they are sensing 
and give it a name.  African-/Hebrew-Israelite-American authors have frequently written 
about the circumscribing-mold, of seeing it, hearing it, feeling it.  The truth is so many 
brown girls and brown boys everywhere know of poqéakh, and African-/Hebrew-
Israelite-American authors have documented it and documented the event and the 




informed, and Jobeth Pilcher explained to readers, it is the responsibility of educators to 
find ways to allow students to experience it and to ensure students are not discouraged 
from experiencing it.  With these authors’ works and this explication, brown girls and 
brown boys gain confirmation of their lived experiences to put their psyches at ease.  To 
share in Toliver’s assessment of the impact of novels, the need for academicians to make 
the “canon makers” literature works (those works published in The Norton Anthology of 
African American Literature), not just excerpts but the entire novels and autobiographies 
mandatory assignments across the curriculum must be stressed.  Academicians, especially 
African-/Hebrew-Israelite-American academicians, need to first understand, then teach 
that poqéakh is a term of ancient-antiquity with modern currency and they need to teach 
students that the theme, the concept, the phenomenon, the term and its meaning has 
universality.  Even though poqéakh has been underrepresented in studies, it is represented 
within these novels: through imagery and discourse, demonstrated by the characters’ and 
their actions (or lack thereof), and represented via the settings. 
To analyze this phenomenon, this term, and these novels phenomenology is 
utilized; it is the main literary critical approach.  Besides phenomenology being the best 
approach, like the use of the novels, utilizing phenomenology may encourage other 
researchers to consider using other under-utilized lenses and works for future studies of 
African-/Hebrew-Israelite-American literature.  Most importantly, this theoretical 
approach may show the gaps in the pace of the application of practical, yet 
unconventional theoretical models and conceptual frames.  This critical approach may 




authored literary works.  This approach may open the way for critical discussions of these 
works as well as others, non-canonized and canonized, which may lead to a resolution of 
Dr. Du Bois’ query: “How does it feel to be a problem?” (The Souls of Black Folks, 13 
(1903)). Du Bois’ query seems to be unanswered and unresolved.  However, discussions 
that may arise from utilizing alternative literary critical approaches may lead readers to 
simply think, understand, conclude, then articulate that the myriad psychoses courted or 
cultivated by Europeans who engaged in the Trans-Atlantic Human Traffic and Trade 
(TAHTT) is not the African-/Hebrew-Israelite-American’s problem; thus, the African-
/Hebrew-Israelite-American (henceforth, Hebrew American and exchanged for African 
American, unless in direct quote or may lead to awkward reading) does not need to feel 
they are the problem at all.  The problem is solely the European imperialist-colonizers’ 
psychoses, which existed long before their encounter with Hebrew Americans and their 
descendants post-TAHTT.  In effect, the problem and its [re]solution is solely the 
responsibility of their descendants, the Americans, and the psychologists or psychiatrists 
they would have to employ and compensate to treat their problem.  Once this answer to 
the query is reached, instead of passively responding with “I answer seldom a word,” as 
Du Bois related he did (and likely numerous Hebrew Americans may have as well), 
Hebrew Americans can summarily dismiss the query as rhetorical trifle and the American 
who asked as a mindless halfwit (4). 
Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels offer reveal the real problem is the mold, the 
molding, the molder and the need to live with poqéakh.  Their novels offer two 




the psyche: one of a woman constrained by societal and ethno-national mores and the 
other of a man suppressed by aspirations to be suitably senseless.  These works, of 
course, are well-known and numerous readings and critiques have been conducted; 
however, analyzing the phenomenon of poqéakh as it is represented within these works 
contributes to readers’ understanding and appreciation of these works.  Moreover, using 
this particular methodology and frames will confirm to students, academicians, and 
scholars that the experiences of Hebrew Americans are reflective of the human 
experience, thus, the experiences of many non-Europeans worldwide.  These works 
affirm the transformative power of thinking, of poqéakh, which is creativity transcribed 
into these novels so that the practice of reading, as a practice of intellectual exercise 
becomes a transformative catalyst and transgressive act. 
That art reflects life is what makes reading a form of liberation.  Literature of this 
nature is a form of higher-thought transcribed and is a record of the process of self-
actualization (autonomy) and self-determination (agency).   In lieu of the recent questions 
on the importance, significance, and necessity of HBCUs, of African-American-Studies 
programs, or of adding works by Hebrew-American authors to mainstream literary 
canons, of recovering and sharing studies of works by diasporic authors or artisans, this 
work may make such debates trivial.  The study will accomplish this by showing what 
has been overlooked in past studies and interpretations of these novels, which can be 
generalized to other literary productions by diasporic authors.  This study will illuminate 
what is and remains influential about diasporic-intellectual productions, literary or 




possible flaws in prior analysis of these texts that omit the protagonists’ 
phenomenological experiences as cause for their lack of permanence or wanderlust. 
This study is guided by the four questions, which are provided below.  Exploring 
these questions seeks to establish Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels as exemplary samples 
illustrating the psychical-phenomenon poqéakh (פקח) in Hebrew-American literature. 
Q1 How is the concept of poqéakh represented in the novels of Quicksand and 
Invisible Man? 
Q2 How does one shed centuries of “abject ignorance and wretchedness”? 
Q3 What are the construct and its environs, and how do they mold Hebrew 
Americans? 
Q4 How do works by Hebrew-American authors afford readers an 
understanding of the Hebrew-American psyche (mind) through fictionalized lived 
experiences? 
Once each query has been satisfactorily explored, explained, and analyzed via an 
explication of the novels then a view of the Hebrew-American psyche, as it surfaces from 
centuries under a Eurocentric-American-induced coma, will emerge.  Answering and 
responding to the questions will, also, show how Hebrew-American educational 
experiences have, somewhat, been collaborative tools facilitating abject ignorance and 
oppression, rather than instruments alleviating the condition.  Any form of education that 
does or cannot confirm their reality and provide them tools to alleviate the harmful 
factors and re-engage or develop a culture and practices that would lead to healthy, 




the directive of this population is “race uplift,” then as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
counsels, they must begin to “think incisively and to think for one’s self” (124) and their 
houses of learning must the cultured, innovating, creative environments spearheading this 
initiative. 
A significant part of that initiative must include a more comprehensive index of 
works: prose, poetry, fine art, artifacts, and other works of humanistic production that 
chronicle Hebrew-American experiences.  With the vast storehouse of Hebrew-American 
works to choose from, certainly, many could have been included in this study of the 
phenomenon and theme of poqéakh.  However, it was time constraints that made it 
unfeasible to conduct a more comprehensive review of canonical and non-canonical 
prose and poetry amongst the varied genres of Hebrew American, Afro-Spanguese 
(Spanish and Portuguese), and Caribbean literature.  Thus, this study focuses on the novel 
as its primary source, creatively utilized by Hebrew-American authors to chronicle and 
give extended-illustrative narratives of their experiences as citizens of the Republic of the 
United States of America.  Consequently, this study does allow for expansion of the study 
to include works within and without the American and Hebrew-American canon that can 
be considered for post-doctoral studies. 
In addition to time constraints, the nature of qualitative study, wherein the 
principal focus is phenomenological study informs the quantity of the data sample is best 
limited in order to practically examine the qualities of the phenomenon within the 
samples.  Hence, the novels identified for this study of poqéakh are aptly suited.  Since an 




reading would be hampered by inclusion of an unnecessarily larger data set.  Also, given 
the design method, a broader data set would be unrealistic and unfeasible.  The 
phenomenon and theme is best explored with the present novels within the data set.  
Regardless, the limitations do not prohibit generalization of the findings of this study to 
other works of literature: prose or poetry, by other Hebrew-American authors: American, 
Caribbean, or Afro-Spanguese; ancient or contemporary, written by women or men, 
within or without the European’s or Hebrew-American’s canons.  In fact, this study’s 
findings demonstrate the universality of this topic and use of the conceptual and 
theoretical frames highlight the untapped information to be learned, studied, and taught. 
The literature sample identified for this study are works 1) of fiction assigned 
during 2006-2008; 2) assigned by the top-ranked Historic Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCUs) and regularly assigned in colleges and universities across the 
country (cross-referenced with those on “The Open Syllabus Project” (OSP) list of 
works; 3) commonly anthologized (particularly in the Norton Anthology of African 
American Literature (1997)); 4) which include an educational institution as one of its 
settings; 5) in which poqéakh is represented thematically.  The novels identified for this 
study show the protagonists, each in her or his own way, shedding centuries of what 
David Walker described as “abject ignorance and wretchedness” enabling them to 
perceive the construct and the environs with poqéakh (2).  In doing so, each protagonist 
has the chance to think perceptually, contemplatively, and intuitively despite ulterior 
designs imposed by American society—rigorously, surreptitiously, and early to dissuade 




This study, again, considers literary works during the period of 2006 to 2008 in 
order to show to types and number of literary works that a student may be exposed to 
during their studies and to show the popularity of that literature in institutions of higher 
learning, specifically, HBCUs in the United States.  Of the works for possible selection, 
there were seventeen distinct works of literature by Hebrew-American and Caribbean 
authors from various genres taken from English and Humanities course syllabi.  These 
were cross-referenced with those popularly taught or assigned at the three top-ranked 
HBCUs in the country collected by the OSP, which resulted in forty-one works, of 
various genres.  The colleges and universities identified were from various states, 
including Georgia’s Spelman College; Washington, DC’s Howard University; and 
Virginia’s Hampton University.  In total, at the conclusion of my research for colleges 
and universities that assigned works by Hebrew-American authors, there were fifty-eight 
distinct works.  Of the fifty-eight literary works compiled from the OSP novels are 
isolated for this study and they are from four post-secondary institutions.  Thus, of three 
universities and one college and fifty-eight works, the novels taught at all four institutions 
is Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, while Nella Larsen’s Quicksand is only taught at Clark 
Atlanta U. and Howard University, respectively.  As a result, of the fifty-eight works of 
literature identified for this study only two met the criteria of novel and popularly taught 
or assigned.  My research continued with an examination of the novels to determine if 
poqéakh was represented thematically.  Therefore, the study centers on two novels: 




Given the topic of this study, the theoretical lens most suited to analyze this 
phenomenon is phenomenology.  It is suited to interpret, critique, analyze or explicate on 
this concept and theme within these novels.  This frame will permit an analysis of these 
novels on their own merits, as a means of furthering readers’, especially Hebrew-
American readers, understanding of literature’s capacity to be an instrumental 
environment, especially within academia, through which their lives, experiences, ideas, 
aspirations, intellect can be reflected and affirmed.  This study is not advancing the 
notion of literature as a form of liberation, rather as bells hooks advances, as a tool to 
engage ways of knowing and to engage Hebrew-American readers to be critical thinkers.  
They must be critical thinkers who are aware of why and how they experience 
phenomenon and their environments; thinkers who experience phenomena with poqéakh; 
and thinkers who are encouraged to be introspective and reflective in order to foster and 
quicken poqéakh.  Then, they too will live differently, lucidly. 
The novels within this study are identified from amongst the most popularly 
taught or assigned works within English or Humanities courses in the United States.  
They represent those works students will likely read and examine, hopefully critically, 
during their post-secondary education.  In both cases, the novels demonstrate the effects 
of poqéakh for the characters.  Also, both novels attest to the experiences of Hebrew-
American students in post-secondary institutions and how those experiences affect the 
likelihood for them to be authentic or to live authentically.  This study is very much about 
how reality appears to the African-American protagonist’s pre- and post-poqéakh.  It will 




but also psychologically.  The psychological aspect is most important, since the worse 
part of fitting oneself into and to the appearance is the knowing that is what one is doing; 
it is knowing one must conform to the mold and its various environs.  Sadly, just as the 
Eurocentric economic, social, political, and psychology constructs have fashioned the 
mold Hebrew Americans try to live their lives within, education has been a key auxiliary 
maintaining that mold and literature has been a key mechanism propagating it as well. 
Nella Larsen’s Quicksand and Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man are two of the most 
widely read, critiqued, and assigned novels of the Twentieth century.  Both authors would 
chafe at being designated Negro-American or African-American novelists.  They would 
both, likely and kindly, with the slightest hint of indignation, inform anyone that they 
were American novelists.  With that said and in mind, who and what they are is 
instrumental, they are novelists of their eras, who published works echoing the issues, 
realities, and ideas of their century, of their people, and for all ages.  Hence, the 
importance of ensuring the phenomenon which their protagonists experienced was 
properly researched and suitably named. 
It was evident that the theme and phenomenon of poqéakh was represented in 
Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and Nella Larsen’s Quicksand via the narrative, the setting, 
and the protagonists.  The task, since this theme and phenomenon had yet to be identified, 
classified or named, was to name the phenomenon and show that the novels did evince 
poqéakh.  In the course of the research on this phenomenon and its relation to 
African/Hebrew-American literature, neither literary reviews or critical analyses nor 




phenomenon is examined or analyzed with the same rigor as other phenomena such as 
passing, racism, disenfranchisement, colourism, or sexism have yet to be conducted.  
This psychical phenomenon is based on perceiving phenomenon: what the eyes see, what 
the ears hear, what the heart feels, what the mind cogitates, understands/realizes as 
truth/fact, and what the individuals accepts or rejects as reality had, it seems, gone 
unnoticed.  Consequential to this study of this psychical phenomenological event and 
experience is identifying the best term and definition for it.  The phenomenon is recorded 
in non-fictional and fictional Hebrew-American literature, which Douglass’ 
autobiographical novel, bell hooks’ book, and Larsen’s and Ellison’s novel attests to, 
although, no one names it. 
Douglass’ autobiography provides as well as other prose (Reference chapter III), a 
basis from which to deduce the ideal term for this phenomenon, to establish a working 
definition, and to eliminate unusable terms.  A search of primary sources, online 
databases, and the World Wide Web to identify literature that name, define, and explain 
what Douglass describes or the characters undergo yielded few returns.  In most 
instances, a Boolean search of “African American and thinking” or “African American 
literature and thinking” yields scant relevant information.  In other instances, the search 
returns unrelated studies on Hebrew-American students’ formal educational experiences; 
psychology or sociology journals on racism or social injustice and its psychological 
impacts (which yields a plethora of terms on disorders), or articles and journals on “black 
consciousness” as philosophy, as theory, as a movement, and as concept attributed to 




“double-consciousness”/“two-ness” whose philosophical roots gained prominence 
through Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois seminal work The Souls of Black Folk (1903).  These 
words or phrases appear often in searches about African Americans or African-American 
literature; though other terms such as insight, awareness, epiphany, awakening, even aha 
moments are popularly known and used or trending. 
In Douglass’ description he recounts a feeling of a kind of instantaneous knowing, 
of a reconnection with former thoughts or information, and accepting his understanding 
as fact after hearing Mr. Auld (again, not while or from learning to read).  He speaks of 
his response to Mr. Auld’s words that awakened or revived knowledge he already had: 
“The … words sank deep into my heart, stirred up sentiments within that lay slumbering 
…” (44).  He says this “called into existence an entirely new train of thought,” which 
speaks to the conception of a presence of information in the psyche, of ideas and not of 
action (not as yet, anyway).  In this vein, such a term as black consciousness, which 
implies gaining awareness for the purpose of action to or against existential factors, does 
not fit Douglass’ description.  The term sought relates to a psychical phenomenon not 
requiring or consisting of action, as yet.  Also, Douglass implies an understanding of 
what the psyche has long known—just as information,—in an instant, is comprehended: 
“I now understood what had been to me a most perplexing difficulty—to wit, the white 
man’s power to enslave the black man. It was a grand achievement, and I prized it 
highly”—keeping them in abject ignorance (Douglass 44; emphasis added).  He admits 




perpetual enslavement, but his “youthful understanding had struggled” to know the truth 
of the cruelty inflicted on him and his people (44). 
Though he did not know it then, this implies his psyche was “work[ing] away in 
the background,” cogitating on the various experiences he had seen and heard “seeking 
patterns,” trying to distill the truth about the people calling themselves his masters and 
mistresses and god-fearing people, yet committing and speaking such immoral and 
unethical things (J. L. Steyn and A. J. Buys, “Creativity and ‘Eureka’ in Science and 
Engineering” 6).  After some cogitation, some rumination, he arrives at his truth: 
Americans’ ability to disempower Hebrew Americans lay in their ability to keep them as 
thoughtless, unthinking, functional automatons—24/7.  It lay in inflicting such cruelties 
that Hebrew Americans desired to be functional automatons if it meant being able to 
escape the constant inhumanity they were made to endure—to cope with the traumatic 
events carried out during the System of Institutionalized Enslavement (Slavery). 
Douglass is certainly describing qualities associated with any number of the 
aforementioned terms: insight, awakening, awareness, or epiphany, even aha moments 
since he describes the acquisition of understanding of a question or problem that had long 
eluded him.  Even so, there is an additional element to his description of his experience 
and what he describes as his new abilities, after having an epiphany that the other terms 
do not include and that is the ability “to wit witness the white man’s power to enslave the 
black man” — that is poqéakh (44).  With his open eyes and ears, what he had seen and 
heard prior to him having understanding, now having gained understanding he has new 




experiencing televised, theatrical, or cinematic productions in standard definition (SD, 
one dimensionally) and now experiencing them in high definition (HD, four 
dimensionally).  Where at once he heard in stereo, he hears in surround sound with 
subwoofers. 
One can conclude that he saw his life not through the eyes of a person seeing his 
life through the American’s perspective, double-consciously, but as an individual seeing, 
for the first time, solely through his own senses retro-introspectively.  For the first time, 
he is intentionally looking out on American society and listening to Americans to witness 
them to gain confirmation of the truth.  His eyes and ears are not ornamental or just 
functional any longer, now, he uses them observantly to gain understanding, to learn 
truths, and then to gain confirmation of the truths.  He watches with his eyes and listens 
with his ears, and understands with his mind, unrelated to how Americans or American 
society has informed him to perceive his self or his life—“a slave for life!” (49). 
The ability to see the façade, past the façade, into the façade, and what the façade 
is doing is one way Ellison makes the Vet a virtuoso of poqéakh and invisible man a 
neophyte.  The Vet is ingeniously positioned by Ellison in his novel, Invisible Man, as 
one of the only true perceivers and intentionally positioned to be dismissed by all—
invisible man, Norton, readers, scholars.  As the epigram of the Vet’s comments indicate, 
the most suitable and applicable term will include the act of gaining insight that can lead 
to “a new and special revelation, explaining dark and mysterious things” (Douglass 44) 
and allow the individual to “see or hear or smell the truth of what [she or he] see[s]” (93; 




what is it from, or that the senselessness has nothing to do with the functionality of the 
sensory organ nor is it a capacity/incapacity related to race (as both Hebrew Americans 
and European Americans fall prey).  The term should indicate how an individual shifts 
from “slumbering” “stumblers” to “woke” perceivers, with open eyes and ears and with 
minds that are no longer in stasis. 
By definition terms like awareness, enlightenment, insight, awakening, and aha 
moments all imply the suddenness of comprehension Douglass experiences or the 
awareness, insight, enlightenment one must gain that the Vet speaks of, only, these terms 
do not offer how this occurs or with what it occurs.  The perception or conception of 
phenomena begins and ends with the senses ability to perceive.  Phenomena, which are 
sensed things: objects, sounds, smells, or feelings, is because it is perceived through the 
sensory organs.  To define the event or experience in the psyche without adding with 
what the events or experiences are obtained is a partial definition.  Phenomena are lived 
experiences and how lived experiences and events are registered is with the senses: seen, 
felt, smelled, tasted, comprehended, heard, cogitated, and ruminated with the sensory 
organs and by the brain, even the heart.  A term is needed to represent what is perceived: 
phenomena and how it is perceived: phenomenologically, the term has to signify the 
psychical event and experience of Hebrew Americans, of the protagonists, and its 
thematic representations within Hebrew-American literature and within the novels of 
Quicksand and Invisible Man.  It is not to say that these other terms are entirely 




Poqéakh best explains why the protagonists seem to wander from environ to 
environ.  The educational environ, from which they set out from, has particular 
significance as it is representative of a place of learning, yet it is the place where these 
diasporic protagonists seem to reveal their greatest sensory malfunctions.  Howard 
Thurman claims, “[i]n reflection upon the interpretation of certain aspects of the 
American Negroes’ encounter with higher education, one fact stood out clearly in my 
mind. I could never find, see, or talk with any college-trained Negro who was not 
discouraged. Why?” (115).  When reading Larsen’s novel, most critics assume it is with 
her biracial identity that she is troubled or it is with others’ non-acceptance of her bi-
nationality that she is restless or it was the speech by one of the “renown white preachers 
of the state” that she could not abide her circumstances (2).  However, just as Thurman 
goes on to state that “we” must “look at it [the causes] carefully,” implying there is 
something “we” are missing, overlooking, not seeing, or did not listen for as well as we 
should have.  Scholars and critics must look at the novels more carefully, also, to know 
what is troubling Crane and invisible man to see what leads to their subsequent sojourns.  
Like their non-fictional Hebrew-American counterparts, they too are sojourning for the 
truth—migrating to find that better life.  Once critics and readers consider the theme of 
poqéakh, then the reason becomes clear—the reason that despite ill health and loathing 
her circumstances, Crane is giving birth yet again and invisible man is still in his hole.  
Moreover, it will become clear their reasons the fictional lived experiences of these 





Nella Marie Larsen 
Nella Marie Larsen was born Nellie Walker, in Chicago, Illinois, on the 13 April 
1891.  She was the only daughter of Peter Walker and Mary Hansen.  Her parents were of 
different ethnonational descendance, an interracial couple in the early- to mid-nineteenth 
century America.  Larsen’s father was “a Negro from the Virgin Islands, formerly the 
Danish West Indies” (Larsen qtd. in Davis 26) and her mother was an immigrant to the 
United States from Denmark (Hutchinson 17).  At the time, Illinois law criminalized 
interracial marriage with diasporic people: “No person of color, negro or mulatto shall 
marry any white person” (1829), and such laws making interracial marriage illegal were 
not struck down until 1874.  This might explain why there was no formal record of her 
parents’ marriage and no marriage license registered in the state of Illinois.  Some two 
years after an application for marriage was filed by her parents, Peter Walker was no 
longer in Hansen’s or Nellie’s lives, and was presumed dead (though no death certificate 
was ever filed).  Larsen’s mother would, eventually, legally marry. 
Larsen’s last name was acquired from her mother’s second husband, Peter Larson.  
Hansen would relocate, meet, and marry Peter Larson from Hanlon, Iowa, a white man.  
In this instance, the couple being of the same race, did file a marriage license on the 6 
February 1894 and the family name was changed to Larson/Larsen (Davis 26).  Her 
childhood was not easy and because Larsen was bi-national, the family was forced to 
move a lot (attempting to find a neighborhood that would accept Nellie but they never 
could).  When she was of age, Larsen was sent away to an all Negro school in the south, 




University’s Normal Department for teacher education: “designed [to offer] a Christian 
education for an emancipated race” (Davis 52).  For the first time in her existence she 
was with people who were varied complexions of brown, for which her skin tone and 
undertones was only one of the many varied hues. 
Within a year, however, she would be expelled from Fisk on account of possible 
violations of “rules regarding extravagant and expensive dress and jewelry” (Hutchinson 
63).  Still, Larsen was able to recover.  She spent some time abroad in her mother’s 
country of Denmark, returned to the States, and enrolled in Lincoln Hospital and Home 
Training for Nurses (1912), in New York (Davis 70).  She finished her degree in May of 
1915 and began a short-lived career in nursing.  Larsen was an educated woman, and her 
writings inform readers that she was not only book smart, but also street smart. Larsen, 
and like her protagonist, Crane, was able to recognize a con when she sensed one.  This 
perceptiveness was a quality she bestowed on Crane, and the author and the protagonist 
share other likenesses. 
Like her character, Larsen too tried out different professions: nurse, author/writer, 
librarian, scholar, traveler, but it was in writing that she gained prestige and recognition.  
She began her writing career with the publications in The Brownies’ Book (1920 to 1921) 
of descriptions of children’s games like “Hawk and Pigeons” and “Travelers” which she 
played as a child in Denmark.  Later, she graduated to publish two fictional works, 
though under the pseudonym Allen Semi, “The Wrong Man” (1926) and “Freedom” 
(1926) (Davis 184).  Not too long after, she authored her most famous novels Quicksand 




work led to the end of her career as a novelist after claims of plagiarism surfaced and 
marred her, casting her authorship, thereafter, in infamy.  Where at once it seemed Larsen 
was heading toward longevity as a writer, this claim led to her life ending in obscurity.  
Unlike Ralph Ellison whose writing career resulted in and left him with fame and 
distinction long after Invisible Man., Larsen’s writing career left her in disrepute. 
Ralph Waldo Ellison 
Ralph Ellison was born Ralph Waldo Ellison, yet, in most instances readers only 
know the novelist as Ralph Ellison.  He was born on 1 March 1914, in Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, the eldest of two children born to Lewis Alfred Ellison of South Carolina and 
Ida Millsap Ellison of Georgia.  He and his brother, Herbert Maurice Ellison, were 
second-generation removed from enslavement since his grandfather Alfred Ellison and 
grandmother Harriet Ellison were subjects of the System of Institutionalized 
Enslavement, and Alfred was a former enslaved man in South Carolina.  It may be 
assumed his grandparents, on both sides, were of the same ethnonationality.  Ellison 
alluded to this history through his fictional character invisible man in the opening chapter 
of Invisible Man, writing: “I am not ashamed of my grandparents for having been slaves. 
I am only ashamed of myself for having at one time been ashamed” (15). 
At the age of three Ellison and his family suffered the loss of his father to a work-
related injury.  Like Larsen, Ellison’s mother was suddenly the sole income earner, 
joining the professional workforce as a domestic “and later as a stewardess in the Afro-
Methodist Episcopal Church her family attended” (Emmanuel Nelson 185).  Still, Mrs. 




the Frederick Douglass School in Oklahoma City from 1920 to 1932” (Harish Chander 
142).  It is here that he was introduced to his first and second loves: music and literature; 
though, his career would be forged from the latter.  Later, he left Oklahoma and attended 
college in Alabama at Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute (1933), completing three 
years before he was forced to leave because of lack of tuition (1936). 
Any student would say they felt crestfallen after such an experience; even so, 
without this event, Ellison was destined to leave Alabama for New York to earn tuition.  
There he took up residence in Harlem (just north of Central Park), at one of the most 
influential times in Hebrew American and American history.  At this time, there was a 
resurgence of Hebrew-American nationalism, revolution, and activism as well as the 
confluence of Hebrew-American intellectual and artistic expression which coalesced into 
the time period known as the Harlem Renaissance (c. 1918-1937).  In New York, he met 
Richard Nathaniel Wright (Black Boy 1945) and others of the “larger New Negro 
movement” (Hutchinson).  There he was exposed to all kinds of genres of writing and 
writers of all kinds of genres; there he was encouraged to become a writer by none other 
than Richard Nathaniel Wright, himself.  Ellison became a writer. 
His career started out in 1937 writing short stories, reviews, and essays.  He, at 
one point, “work[s] on the Federal Writers’ Project from 1938 to 1942, which he 
followed with a stint as the managing editor of The Negro Quarterly for just under a 
year” (Encyclopædia Britannica).  This was his labor for some time, until 1952, when he 
publishes his first full-length novel, Invisible Man.  What may be stunning to learn was 




that ‘I have considered the possibility that I might not be a novelist myself’” (James M. 
Mellard 94).  In correspondence to Albert Murray he replied to Murray’s inquiry, “How 
is the youknowwhat?” that “Is it a rock around my neck…” and “after it’s all over and 
done up in binders I will have passed through the goddamnedest experience of my life 
and shall never be the same. Perhaps that is why it’s so difficult to finish. Nevertheless 
I’m near the end and I’ll be glad to get it over with” (Mellard 93-94).  Ellison completed 
his novel, and the canon has his Invisible Man and readers have his protagonist invisible 
man.  Ellison did not publish another novel.  Readers, though, had his non-fiction and 
other fiction works: “The Collected Essays of Ralph Ellison” (1995) and “Flying Home 
and Other Stories” (1997). 
Nella Larsen and Ralph Ellison took up residence in the estate that is the canon of 
Hebrew-American literary production produced during the Harlem Renaissance to the 
Black Power movement.  They are roomed beside and bracketed by other notables such 
as Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins (Topsy Templeton (1916), Zora Neale Hurston (Moses, 
Man of the Mountain (1939)), Rudolph John Chauncey Fisher (“City of Refuge” (1925)), 
James Mercer Langston Hughes (Fire!!; first issue November 1926), Eric Derwent 
Walrond (“The New Negro Faces America” (1923)), Festus Claudius McKay (A Long 
Way from Home (1937), James Baldwin (Notes of a Native Son (1955)), Paule Marshall 
(Brown Girl, Brownstones (1959)), Richard Wright (The Outsider (1953)), and more.  
They and their novels have earned a place whereby they must be addressed and read, 




In the chapters to follow, my intent is to give a comprehensive introduction to the 
term, concept, and phenomenon of poqéakh and show it is a principal theme in Hebrew-
American literature, specifically, within the novels Quicksand and Invisible Man.  
Chapter One, “Poqéakh (פקח), Her Sinking Feeling, His Poor Sight, and Novel Themes: 
A Literature Review,” examines and assesses the most relevant and pertinent publications 
related to the discussion of poqéakh and its thematic representations within the novels.  
This chapter opens with an illustrative example of a way Americans raise constructs 
around Hebrew American literary-intellectual bodies of work and, surreptitiously, 
question diasporic authorship, originality, and authenticity of intellectual productions.  
These criticisms uphold, as Ellison’s invisible man believes and accepts as truth, even 
unintentionally, the notion that “only [Americans] could judge truly [diasporic 
intellectual] ability” (Ellison 25).   This chapter, also, focuses on works attuned to the 
reality of diasporic men and women depicted by the novels in order to show how the 
environs of the construct are not only formed by acts, but fixed in print to perpetuate the 
false realities for generations. 
Chapter Two, “Poqéakh (פקח): Perspectives, Methods and Depictions in 
Hebrew-American Prose,” gives much needed background on the topic, theme, and 
concept of poqéakh so that readers are informed of its place in African-/Hebrew-
American literature.  This chapter provides the contextual literary-historic perspective to 
substantiate this study and its focus.  It covers the methodological, conceptual, and 
theoretical frameworks which guide the study.  Chapter Three, “Poqéakh (פקח) and 




Larsen’s Quicksand,” analyzes Larsen’s representations of poqéakh through the lived 
experiences of the protagonist, Helga Crane, who is seemingly searching for approval and 
comfort, or rather an accepting space.  She does not find it, at least, not for too long.  
Soon after, she begins to sense the environs’ and its people’s attempts to re-fashion her.  
She fiercely desires to know a place where she (diasporic women) can develop her 
authentic self, un-estranged and unapologetic, but is unable to find even one environ 
within the American socio-economic or political construct.  Even in Europe’s Denmark, 
amongst the more enlightened, laissez-faire Danes, where she hopes it (Europe, in 
general) will live up to the hype of equity, it does not and she knows it.  There is no 
place, not even, at times, within herself where she does not sense the sharpening of the 
cutlery.  The novel pays particular attention to Crane’s comfortability as well as to the 
environs of her discontentment.  It is within the psychical context that this study shows 
she is learning to be most authentic and at home because she is cautious, questioning, and 
knows when to hold ‘em, fold ‘em, or run. 
The novel begins with her seated in meditative contemplation seeking a few 
moments of solace from “the banal, the patronizing, and even the insulting remarks of 
one the renowned white preachers of the state” visiting Naxos during “luncheon time,” 
even this is an infringement on her.  She seeks to understand why the speech and the 
Naxos environment so infuriates her, why is makes her uncomfortable in her own skin 
(2).  Her exploration of her truth leads her away from Naxos and James Vayle and Dr. 




This chapter, also, looks at the significance of the process Crane has decided to 
engage, the meaning of the event she will experience, and it explains how the events 
influence her actions and decisions, and shows how the event of poqéakh plots the course 
that leads to the circumstances at the conclusion of the novel.  At the novel’s conclusion, 
“Helga trie[s] not to think” about her circumstances which, certainly, implies that she no 
longer chooses to engage in the cogitative processes; yet, sentences later, she cogitates on 
a way out that would not force her to abandon her children (135).  This maintains the 
premise that one cannot undo poqéakh (at least, not without consequences). 
Chapter Four, “Poqéakh (פקח) and Those ‘Poor Stumblers, Neither of You Can 
See …’ in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” analyzes Ellison’s development of the mind of 
his protagonist, invisible man, a man who neither seeks nor desires poqéakh.  Ellison 
seems to imply invisible man is unable to engage or maintain poqéakh on his own.  In 
these instances, the specter of his grandfather appears as a signpost to him when a 
moment arises where he should engage poqéakh.  Though invisible man would rather 
remain reliant, slumberous, an invisible specter in “the eyes of those with whom [he] 
comes in contact” all his days, the signpost will not allow him to (3).  With his dying 
breath, invisible man’s grandfather admonishes the family to “keep up the good fight” 
and that “our life is a war… Live with your head in the lion’s mouth. I want you to 
overcome ’em with yeses, undermine ’em with grins, agree ’em to death and destruction, 
let ’em swoller you till they vomit or bust wide open (16).  His desire to willingly submit 




and, [instead] it became a constant puzzle which lay unanswered in the back of my mind” 
(16). 
From this point forward, invisible man is divided between two opinions: 
understanding the meaning of his grandfather’s words and achieving his aspirations of 
social propriety, which he can only achieve if he can continue to pursue, as the Vet 
alludes, “accessible symbol[s] of freedom,” while defying the one true core of freedom—
having “your own mind” (153; Black Boy 275).  The phenomenological event and 
experience take center stage as the fundamental incident that cannot be undone.  For 
instance, the truth of the grandfather’s warning lingers and the truth in its meaning is 
painstakingly evidenced in every object, every word, every encounter, and every place 
invisible man goes.  invisible man has only to utilize his senses as they were intended and 
poqéakh is achievable. 
Chapter Five and the concluding chapter is the culmination of the treatise on 
poqéakh.  It imparts the findings, the last words of wisdom, knowledge, and 
understanding in a summative review—starting with Dr. Maya Angelou sagacious words 
to Oprah Winfrey about one of life’s notable truth: “When people show you who they 
are, believe them.”  It is that simple, but no one believes it, so it is hard to accept one’s 
senses, intuition and reason.  Whether affirmed through imagery or discourse, 
demonstrated by the characters’ achievement or destined achievement poqéakh is 
represented—and if it is not for the characters to perceive, then it is for the readers and all 




Terminology and Definitions 
American(s). Signifies and refers to European or European descended immigrants and 
citizens of the United States of America. America gained independence in 1776, whereas 
many African/Hebrew Americans had not gained human rights (de jure) from chattel 
enslavement until 1868 (Fourteenth Amendment). The term does not include First-Nation 
nationals or nationals of protectorate states: Alaskans, American Indigenous (the majority 
still live on reserved lands), or Hawaiians, or Guam or Samoa. 
Automatism. Defined in the following selected entries from the Oxford English 
Dictionary (OED) as: 1. The theory, belief, or doctrine that living organisms act purely 
mechanically, like automata, and are motivated by physical causes, rather than 
consciousness, intelligence, or will. Also: the condition or state of being so motivated; 
and 3. The quality or fact of doing something automatically, mechanically, or 
unthinkingly, esp. through habit or convention; the result of this, unthinking routine. 
Delphi Technique/Study. A technique and method widely used and accepted for 
gathering data from respondents within a given discipline. It is designed to achieve a 
convergence of opinion on a specific real-world issue. The Delphi process has been used 
in various fields of study such as program planning, needs assessment, policy 
determination, and resource utilization to develop a full range of alternatives, explore or 
expose underlying assumptions, as well as correlate judgments on a topic spanning a 
wide range of disciplines. The Technique is well suited for consensus-building to collect 




Diaspora, Diasporans, Diasporic. Greek word διασπορά (diasporá; “diá, ‘through,’ … 
speírō, ‘sow or scatter seed,’), only “properly refers to Israelites exiled to foreign lands” 
(“Greek Dictionary of The New Testament,” Strong’s Concordance 23). This term is 
interchangeable only with and only refers to Hebrew(s) or Israelite(s) or Hebrew-
Israelite(s) or Hebraic descendants “freed” from the original Egyptian-captivity dispersed 
and/or exiled amongst Shem/Asian or non-Shem/Asian nations of the ancient, modern, 
present-modern world. This designation does not relate to Europeans or European ethnic 
persons, citizens, or groups who are converts (European Jewry, Jewish people), colonists, 
immigrants, or occupants in Palestine (Kena‘an) or to the practice of Torah.—those 
called Israeli(s). They are European, while the history of the Hebrew, Israelite, Hebrew-
Israelite of the Torah only relate to descendants of the children of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob/Israel, who are Shem/ֵשם (modern racial equivalent: Asian) people. They are the 
complexion of people formed of the dust, not the chalk of the earth. Beginning in the 
1950s and 1960s, the term’s usage again came to reference the Hebraic diaspora, those 
descendants brought “back in ships into Mitzrayim [Egypt]” (Devarim 28.68) during the 
Trans-Atlantic Human Traffic and Trade (TAHTT) and into the “land of the north 
[America, the Americas, and Caribbean] and all the other lands [worldwide]” (Yirmeyahu 
16.15). This term refers to those peoples commonly called African Diaspora/ Diasporic 
African(s)/African American(s). Used here, it replaces such terms and by-words 
connoting dispersed people into the Western Hemisphere: Negros, Negresses, Negroid(s)/ 
Negroid race, black folk(s), blacks/black people/Black American(s), African 




Moreno(s), Afro-Hispanic American(s), Mulatto(s), West Indian(s)/Caribbean(s), 
Nubian(s), People(s)-of-Colour, and the extremely offensive terms Nigger(s)/Nigga(s). 
Genre of Novel.  A genre unique from others because it is a form writers utilize to fully 
narrate experiences, real-life dramas, tragedies, insights via well-developed characters 
and plots. It is fundamentally responsive (addressive, discursive), represents multi-
voiced, multi-perspective, and multi-linguistic class and caste language systems 
(heteroglossia and dialogism), specifically their distinctiveness. 
The Great [American] Migration. It was the involuntary and voluntary relocation of 
more than six million Hebrew Americans from the rural South and deep-South to the 
states and cities of the North, the Midwest and the West from about 1910 to 1940 (World 
War II: 1939-1945) and again from 1940s to 1970s (Cold War Era: between 1945 and 
1989 and Non-Alignment Movement: 1955 to present) after the American Civil War.  
Tens of hundreds of Hebrew Americans decided to journey from their home states and 
cities to the north (possibly, never to return), because of inadequate economic 
opportunities and harsh segregationist laws and inhuman violations of their human rights, 
where they took advantage of the need for industrial workers that first arose during the 
First World War (1914-1919).  During the Great [American] Migration, Hebrew 
Americans were determined to stake a claim to the American Dream and build Canaan 
for themselves: new public lives, actively resisting racial bias and bigotry, advocating for 
economic, political and social equality and equity that made way for a diasporic “urban 





Intertextuality or Intratextuality. The former term was coined by Julia Kristeva, who 
said, “Every text builds itself as a mosaic of quotations…” and refers to the way “every 
text is absorption and transformation of another text” (Harmon and Holman 279). An 
absorption and transformation is use of external texts via quotes, allegory, reference, 
paraphrase, allusion, etc. The latter term defined by Luke Stamps, refers to the “practice 
of alluding to, echoing or foreshadowing [text] within” a text from the same text. 
Lived experience(s). Term used to describe the first-hand accounts and impressions of 
physical and/or psychical (perceptual and conceptual) phenomena. These accounts and 
impressions can form an individual’s or collective’s personal perspective or worldview. 
They can be described verbally or written.  Qualitative research approaches to lived 
experiences explores and understands it as representations and comprehensions of a 
researcher’s or research subject's experiences, choices, and options. Additionally, 
qualitative research approaches purports to show how these factors influence the 
perceptions of knowledge of individuals and collectives. A knowledge that is influenced 
by their identification with race, class and caste, sex and sexuality, culture or religion, 
ethnonational and political associations, and other roles and characteristics that determine 
how people live their daily lives. Lived experience(s), then, leads to a self-awareness that 
acknowledges the integrity of an individual life and how separate life experiences can 
resemble and respond to larger public and social themes, creating a space for storytelling, 
interpretation, and meaning-making. Studying lived experience(s) allows a researcher to 
use a representative sample to learn about individuals and collectives and their society 




Phenomenological and Phenomenological-Praxis. A distinct discipline related to other 
key fields of philosophy, such as ontology, epistemology, logic, etymology, and 
morality/ethics and is the study of structures of consciousness (cognitive and cogitative 
processes) experienced form the first-person/subjective perspective, in which, objects 
enter the consciousness because it is intentionally directed toward the object encountered 
(seen, heard, etc.).  Intentional observation (seeing, listening, sensing, etc.) of phenomena 
in reality (existence) to actively and reflectively engage cognitive and cogitative 
processes to learn, understand, ascertain meaning and truths/facts reflectively and/or 
introspectively about a one’s experience(s), one’s self, one’s thinking, and one’s reality in 
order to change it. 
Poqéakh (  Hebrew) [vb.] open (the senses, especially, the eyes); fig. to be) .(פֵֹּקחַ 
observant. “Seeing with open eyes,” (this also applies to hearing). To keep the ears and 
eyes open, though not in the physical sense, is to be observant. To be observant implies a 
readiness to receive/collect information in the form of phenomena, contemplate/meditate 
[on] it for its intrinsic meaning, and interpret it to gain an understanding/comprehension 
of it to ascertain a truth/fact. Poqéakh may be described as a psychical process, event, 
and/or experience, whereby perceived phenomena are cogitated to ascertain a truth/fact 
about the self or a subject, person, or problem. The culmination of intentional cogitation 
may be a sudden understanding upon recognition of previously unknown connections 
between information. This new comprehension may lead to a resolution of a question/ 
problem, recognition of how it can be expeditiously and judiciously utilized, or change in 




POQÉAKH (פקח), HER SINKING FEELING, HIS POOR SIGHT, 
AND THOSE NOVEL THEMES: A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
 
 
Plagiarism is a lie of omission that marks an author’s deceptive self-presentation: 
plagiarists are not simply an affront to the others (authors and texts) they exploit, 
but also, to themselves—to the depth and breadth of self-expression curtailed by 
their own dissimulation. 
—Erika Renée Williams, “A Lie of Omission: Plagiarism in Nella Larsen’s 
Quicksand” 
“Damn you master, you ain't my master”: Hebrew American Literary Proprietorship 
and the Critics 
The fact is we see and hear, experience phenomena as we are taught to until we 
learn to sense and think and reflect on our phenomenological experiences by ourselves 
and for ourselves, independent of external influences..  In most instances, Hebrew 
Americans learn of the world around them as it is presented to them by Americans in 
their history books, their literature, their art works, and their conversations as well as 
through their science and pseudo-science, and their media.  It goes without saying (or it 
should) that Hebrew Americans have to learn to do this for ourselves.  Dr. Joy Degruy 
Leary writes, “We come to understand our world through many means. We use 
reasoning, observation and calculations. We use our five senses, and out intuition” (37).  
When Hebrew Americans learn to sense and think and reflect for themselves and observe 
truths as they come to know them and accept them then their lived experiences will 




new dynamic—one of selfdom and self-determination, self-reliance, self-sufficiency, and 
relative autonomy. 
This chapter surveys the most relevant and pertinent publications related to the 
discussion of poqéakh and its thematic representations in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand and 
Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man.  Most reviews or critiques maintain the view that the 
novels are bildungsroman or journey stories in search of the self.  They identify the 
novels’ themes as those of identity, group-identity, or identitylessness.  Other criticisms 
include themes such as double-consciousness, the need for belonging or displacement, 
self-expression and individuality or group-expression and solidarity.  These criticisms 
continue to emphasize themes related to forms of oppression, suppression, or repression: 
physical, sexual, socio-political, -economic, and/or -environmental disparity; race, 
ethnonationality or bi-raciality; art: music (jazz); objectification and/or commodification, 
familial abandonment, primitivism, suffocation (“entrapment/asphyxiation”), along with 
a myriad of sub-themes or motifs.  These themes have been the focus of literary and 
academic discourse since the novels’ publications.  However, it can be argued that the 
scope of the scholarship can be broadened to consider alternative themes for study, 
alternative interpretations, and alternative theoretical approaches.  When one takes into 
consideration also the popularity of these authors and their novels in academia, since they 
are assigned in undergraduate and graduate courses around the country with some 





As much as the war for liberation has been one of a physical nature it has, also, 
been one of a psychical nature.  Hebrew Americans’ efforts have been both to avoid 
being molded to and to escape from the “white man’s pattern” (Larsen 4).  They have 
been engaged in the neo-Civil American War, since the nineteenth century (19th c.), to 
“emancipate [themselves] from mental slavery” (Marcus Garvey qtd. by Robert “Bob” 
Marley, “Redemption Song” 1984) and to wrest all proprietary rights of their intellectual 
property from American guardianship or licensure.  As the epigraph suggests, this chapter 
will open with an acknowledgment of a controversial topic—plagiarism.  It is a topic that 
halts any discourse in academic and literary circles and has been identified as a point of 
discussion and subject of criticism as it relates to Larsen’s authorship (Brickhouse; 
Stringer).  This acknowledgment of the charge of plagiarism defaming Nella Larsen, her 
authorship, and her novel(s) will couple as a rejoinder of the self-same topic. 
Nella Larsen is an author steeped in the time period of the Harlem Renaissance: 
its glamour, its paradoxes, its artistic and literary likenesses of “negro” life, and its living 
experience of Hebrew-American life as citizens of the Republic of the United States of 
America.  As she reaped the benefits of her bourgeoning writing career, she and her last 
novella were maligned by a charge of plagiarism, with the publication of Sanctuary 
(1930).  Plagiarism is one of the severest and grievous charges anyone can lodge against 
someone’s authorship.  Hebrew Americans are not unacquainted with the accusation of 
false authorship, but if one is unable to successfully disprove the claim, it can end a 
writing career and taint a person’s good name.  In Larsen’s case, the claim against her 




from as a novelist.  Biographers, scholars, and critics, some courteously and others 
contemptuously, discuss the claim.  For instance, her biographer Thadious M. Davis 
(Nella Larsen: Novelist of the Harlem Renaissance) as well as Rosemary V. Hathaway 
(“‘Almost Folklore’: The Legend That Killed Nella Larsen’s Literary Career”), Emily J. 
Orlando (“Irreverent Intimacy: Nella Larsen’s Revisions of Edith Wharton”), Hildegard 
Hoeller (“The Case of Nella Larsen’s ‘Sanctuary’”) are tactful about the claim or 
plagiarism, while others such as Cheryl Wall (Women of the Harlem Renaissance) and 
Erika Renée Williams (“A Lie of Omission: Plagiarism in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand”) 
coarsely discuss the charge.  Who did Larsen plagiarize?—Edith Wharton, Sheila Kaye-
Smith, and John Galsworthy. 
Specifically, the claim or the charge by Larsen’s critics and acknowledged by her 
biographers is that she mined from Wharton’s books Twilight Sleep (1927) and House of 
Mirth (1905), from Kaye-Smith’s short story “Mrs. Adis” (1922), and from John 
Galsworthy’s play “The First and the Last” (1917?).  Whether a biographer or a critic 
characterizes the mining as a claim: a statement of fact and acknowledgement of an 
infraction or a charge: an accusation intended to exact a punishment and highlight a 
crime governs how each writer discusses the body of Larsen’s work and the themes they 
identify.  If their preoccupation is to denounce her authorship, then biographers’ or 
critics’ ability to identify a theme such as poqéakh is unlikely.  As the review of research 
collected on these novels continued it seemed unlikely that thematically innovative 




For instance, with regard to Larsen, Williams writes on the ways Quicksand 
plagiarizes the aforementioned authors’ works in her novella Sanctuary, while Hoeller  
and Orlando write on the commonalities Sanctuary shares with the aforementioned 
authors’ works: “Larsen’s vaudeville show eerily echoes, appropriates, and revises a 
racially disturbing moment from Edith Wharton’s Twilight Sleep (1927)” (Orlando 32).  
In effect, they identify a pattern of cultural appropriation or plagiary in Larsen’s works; 
however, it is Williams who charges Larsen with plagiarism, defining the term, and 
illustrating how the very act of plagiary is overtly and covertly insinuated and exhibited 
within Larsen’s work.  According to Williams, when Larsen’s insinuates the act of 
plagiarism in her novel Quicksand, by her protagonist, that is Larsen’s way, in Freudian 
fashion, of relieving her own guilt and of confessing her crime(s).  Hoeller’s and 
Orlando’s position (claim) is that Larsen’s appropriation is a modernist act of re-telling.  
For these reviewers, Larsen’s regular, sometimes discretely and other times boldly, 
intertextual integration of phrases, paragraphs, scenes from other authors’ works is a form 
of re-casting these stories or novels to make them relatable to diasporic readers: 
“Larsen’s allegedly ‘plagiarized’ story and her public defense are important texts for the 
exploration of the relations between race, modernism, and plagiarism” (Hoeller 421).  
Orlando and Hoeller classify the alleged acts as cultural-appropriation, revisionist, or 
revisionist modernist, while Williams holds fast to designating it as acts of plagiarism. 
For Williams, Larsen is a staunch criminal plagiarist, though she admits that 
“Quicksand and ‘The First and the Last’ share no substantive plot points” (208).  Also, 




from Galsworthy: “Larsen borrow[ing] from Sheila Kaye-Smith has been well 
documented, but [I] …discovered another instance of plagiarism by Larsen: her nearly 
verbatim copying from the opening passage of John Galsworthy …” (205).  This charge, 
again, has not been lobbed at Larsen alone, but she is, possibly, the only Hebrew-
American woman author from the Harlem Renaissance era to have a promising 
profession end because of it.  She is, of course, only one of many Hebrew-American 
authors who have been identified as having pilfered from Europe’s literature storehouse, 
Ellison is on the list too.  Conspicuously, Ellison, whether to avoid the charge of 
plagiarism or not, willingly offers he is a beneficiary of great European authors.  He 
admits he “inherited the language of Shakespeare and Melville, Mark Twain and Lincoln 
and no other…” (Casey Hayman 131).  Although there are other authors Ellison is more 
beholden to for his inspiration, Richard Wright, for instance, the point is that he does not 
allow any claim or charge to befall him because he informs all from the start. 
Even bell hooks shares an experience “at a Halloween party … [when a] new 
white male colleague…went on a tirade at the mere mention of my Toni Morrison 
seminar, emphasizing that Song of Solomon was a weak rewrite of Hemingway’s For 
Who the Bell Tolls” (32).  How did Larsen happen to do this, to plagiarize Galsworthy?  
Larsen’s, Orlando claims, mining of Wharton’s works was intentional as a critique of 
Hebrew Americans who imitate the imitations (Plato): “Working intimately and critically 
with Wharton’s plots, characters, themes, and in many cases, turns of phrase, Larsen 
produces a literature that subtly undermines the making of ‘exact copies’ or ‘slavish 




an excerpt of Larsen’s explanation: “The story is one that was told to me by an old Negro 
woman who, in my nursing days, was an inmate of Lincoln Hospital and Home, East 
141st Street, New York City” (424).  In “Almost Folklore: The Legend that Killed Nella 
Larsen’s Literary Career,” Rosemary V. Hathaway suggests that “‘Mrs. Adis’ and 
‘Sanctuary’ turn on a traditional folk narrative that both writers identified for subjects of 
their works.  It was, however, the unfortunate timing of Larsen’s publication that 
weakened her claims to the folkloric origins of ‘Sanctuary,’ since her story was published 
after Kaye-Smith’s.  Additionally, Larsen did not have the folkloric background for the 
story “nor the scholarly training to connect it to analogous narratives” (256).  Larsen 
states Sanctuary is of her own conception, while others argue her time as a librarian 
would have brought her into contact with Kay-Smith’s and Wharton’s or Galsworthy’s 
works.  Of course, most critics do acknowledge it is hard to confirm the true origins of 
either tale, Hathaway writes: 
Though Larsen’s bright literary star burned through most of the 1920s, her 
reputation was derailed by accusations that her short story “Sanctuary,” published 
in 1930, was plagiarized from “Mrs. Adis,” a story published eight years earlier 
by Sheila Kaye-Smith, a white British writer. The accusations were never 
proven, but the damage was done: though Larsen wrote three other novels in the 
early 1930s, none of them were accepted for publication (qtd. in Hutchinson 
xviii), and Larsen eventually returned to the nursing career she had abandoned 




Regardless, for Williams and other critics, that rationale for the indiscretion is 
neither here nor there; if one has encountered, read, gained inspiration, quoted, or 
paraphrased from another’s work, then credit is due to the source.  Williams’ adamant 
stance that Larsen’s possible indiscretion is plagiarism, though it may be a moot point, 
puts her in a precarious situation, however.  For Williams’ objectivity seems to falter as 
the gatekeeper of literary authenticity when Kay-Smith reveals she has appropriated 
material for her short story “Ms. Adis.”  However, Galsworthy’s work is where Williams’ 
indiscretion lies.  In “Columbus, The Indians, and Human Progress,” Howard Zinn states: 
One can lie outright about the past. Or one can omit facts which might lead to 
unacceptable conclusions. … [Or One] can mention the truth quickly and go … 
on to other things most important… Outright lying or quite omission takes the 
risk of discovery which, when made, might arouse the reader to rebel against the 
writer … (20) 
Williams claims “the plagiarist[’s]” (Larsen’s) past larcenies are “well 
documented” and critics had found her out, but not the one related to John Galsworthy 
(206, 205).  She states, Larsen’s infringement “compelled [her] to disclose as well as 
analyze what I learned about Larsen” (205) whose “praxis of lying by omission” (212) 
cost her a career and demonstrates her lack of fortitude, having succumbed to the 
pressures of “the implicit demands imposed during the Harlem Renaissance to prove the 
virtuosity of African American writers…” (213).  Though Orlando informs readers “that 
Kaye-Smith belatedly acknowledges that for her own story [‘Mrs. Adis’], she borrowed, 




branded a plagiarist” (40).  As such, it is perplexing that Williams omits Galsworthy’s 
use of the Hebrew canon as a source of inspiration for the title of his play: “The First and 
The Last” and for intertextual material quoted in his play: “Larry. … With one of his 
flashes … Unstable as water, he shall not excel!” (Scene I).  She says, “as scholars and 
critics of Larsen, we benefit from having the fullest possible picture of this complicated 
author and her body of work, even if that picture disturbs us” (205).  Her picture of 
Galsworthy’s “criminality” should have been evident in her review of Larsen and her 
work, since the former phrase comprising Galsworthy’s title is repeated in Divre 
Hayyamin II  (Divre Hayyamin II 16:11, 28:26, etc.) and the latter quote is a 
pronouncement on the first-born son of Ya’aqov and Leah from B’raisheit, Reuben 
(B’raisheit 49:4). 
Just as the title of Chinua Achebe’s acclaimed novel Things Fall Apart (1959) is 
well noted to have been inspired by the verses in William Butler Yeats’ poem “The 
Second Coming,” then Williams should have felt “compelled … to disclose” to readers of 
Galsworthy sources or the lack of mention of his sources (205).  Even Larry’s command 
for Keith to have “Courage” would remind any seminarian of Moses and the Hebrew 
God’s command to the twelve warrior-spies and Joshua to have “good courage” 
(Bamidbar 13.20 and Devarim 31.6).  One might speculate that Williams intentionally 
decided to omit information regardless of the “risk of discovery” because the Hebrew’s 
canon is so well known that any laymen would recognize the material’s source.  It is 
possible, as she contends, the expectation of the plagiarist was for the laymen and the 




reader to rebel” and question her neutrality.  As it is, making this discovery does slacken 
the force of Williams’ charge against Larsen. 
Regardless of Williams’ rationales, she is to be objective and diligent.  It is no 
secret that European authors/writers have gotten lost in the pages of the Hebrew’s text 
and come out treasure ladened, yet, give no mention of “borrowing,” “modernizing,” 
“culturally-appropriating,” thus, neglecting “to honor the text … covertly []appropriated” 
(206).  Within those “literary circles” academicians and literary scholars and critics 
frequent, they should recognize when writers have sojourned into this “well-known and 
well-trafficked text …,” but Williams does not or, at least, she makes no mention (209).  
She maybe applying the rational she quotes from Zakes Mda (with an attendant note for 
clarification) explaining his use of external influences and sources while lacking formal 
mention from what or whom the influences or sources derive: “For intertextuality to 
function successfully it is important that those readers who are familiar with the original 
text should be able to identify its influences as it interplays with the new text” ([sic] 208). 
However, as Williams clarifies Mda’s quote, only if/when the allusion or inter-
text is “recognized by a reader” little to no mention is needed; otherwise, the writer must 
“advertise” (mention) the source text as the source and influence (208; emphasis added).  
Williams, though, is not the only scholar who is reluctant to ascribe credit to the 
Hebrew’s canon when it is a source.  Academicians’ reluctance to acknowledge this most 
published Middle-East Asian text as source and influence on European society is so 
virulent that despite their obligation most do not.  What is more unfortunate, for the 




influence may be obscured by its derivative texts like The Gospel, The Qur’an, The 
Talmud, Mishnah or Gomorrah.  Even for scholars, surely laymen, it may be difficult to 
discern the origin of something like a word, a concept, a phrase, a paraphrase, even a 
whole paragraph from one text to the next.  Williams, of course, seems to imply she has a 
proficiency in this very area of literary-plagiarism detection, which should have made 
Galsworthy’s plagiary easily noticed his “technical reliance” (206). 
Besides being a literary-plagiarism detective, Williams is something more.  She 
and those like her are like overseers for the molders.  Her review and her charge on 
Larsen’s authorship and her work incase them and maintains the American mold around 
Hebrew-American authorship, her intellectual property.  In effect, her review claims 
more proprietorship over Larsen’s work than Larsen does.  Williams presents to readers 
what and how they should think about Larsen and her work.  She has greater say over the 
character of the author and the quality of her work than Larsen.  Williams auctions 
Larsen and her work like property in a literary market, to be bid on, valued and evaluated 
and regardless of any rights Larsen may have to herself or her work, she can no longer 
exercise them—even, to defend herself, since these charges are lodged parsimoniously.  
The reader’s experience of Larsen is tainted in such a way that this charge is ever 
associated with her and her works.  To be sure, this review of the literature does not take 
issue with her review, only with its bias. 
Galsworthy, of course, is not the only author to rely on outside source material; 
however, that Williams did not detect his use of the historic text or his neglect “to be 




auxiliary to literary authorship for implicit bias on anyone’s part.  Even Ellison has 
gained inspiration from this source; the episode of the seven letters in Invisible Man is 
not constructed from any European work or writer, but from the Hebrew’s canon. 
Dennis Welch and Allison Greer indirectly attributed Ellison’s scene with the 
letters to the Holy Scriptures (the Bible), but more directly to The Gospel and Jewish 
myth (365) as well as other European writers and texts, in “Ralph Ellison’s Invisible 
Man: Secularizing the Fortunate Fall and Apocalypse.”  In their work, they quote 
Lawrence Jackson (Jackson 152-53): 
‘… in spite of his reading and focus as a writer and in spite particularly of his own 
words that he “was born to … the language of the Bible’ (751), very little has 
been said about Ellison’s uses of scripture, its overarching design from the Fall to 
Revelation and especially the interpretation (by Augustine and others) of that 
design as ‘fortunate’—i.e., for humankind’s greatest benefit. This is in spite also 
of the fact that Ellison’s ‘exhausting research’ on mythic patterns ‘netted him 
intimacy with … Saint Augustine, Dante, Spenser, Milton, and Shakespeare.’ 
(363; qtd. in Welch and Greer) 
However, they never directly attribute it to Torah or the history that conceived it, despite 
the essay’s attesting: 
Examining the Bible’s role in Ellison’s novel should include likewise his 
understanding of African American history … Regarding this history he stated in 
‘Indivisible Man’: ‘When we began to build up a sense of ourselves, we did it by 




Christians, modifying them as we identified with these people and projecting 
ourselves …’ (Collected 368). (365) 
… 
… the Invisible Man decides to take up his responsibility by leaving his 
underground realm and returning to the world: ‘I’m shaking off the old skin [like 
the serpent’s] and I’ll leave it here in the hole’ (581). Not unlike Jesus rising from 
the tomb, this protagonist becomes his own savior and secures his own sense of 
destiny and identity, however contingent and tentative. (378) 
There is a direct reference to how invisible man is like “Jesus rising,” but not relating 
invisible man to Uriyya (Uriah) in Hebrew history, the conspiracy of the letter, or giving 
mention to the portion of Hebrew’s canon where the history originates.  As Zinn argues 
and hooks states, those who desire to obscure will make mention, then quickly move on 
and the gap, the “lying and denial,” is left behind to be accepted as fact (hooks 28). 
In this instance of covering the plagiarism, Welch and Greer mention there is a 
letter, which originates from a religious text (the book of Revelation is mentioned), it 
references or foreshadows a tragedy for the bearer, but, the actual name of the text or 
person(s) the experiences happen to (which is not in B’raisheit as alluded to by Ellison’s 
invisible man) is not mentioned (363).  This ambiguity is calculated, as it has achieved 
the desired impression that the novel’s influence is completely European in inspiration 
and form.  The subterfuge has successfully maintained the intent of the construct to keep 
the mind ignorant and unknowledgeable.  Notably, as with Williams’ review of Larsen’s 




Greer’s review.  Readers may read the texts several times and not see through the 
“untruths,” and so, reading has no liberating effect and ignorance is not dispelled.  Thus, 
millions of readers, even scholars, remain “poor stumblers” (Ellison 95). 
Critics like Williams and Welch and Greer have been the cover voices of 
scholarship on Larsen and Ellison for decades.  It is their views that have been accepted 
as objective appraisals, evaluations, or criticisms of Hebrew-American literature, at least, 
for these novels and novelists.  They are, even if unintentionally, upholding the untruth, 
“that only [Americans and those patterned by them] could judge truly [their] ability” and 
their intellectual productions (Ellison 25).  It must be understood that as they judge they 
educate the scholar, the researcher, the student on not just what to think, but how to think 
about it—and the mold is cast.  Though it is evident Ellison is alluding to the history of 
Uriyyah’s letter, the critics are silent—the deception will continue, even in scholarship.  
If Ellison and Galsworthy are given a pass, then why not Larsen? 
As readers continue to the conclusion of chapter Six, invisible man is given seven 
letters from his mentor and role model Dr. Bledsoe—“Yes, sir, that was all he gave [him] 
…”, he states to Mr. Emerson (185).  If invisible man was asked: how many ropes does it 
take to hang a man by the neck, he might respond, seven is all they had.  Could he be this 
trusting, this unawares of Bledsoe’s intent to ensure he is never a threat to him or his 
college again?  For invisible man, like Uriyya, death was imminent (at least 
metaphorically for invisible man), and both went to their destruction completely ignorant.  
It goes unmentioned how the seven letters were the death of invisible man’s hopes of 




By chapter Eight, invisible man doles out his letters of introduction.  Any 
individual with a sound acquaintance with the Hebrew’s canon and the history of David, 
Bat-sheva, and Uriyya the Khitti would recognize where Ellison got the inspiration for 
this episode-of-the-letters in Invisible Man: 
14And it came to pass in the morning, that David wrote a letter to Yo’av, and sent 
it by the hand of Uriyya. 15And he wrote in the letter, saying, Set Uriyya in the 
forefront of the hottest battle, and withdraw from him, so that he may be hit, and 
die. 
16And it came, when Yo’av besieged the city, he assigned Uriyya … where … the 
fighting men were ….17 And … the servants of David fell, and Uriyya the Hittite 
died also. (The Jerusalem Bible, Sam. 11.14-17) 
Yes, though, neither critics nor Ellison makes mention of the source text of his 
inspiration, according to Williams’ definition: “Plagiarism is a lie of omission” (206), he 
has plagiarized and he does a fine job of it.  He does a fine job of modernizing (literary 
remixing) this incident in Hebrew history in his novel.  Still, omitting that information as 
Greer and Welch have is incongruous with scholarship.  The practice of denunciating 
non-European Americans for similar intellectual [mis]appropriations seems extreme in 
comparison.  Are these critics and scholars permitting plagiarism in certain instances and 
not in others, while claiming objectivity and maintaining credibility. 
Charges of plagiarism have been disproportionately lodged against Hebrew-
American authors.  Hebrew-American students, scholars, authors/writers, publishers, and 




intimidation.  This preferential practice maintains the charge Hebrew-American authors 
are incapable of self-inspired authorship and that they are intellectually inferior (e.g. 
Phyllis Wheatley, Harriet Jacobs, and Frederick Douglass).  Orlando states, “As any 
student of American literature knows, there is unfortunately a long history of challenging 
the legitimacy of Hebrew-American authorship. For centuries, black American writers 
were required to prove they wrote their own work. Early on, the poet Phillis Wheatley 
was subject to an oral examination [October 8, 1772] by a congress of white male 
Bostonians, whose signatures testified to the truth of her authorship” (41).  This routine 
of questioning Hebrew American’s literary proprietorship is a means of making them 
over psychically so that even their narrative of their experiences is crafted into the 
version of events Americans want written.  It is a pattern, wherein, a redundant, repetitive 
rhetoric of American intellectual superiority and proprietorship over everything Hebrew 
American is propagandized.  Ellison was never charged with plagiarism, but Larsen was 
and here attempt to refute the charge was unsuccessful; she went quietly into that good 
night. 
Hebrew Americans are ever exposed to being persecuted for the slightest 
infraction of, seemingly, authorial impropriety and to annihilation for the greatest 
violation because of intellectual bias, racism, and sexism and Eurocentric superiority (and 
they cannot plead “affluenza”).  Henry Highland Garnet said that “[s]lavery [Americans 
and their systems] … has prepared you [Hebrew Americans] for any emergency. If you 
receive good treatment, it is what you could hardly expect; if you meet with pain, sorrow, 




States, (1843)).  This pattern of compulsion cannot continue.  It must be equal, so that in 
the same manner Hebrew-American authors are made to confess and give deference to 
European influences (e.g. Ellison of Emerson) and are compelled to announce again and 
again and again the idea is not solely their own, the character, archetype, plot-line is 
possibly of an external source, then all must be obliged to do the same.  The censorious 
pattern, whether they are participants or bystanders, confines the Hebrew American’s 
perception and maintains the presumption they must offer up themselves and their 
productions to American valuation and interpretation.  While academia and Hebrew 
American writers wait on a “revolution of value[s]” to alter this pattern, they must 
acknowledge the pattern themselves and stop the duress (hooks 28). 
After all of this, does this claim disrupt the treatment of poqéakh in this study of 
these novels, one predicated on the notion of the individual’s capacity to perceive 
phenomena and conceive on-its-own reality and facts?  It most certainly can, but in this 
instance, its impact is minimal because even the claim/charge and allusion to plagiarism 
is part of Crane’s poqéakh and Larsen’s literary technique.  Although Williams claims 
Larsen’s allusions to plagiary in her work by Mrs. Hayes-Rore directly is nothing more 
than “misappropriation and dissimulation” and a guilty conscious (Williams 213; Larsen 
38).  It is likely used by Larsen as a way of indicting European writers for the same; 
however, more importantly, it is used to inform Hebrew Americans of their practices, 
while satirizing literature by Europeans for “’lift[ing] bodily’ the ‘ideas,’ ‘phrases,’ 
‘sentences,’ and ‘paragraphs’ of [the] others,” no one can categorically prove (Williams 




of Crane’s phenomenological experience.  Larsen shows how the invention in the psyche 
appears to be so real one can feel it, hear it, and see it so that one has to accept its 
semblance as real and its rhetoric as fact.  As for the critics, they make a vital 
contribution to the discursive of Larsen’s novels, of literary and intellectual 
proprietorship, even if controversial.  If indeed, there is nothing new under the sun, then 
all that is left to the intellectual, the writer, and the artist is to suggest new interpretations, 
transpose things, offer new associations, and whatnot. 
Larsen seems clear about the progression, structure, and content of Quicksand.  
She dexterously navigates the socio-political and -economical mores of American and 
Hebrew-American society, blending both.  She capably interweaves aspects of the 
prevailing experiences and notions amongst Hebrew Americans of the age about kinship 
and nationality, both domestic and foreign.  She does well relating their experiences as 
citizens of the United States of America and the decisions they must make within this 
status or category of second-class citizen, self-exile, liberation, assimilation, pseudo-
/ethnonational identity, etc.  Given Quicksand’s plot and conclusion, one has to conclude 
Larsen’s use of “other” content or sources and how she came by them is not coincidental, 
but deliberate to the novel’s intent and Crane’s phenomenological praxis.  At this 
juncture, the remainder of the chapter on Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels is not as 
provocative as the former, some of the most commonly held and distinctively argued 
viewpoints from which to survey Quicksand and Invisible Man has been assembled.  
Some scholars or critics of Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels have analogous opinions, while 




theoretical perspectives.  The focus of this study is the themes and thematic depictions 
within the novels.  This Review will treat Larsen first with Ellison following, and it will 
begin with the most common and move to some of most distinguished and concluding 
with the treatment or lack of treatment of the theme of poqéakh. 
Altering the Pattern: Thematic representations in Quicksand and Invisible Man 
Quicksand and Invisible Man have been reviewed and critiqued numerous times 
since their publications in 1928 and 1952, respectively.  Quicksand was published eighty-
nine years ago with Invisible Man having been published sixty-five years ago; they have 
both been interpreted and re-interpreted by scholars, critics, and in literature and studies 
courses for nearly as long.  Their longevity has to do with the time of their publications, 
both during periods of establishing or re-establishing the “black intelligentsia”; it also had 
to do with these novels being stories of matters pertaining to and narrating perspectives 
about diasporic life, diasporic strife, and diasporic thought in American society, even the 
world.  The treatment of the various themes within these novels, thus, has been a part of 
the history of these authors and works for just as long. 
Of the themes generally associated with the novels the most popularly written 
about are identity, race, class, biracialism, authenticity, deception/masking, power, 
ambition, love, women and sexuality, wanderlust, and assimilation.  Anne E. Hostetler 
writes, “Themes of race merge with concerns of her sex and sexual expression and are 
embellished by the symbolic and imaginative use of color …” (35, 44).  Quicksand, 
Hosteller states, “was published to critical acclaim …; Du Bois praised it as the ‘best 




Chesnutt was another biracial author famed for his treatments of the subjects and themes 
of passing, the colour-line, rebelliousness, and colourism. 
Larsen’s novels, Quicksand and Passing, figured prominently during the epoch of 
the Harlem Renaissance.  Her novels were compared with authors who offered similar 
treatments of the topic and theme of race, hues-of-brown, determination, and sexuality 
like Zora Neale Hurston or Jessie Redmon Fauset.  “The Saturday Review of Literature 
noted ‘The style of the book is well-mannered and touched here and there with beauty. 
But the chief interest lies in the fact that its principal character is a person of a quite 
unusual mixture of blood rather than in what she does or says or what happens to her’” 
(qtd. in Stephens 45).  This may be read as a good assessment or a poor one, as it 
champions the theme of race, while marginalizing the import of Crane’s intellectual 
expressions or reactions to her lived experiences.  Not all reviews, as evidenced in the 
prior section, were approving.  Langston Hughes is reported to have said, Larsen’s novel 
lacked the presence of “black issues” (Stephens 35).  His review is paradoxical since the 
topic of race or racial identity is as “black [an] issue[]” as it can get, and this topic is 
reflected in Larsen’s novel and it has been identified as a commonly interpreted theme in 
her works.  However, it maybe that Larsen’s treatment of the issue is not as over 
exaggerated or overdramatized as it may have been in other works.  The novel’s use of 
visual colours and imagery and the characters, supposed, fixation with clothes or material 
acquisitions can mislead one to think it one about consumerism and, thus, out-of-touch 




multifaceted and can be read in a variety of ways, which can lead to a variety of 
conclusions or interpretations about what is conveyed in the novel. 
A review by Deborah E. McDowell of Larsen’s novel lists key thematic elements 
generally covered in diasporic women’s writings such as “the motifs of the frustrated 
artist, clothing, and the journey” (New Direction 194-195) as well as the “symbolic and 
imaginative use of color, wherein color itself becomes a thematic element” (37, 35; qtd. 
in Hostetler).  A summation of Quicksand as “essentially the story of [Crane’s] inner life 
…” making “the outer events…for the most part of secondary importance …” 
corresponds with Hostetler and McDowell views of the novel is a journey tale: “one that 
results in inner conflicts, tangles, inexplicable moods and impulses” (Katherine Shepard 
Hayden, “Review” 345).  Irina Anisimova’s “Masks of Authenticity: Failed Quests for 
the People in Quicksand by Nella Larsen and The Silver Dove by Andrei Belyi” conducts 
a comparative analysis with a character study asserting: “[Petr] Dar’ial’skii’s delusion 
and imminent death parallels [Crane’s] physical and moral destruction in the South. His 
murder also parallels Larsen’s theme of suffocation and its association with rural life.” 
(187). 
Hayden’s summation of Quicksand is misleading and dismissive.  In her review, 
she focuses on the theme of tragic-mulatto to explain Crane’s behavior.  However, the 
novel without its “outer events” and her resultant “inexplicable moods and impulses” 
would result in readers not knowing how necessary they are to Crane’s search to confirm 
her experience of poqéakh.  These outer events prove Crane’s “story of her inner life,” 




tragic-mulatto theme.  There is tragedy, but it is universal, not belonging solely to 
diasporic mulattos: women or men, rather it is a result of her being Hebrew American, 
non-American and knowing it.  She goes on to say, “[Quicksand] is too subjective, too 
fragmentary, too much of a psychological study,” but it is this subjectivity—Crane’s first-
hand experience—that offers this novel up for a phenomenological reading (345).  In “A 
Mulatto Girl,” an anonymous New York Times Book Review criticism mirrors this 
sentiment, wherein it clams “Helga has her chance, the reasonable, average number of 
chances which come to most human beings. … but her own nature was against her” (16-
17).  George Hutchinson adds to this sentiment by saying, “at any point in her life, if not 
for a perverse flaw in her personality, Helga might have settled into one of the social 
niches offered her—in Naxos, in Copenhagen, in Harlem, even in the rural South. She 
might, that is, have made the adjustments that bring identity and recognition. Instead, she 
disappears (In Search of Nella Larsen: A Biography of the Color Line 224-225).  Did she 
have “the reasonable, average number of chances which come to most human beings”?  
Both reviews and text allude to the confusion about Crane’s “[anti-]story-book ending”; 
limiting the impact and importance of the novel to just a “story”; on the one hand, “of a 
few central years of a girl’s life” (Hayden 345) and on the other hand, of “its heroine in a 
lucid, unexaggerated manner (“Girl” 17). 
This study will show such assessments, though popular, keep the discursive of 
these works on external and existential themes centered on the European-Hebrew-
American conflict arising from the degradation and dehumanization of Hebrew 




or imperialist-colonial exploitative subjects and topics, which are important topics from 
which a plethora of thematic studies can be messaged.  Though if critics focus on these 
themes may result in overlooking reviews and criticisms of these novels that are unique 
and are able to offer differing perspectives, even solutions to some of the most persisting 
questions about the novels.  For instance, the mystery of the “grandfather’s riddle” in 
Ellison’s Invisible Man remains just that, a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an 
enigma (Winston Churchill on Russia). 
Yanwei Hu in “‘The End Is in the Beginning’: The Riddle and Interpretation of 
Ellison’s Invisible Man,” offers a superb examination and explication of the grandfather’s 
riddle.  Possibly, using a linguistic formalist or linguistic deconstructivist lens, his 
interpretation is uniquely informative as he deconstructs the grandfather’s advice and 
offers an in-depth reading of the meanings and inferences in the syntax and diction used.  
Within academia inundated with conventional critiques, Hu offers a way of breaking with 
conservative interpretations and instruction of diasporic literature.  His critique breaks the 
norm populating literary criticism and academic courses fixated on the topic and theme of 
the dialectic dynamic of ever the two-ness (Du Bois).  Hu’s essay on the grandfather’s 
advice unburdens the readers from examining critique after critique and review after 
review on diasporic cognitive dissonance (Degruy, Festinger).  He breaks the yolk of 
two-minded[ness] ever fastening Hebrew Americans to debate the issue of being a Negro 
and an American (Elisha of Abel-mekhola) and focuses on the grandfather’s experiences 
leading him to given his advice.  Hu’s interpretation rescues the grandfather’s riddle from 




Studies centered on such topics of reconciling being a Negro and an American or 
in America are rarely shown to be reconcilable, though it is a topic that makes for a Great 
American novel.  When critics focus on these topics then they leave readers with the 
impression that the novels are unfinished, that the protagonists’ sojourns are incomplete, 
and the plot is unresolved.  Thus, readers are left bereft and waiting on a sequel that is 
never coming.  For instance, “Roark Bradford complimented Quicksand ‘in spite of its 
failure to hold up to the end, the book is good’ and has a ‘real charm’ (Davis 278)” (qtd. 
in Stephens 45).  Again, this focus keeps the discursive on a thematic loop. 
This loop includes the most common thematic focus for critics, even biographers: 
themes of “Negro blood,” bi-racial heritage (being mulatto, lack of belonging), or race 
and other qualities of these themes.  Like Hostetler, Jessica Labbé and Hutchinson also 
focus on themes of the “essential tragedy” or the protagonist’s personal flaws, self-
identify or a “crisis of identity” represented within Quicksand’s narrative that destine 
Crane to a discontented calamitous end (Robert E. McDowell).  Labbé and Priscilla 
Ramsey concur with these depictions of themes of biracial identity, oppression, sexuality 
or repression and relate them to Larsen’s history, saying, “[Larsen] would have been 
sensitive to the problems” being biracial (85).  Hutchinson adds to this view and thematic 
discourse of Crane, even Larsen, by writing: “readers of Quicksand [are dismayed by] 
Helga Crane’s sudden break from one mode of life to a completely different one at the 
end of the novel. Critics charge that Larsen does not provide sufficient narrative 




preacher. That is to say, Helga’s personality lacks unity and coherence—[] lacks identity” 
(224). 
In addition to critical reviews and articles, several theses and dissertations focus 
on these themes like Crystal E. Thompson’s, “Examining frustration and anger in Nella 
Larsen's Quicksand and Passing and Ntozake Shange's for colored girls who have 
considered suicide when the rainbow is enuff”; Kaavonia Hinton-Johnson’s, “Expanding 
the Power of Literature: African American Literary Theory & Young Adult Literature”; 
Andrew W. Davis’, “Constructing Identity: Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in Nella 
Larsen’s Quicksand and Passing”; Bria Michelle Stephens’, “Nella Larsen: An Untold 
Story of Race through Literature”; and Regina L. Bryant’s, “Speaking the Invisible: 
Africana Women, Black Identity, and Alienation in the works of Nella Larsen and Tsitsi 
Dangarembga.”  Again, these publications allude to Du Bois’ concept of the nineteenth 
century problem of the colour-line and double-consciousness: 
‘the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight 
in this American world,—a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, 
this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring 
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One 
ever feels his two-ness,—an American, a Negro … two unreconciled strivings 
…’. (5) 
Crane cannot escape her two-ness, which infuriates her and leads to her “self-imposed 
isolation and her imprisonment” as the wife of Pastor Green and mother of five-ish 




themes or assessment of thematic devices in Quicksand like Hazel Carby, Kimberly 
Monda, Emily Orlando, and John Duvall. 
Other prevailing themes critics gravitate to are self or sexual repression of Crane 
by the patriarchal, male-centered society: “white dominant ideology perceives black 
female sexuality as ‘wicked’ (qtd. in Barnett 580).  Crane is self-sacrificing, meaning, she 
would readily surrender self-identity and free-will to attain social approval, financial 
comfort, and access to material consumerism.  She would abdicate her right to sexual 
expression, like Anne and the members of the storefront church she stumbles into, to 
achieve the mold of ladyhood professed by Miss MacGooden or to avoid racist stigmas of 
diasporic-women’s sexuality projected by the Dahl’s or Axel Olsen’s lurid and lewd 
artistic rendering (Monda 26, 31-32).  Though Labbé does goes further in her subject 
analysis of the “work roles available to black women” to include socioeconomic 
constraints which she says Larsen incorporates into the narrative.  In the manner, Larsen 
highlights the chances of employment opportunities leading to increased up-ward 
mobility, which were not many, if any.  Larsen also incorporates types of employment 
available to 1920s diasporic woman, accounting for Crane’s, supposedly, “sudden break 
[and conversion] from one mode of life,” thus, sacrificing “identity” for security (88-90, 
Hutchinson 224, Goldsmith 270, Hostetler 37). 
In real terms, Hostetler explains how Gloria Hull “detailed the cultural and 
economic constraints on women writer in Harlem during the 1920s” who were financially 
and economically dependent on benefactors who were able to “exclude [promising 




woman, Larsen or Crane would learn, had its advantages and exacting limitations.  
Moreover, Hostetler does include mention of the ways the “mask” motif is presented in 
Quicksand: “During her first ‘exhibition,’ Helga’s smile—a mode of expression she must 
falsity in order to succeed in the situation [with the Danes]—becomes a ‘fixed aching 
mask,” (101).  As such, keeping with the “mold” theme (Larsen 7) and that of poqéakh, 
Crane is being groomed via her education—within and without the college setting—to be 
a suitable product for characteristically woman’s work: secretary, librarian, teacher, fille 
de joie, mother, wife, femme-fatale, or bachelorette and she feels it and knows it. 
Alternatively, in “The Aesthetics of Race and Gender in Nella Larsen’s 
Quicksand,” Hostetler takes up a different and atypical discourse of Larsen’s novel, her 
character, and her themes or motifs.  Hostetler directs readers’ senses to an examination 
of colour—no, not “colorism,” but actual hues, shades, and tones of the colour palette: 
“Nella Larsen’s Quicksand is a meditation on color … Helga Crane, the protagonist, 
perceives reality in terms of color” (35).  With this review, readers have this opportunity 
to abandon the question of race and ethnicity to consider personal tastes and satisfaction 
via the symbolic representation of hues as expression of sensuality as well as identity.  
This thematic approach is unique in its analytic treatment of Larsen’s novels, even as it 
draws attention to the subject/theme of race.  In the treatment of the theme of colour the 
specter of what colours are appropriate for “black” Americans to wear is raised. 
It is not unheard of for the “black girl” to hear that there are certain colours that 
suit her and others that she is too dark for: “Fragments of a speech made by the dean of 




and navy blue are the most becoming colors for colored people”—“Dark-complected 
people shouldn’t wear yellow, or green or red” (Larsen 17-18).  Some may say if “[d]ark-
complected people” were to ignore the admonishment that they were ‘uppity niggas’ for 
doing so—from Hebrew and European Americans alike.  Crane, naturally, would reply to 
one and all to close their eyes if they did not care for her tastes (although that would 
defeat the purpose of Quicksand).  Larsen imaginatively takes readers along with Crane 
through her psychical trip and this must be done with eyes open.  Hostetler references 
Hiroko Sato as the originator of this subject analysis, stating that Sato was “the first critic 
to attend to the use of material surfaces in Quicksand, comments that … Larsen uses 
materialism and sensuousness to express … worlds … of black and whites society’” (39). 
Another writer emerging from the critical loop on Quicksand is Éva Federmayer.  
In “Theory and Practice: Nella Larsen’s Novels in the Hungarian Classroom,” she opens 
the door to an international academic exploration of the novel for classroom instruction.  
She explains how she and her students “delve into the intricacies of the text to find out 
about the discrepancy between the fairy-tale of female desire and the harsh reality of 
(black) female existence, a theme that embraces the mother-daughter dynamics of the 
novel.”  This perspective takes into account “Helga’s effort to resist her mother’s 
narrative of [succumbing] to ‘blind love’” and the challenges, seen and unseen, 
accompanying it.  Her work links to the “recurring theme of entrapment/asphyxiation 
[suffocation] as well as the iconic theme of the ‘tragic mulatta,’ the trope of entrapment 
that Larsen picks up and problematizes in the context of modernity.”  Of the many topics 




Hostetler’s and Federmayer critiques provide the most distinctive views and thematic 
treatments. 
Still, in general, critical analyses of Larsen’s novel, her character or characters’ 
motivations do not account for the initial psychical phenomenon depicted in the first 
chapter or its affect represented throughout the novel.  Quite possibly because of the 
scandal, critics do not often write about the opening of the novel or what it meant for 
Larsen to set the stage for the rest of the novel with that introduction, even with the 
epigraph she uses.  The introduction and the epigraph directly establish the novel’s 
structure, its protagonist, its plot, its ending.  It is this oversight that was an impetus for 
this study’s focus on the theme of poqéakh. 
Adding this theme to the current repertoire will help readers figure out why 
Larsen has written her character as she has.  This theme will help clarify Crane’s 
motivations, her feelings, and actions so that the current ideas that they are mere 
byproducts of her moody, impulsive nature may be reconsidered (Labbé, Goldsmith, and 
Hutchinson).  This theme will re-focus researchers to consider the untold story of Crane 
that supports what Crane comes to understand: “… public schools [are like] ‘factories in 
which the raw products (children) are to be shaped and fashioned into products to meet 
the various demands of life’” (Ellwood Cubberley, Public School Administration qtd. in 
Labbé 92).  It will help to account for what critics classify as Larsen’s abrupt, irresolute 
or paradoxical ending to Quicksand, which McDowell attributes to “[Larsen’s] difficulty 
with rounding off stories convincingly” and settling for “sacrific[ing her] heroines to the 




xi-xii and Ramsey, “Freeze the Day”).  They are essentially saying Larsen is a poor 
writer.  Thadious Davis, also, argues Quicksand (and Passing) “stop[s] abruptly, 
present[s] no viable solution, and remain[s] dominated by dissatisfaction …” (191). 
I equate these misinterpretations of Larsen’s conclusion of Quicksand to the 
application of an inappropriate methodology or theoretical frame as well.  This study 
calls for an expansion of the theoretical and conceptual frames to consider that Larsen is 
using her novel as phenomenological praxis and Crane is its field technician.  This may 
offer some satisfaction so that instead of associating Crane’s wanderlust to a “restlessness 
… triggered by a matter of race disguised as a matter of ‘taste’” it may be seen as field 
study to gain empirical data to support her findings (37).  Thus, readings move out of the 
category of tragedy or melodrama and into dramatic realism.  Readings which 
characterize Crane as if she were a spoiled child having a tantrum and the narrative as 
little more than “the story” of the detrimental consequences of Crane’s childish outburst 
and escapist desires may be abandoned all together. 
In “Nella Larsen: An Untold Story of Race through Literature,” Stephens 
proposes a “significant … theme of familial abandonment … appear[s] in [Larsen’s] 
short stories and novels” (2).  By adding phenomenology as part of the interpretive 
lenses, critics can offer readers a holistic explanation of Larsen’s possible incentives for 
Crane’s transient nature.  Readers will have a better rationale than she was not “a ‘lady’ 
from one of the best families …” and her incapacity to avoid the dire consequences of her 
choices may be seen as a cathartic means of Larsen resolving the unanswered questions 




answer to the vexing question of where she belongs is settled.  As it stands, critics’ 
rationales for Crane’s evasive nature is that she desired to outrun the stigmatizing 
Eurocentric male-dominated society or her lack of upstanding familial ties, or sexual 
repression.  These reasons are good, but they offer no resolution; however, they do offer 
critics another theme: escapism. 
Interpretations of Larsen’s novel revolve around the aforementioned themes.  
From its publication until the present, scholars, biographers, and critics have considered 
the various themes represented within Quicksand and attention has been given to the 
most popular threads.  Critics have utilized various theoretical lenses to focus their 
analysis on those given themes: feminist, homosexuality/queer, psychoanalysis and 
modernist, and they offer some consequential interpretations.  Even so, readers are still 
boggled by Larsen’s lack of an ending (or maybe, a suitable reader friendly one).  This 
standing conundrum is why this study considers other theoretical approaches to ascertain 
the possible true cause of Crane’s “restlessness” and ‘decision’ to endure “self-imposed 
isolation [via wifedom and motherhood] and…imprisonment” via marriage (Hostetler 45; 
Monda 36).  Conversely, by and large, critics seem pleased with Ellison’s ending and his 
novel as it appears more promising for the protagonist. 
Reviews and interpretations of Ellison’s Invisible Man by critics are more 
favorable, though he does have his detractors like notable Dr. Alvin Francis Poussaint.  
Irving Howe’s review of Invisible Man, in “Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” for The 
Nation is critical as well: “[t]hough immensely gifted, Ellison is not a finished 




and himself, or between the matured ‘I’ telling the story and the ‘I’ its victim.”  
Conversely, Orville Prescott’s review is complementary: “Unlike Richard Wright and 
Willard Motley, who achieve their best effects by overpowering their readers with 
documentary detail, Mr. Ellison is a finished novelist who uses words with great skill, 
who writes with poetic intensity and immense narrative drive. … ‘Invisible Man’ is 
tough, brutal and sensational. It is uneven in quality. But it blazes with authentic talent. 
No one interested in books by or about American Negroes should miss it.” 
Like Larsen, scholars, biographers, and critics tend to focus on the more common 
themes of invisibility, [un]sightedness, “crisis of identity,” race, oppression, self-
actualization or determinism.  In “To See or Not to See Invisibility, Clairvoyance, and 
Re-visions of History in Invisible Man and ‘La case de los espíritus,’” Deborah Cohn, 
using, seemingly, a realists lens to conduct a comparative study, says the theme of 
invisibility “focuses on those parts of reality that have traditionally been denied 
representation,” so that the narrator’s act of “[w]riting [his story]… ‘makes music of 
invisibility’ (16).  She says this mood “offers a more ‘realistic’ expression of black 
experience (379).  James B. Lane quotes Charles J. Rolo, in “Underground to Manhood: 
Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man” as summarizing “the theme of Invisible Man” as a critique 
of “this age, with its passion for categories and its indifference to the uniqueness of the 
individual … reducing all of us to a condition of invisibility” (64).  Lane concurs with 
“[t]he protagonists’ [presentation of his] invisibility [as having been] spawned in the 




in the urban [hood] of Harlem … thought to be a ‘Promised Land’ for the black 
emigrant” (64). 
In “A wakening to Race: Ralph Ellison and Democratic Individuality,” Jack 
Turner seems to concur with this view of the social invention, stating Ellison, following 
in his “literary ancestor and namesake,” Ralph Waldo Emerson, wants to “give as 
thorough a report of social reality as possible” through a “rhetorical play with the theme 
of ‘the one and the many’” using the Emersonian idea of the “democratic individual” 
(655-656, 670).  Wherein, the “democratic individual,” like invisible man desires to 
contribute his and her part to the American social and political landscape.  Like invisible 
man, this individual does not want to just contribute for his people (the southern salt-of-
the-earth Negro) or his race, but for all Americans, regardless of race, class, or caste.  
invisible man [Ellison] is willing to put in the work of “reinsert[ing] the Negro at the 
center of American [history]” (Turner 657), to add to the [s]melting pot, and be re-cast 
into the ideal Coloured American.  Fulfilling Ellison’s goal, as Cohn relates it, is to tell 
“the tales of members of society who live ‘outside of history’” (Ellison 434) in order to 
make them seen (373).  Still, invisibility is the central theme of this novel for critics. 
Valorie D. Thomas, in “‘1+1=3’ and Other Dilemmas: Reading Vertigo in 
Invisible Man, My Life in the Bush of Ghosts, and Song of Solomon,” conducts a 
comparative study, considering the intertextuality of Ellison’s, Morrison’s, and Amos 
Tutuola’s works as it relates to Yorùbá cultural beliefs.  She applies her own theoretical 
and conceptual frame of “diasporic vertigo” to the study of such “archetypal themes of 




Man’s obsessions and the medium of his existence” (92).  This is in addition to thematic 
“sites of neocolonial cultural arrest, rupture, and violence” presented “through a network 
of allusions to ascent, suspension, and rotation”; hence, vertigo (81).  According to 
Morris Dickstein a centralizing theme in Ellison’s work and a concept receiving much 
attention now is “cultural appropriation.”  His focus, in regards to the concept, is to 
“explore the mixed origins and improvisational strategies of both black and American 
identity” (34).  Richard Chase also focuses on a relatively common theme in “A Novel Is 
a Novel.”  He writes, “Ellison’s theme is the classic novelistic theme: the search of the 
innocent hero for knowledge of reality, self, and society” (679).  The novel is a stylishly 
modernized bildungsroman, relating the “symbolic journey northward, toward 
enlightenment and freedom …” (Cohn 385).  Even Ellison claims in an interview quoted 
in “Plunging (outside of) History: Naming and Self-Possession in Invisible Man,” by Jim 
Neighbors, one of the themes is identity: “I do believe that knowing where we are, has a 
lot to do with our knowing who we are and this gets back to the theme, I hope, of identity 
with which [Invisible Man] was sometimes involved” (263).  By and large, much of the 
study on Ellison’s’ novel maintains a safe orbit around the aforementioned theme, very 
few critics or scholars break with these thematic norms. 
Yonka Krasteva does fracture the mold some in “Chaos and pattern in Ellison’s 
Invisible Man,” with her focus on a less than commonly discussed theme: “chaos and 
order.”  This particular theme, she argues, is illustrated by Ellison’s use of jazz and jazz 
elements (57).  She explains, Ellison uses this theme to “dramatiz[e] the events at the 




down, of turning order into chaos with the attendant idea of renewal, and not rebirth, for 
rebirth implies innocence and ignorance, while renewal implies a more sophisticated 
level of knowledge and existence in general. In this case, renewal brings the insight into 
the origins of invisibility.”  Her interpretation suggests this theme directs readers’ 
attention to a possible truth: “[t]he more organized a system is the greater the chance for a 
random event to bring it into a state of chaos from which a new system emerges with a 
higher degree of complexity” (64).  She identifies “the ‘advent’ of Mr. Norton and the 
invisible man social restraints and patterns eventually break down in the ‘Golden Day’ 
and dissolve into chaos from which anything can emerge” (64).  Kristeva also includes 
“emergent identity” as a thematic focus, which is slightly different this just self-identity 
since it implies not just discovery of self-hood, but also an evolution within the journey to 
that discovery (61). 
Welch’s and Greer’s “Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man: Secularizing the Fortunate 
Fall and Apocalypse,” identifies chaos as a theme as well, quoting James Coleman: “[he] 
feels that in Invisible Man modernist themes of chaos (as in the Harlem riot) and doubt 
(as in the narrator’s concluding sense of inner conflict) overshadow ‘faithful vision and 
the black ethos,’ diminishing ‘the novel’s otherwise rich vision’ (24)” (365).  
Revolutionary chaos is also symbolized by the character Ras, while controlled chaos is 
symbolized by Jack and the orchestrations of the Brotherhood, and “Rinehart [is]…the 
jazz aesthetic [personification] of improvisation” (141).  They also include the theme of 




college and the eviction of the elderly couple (373).  Liberatory chaos is also carried out 
by Todd Clifton when he disassociates himself from the Brotherhood. 
Besides the aforementioned critics, a few others see Ellison’s use of jazz as a 
theme also.  Ellison was well known for having said Louis Armstrong was his role 
model.  In Hayman’s view, “Ellison famously used his ideal conception of jazz music as 
a model of ideal democratic society, writing that ‘true jazz is an art of individual assertion 
within and against the group. Each true jazz moment . . . springs from a contest in which 
each artist challenges all the rest; each solo flight, or improvisation, represents (like the 
successive canvasses of a painter) a definition of his identity: as individual, as member of 
the collectivity and as a link in the chain of tradition’” (130).  He adds that Ellison’s 
thematic uses of jazz is so prevalent “critics differ as to whether the novel” is a “jazz 
text,” a “literary extension of the blues,” or some combination of the two (qtd. in Porter, 
Murray, and Jimoh 131).  According to Hu, the battle royal scene sets the theme and is 
furnished by the grandfather’s advice and warning—to fight; fighting is both controlled 
and revolutionary chaos.  Thus, the theme and sub-themes of chaos are, also, exemplified 
as fight and fighting which is conveyed overtly and covertly throughout the novel.  
Though invisible man also takes this advice as warning to be humble before whites, his 
interpretation is juxtaposed to that of keeping up the good fight (1833). 
These critics speak to the author’s conceivable intent to convey as realistically as 
possible aspects of Hebrew-American life as American citizens and the impacts within 
the various environs: in college/academically, at work/professionally, at home/personally, 




Harlem Riots of 1935 and 1943 in chapter Twenty-four (Dickstein 43).  A book review in 
“Nonfiction” echoes this thematic view (“The English Journal” 389) and Prescott’s 
review shares these sentiments, even if its impression of that reality is graphic (Filler 
“Book Notes”): “[Ellison’s] book, ‘will shock and sicken many readers’” with its 
portrayals of the diasporic experience (509).  Filler’s stance on Ellison’s novel is that it is 
greater than a tale of “‘realistic’ expressions of the black experience,” it is also one of 
self-determination (agency) and self-actualization (autonomy) as “the protagonist claims 
the right to describe the world as he sees it, even if it upends the descriptions of others” 
(Turner 661).  Filler reminds readers that “this is not a novel about an American Negro 
… his story [is] that of any man … a multitude of diverse human beings … who [live] in 
our time and struggle for life and conviction,” which returns to the purpose and theme of 
the work is that of democratic individual (509-510).  Cohn implies “telling” those stories 
is a “way of knowing” and of telling “the truth about the human condition” (Ralph 
Ellison, qtd. in Toni Morrison 379, 373).  She also, in a manner, breaks down what telling 
those stories of a way of knowing inherently challenges: “dominant structures which 
overpower and disempower; … cultural hegemony; interpretation of our reality through 
patterns not our own serv[ing] only to make us ever more unknown, ever less free; …” 
(372, 373, 374) by affirming self, community, and historic authority of oral and written 
history told and untold/recorded or omitted, as well as discerning truth and lie, fact and 
fabrication.  Cohn, however, speaks of the act of “see[ing] again,” of “second-sight,” of 




as reality” only at the conclusion of her article, and so, there is no elaboration.  Though, 
the uses of these terms are merely vocabulary and not developed (391). 
Christopher Z. Hobson review of Ellison’s novel grounds it in the realistic by 
relating the author and novel to the times affecting the country and Hebrew Americans, 
which makes readers contemplate the precursors to the novel’s publication: the Second 
World War (1939-1945), the Great Migration (1916 to 1970), Immigration and 
Nationality Act (1952), the First Red Scare (1947) and the Second Red Scare (1952), 
McCarthyism (1940s-1950s), and so on.  He introduces the idea Ellison’s Invisible Man 
as the brainchild of the Second World War era, when Hebrew-Americans were engaged 
in the “radicalism in the late 1930s and early 1940s” (355), producing works of various 
scientific and artistic genres.  He does not directly mention an identified theme from 
Ellison’s novel; still, his ostensibly deconstructive analysis of Invisible Man, accounting 
for its socio-political messages, speaks of and alludes to themes of self-determination and 
agency.  This is filtered through Marxist ideological and historicists’ approaches based on 
invisible man’s participation in the “Brotherhood.”  Hobson reflects the decision of 
segments within Hebrew-American society to align themselves with socialist/communist 
sentiments and organizations in order to gain socio-economic and political gains (356, 
358-359). 
Of consequence is Hobson’s chapter-by-chapter analysis demonstrating the 
wealth of interpretations, via historicists’ or realists’ criticism that might be derived from 
a “reading” of Invisible Man (356), especially from a re-reading of the grandfather’s 




Doane has a similar focus in “Ralph Ellison’s Sociological Imagination.”  Doane’s 
extends his purview to include “sociological themes … of Hegel, Marx, and Freud … 
realized in Invisible Man” such as “alienation from self … and nature”: human 
development as a “series of meditations”; “work”: one’s autonomous efforts (labors) as 
an expression of self in relation to human progress; “freedom”: as agency to “think … 
objectively” despite pressures not to; “bureaucracy”: educational and political 
institutions; “the prospects of cohesion in a secular world”: the self to community; and 
ethical mores in relation to the “other” and the human condition (161-167).  Of course, 
these sociological themes incorporate political and economic expression in the novel, 
especially as it relates to invisible man’s efforts to participation in the Brotherhood and 
his efforts at economic improvement for himself and Harlem (this is unachieved).  These 
themes postulated by Hegel, Marx, Freud, Doane states, are dialectally intertwined by 
Ellison in Invisible Man. 
A theme rarely considered, which is a relative of identity, analyzed in 
“‘Ambivalent Man’: Ellison’s Rejection of Communism,” by Jesse Wolfe, is 
ambivalence.  According to Wolfe, prominent Hebrew-American intellectuals who 
decided to withdraw themselves form the Socialist/Communist Party (S/CP) were not 
able to regain their full personage.  He suggests that Hebrew Americans who joined and 
attempted to leave the Socialist/Communist Party were forever marked by their 
association with the S/CP, its rhetoric, and its philosophies and maxims, even while 




which [had] connected them with another…” (“Declaration of Independence” 1776)—
basically, “disenchantment” (621).  He goes on to say, 
It took awhile for the CP to drive a wedge between Wright and his fellow African 
Americans. But in Ellison’s novel, Brother Jack wastes no time in beginning this 
process. Perhaps this is a sign of Wright’s more ambivalent attitude toward the 
Party to which he once belonged, and of Ellison’s more unquestioning 
anticommunism. … ‘… Richard Crossman says of three former Party members 
that Ignazio ‘Silone, [Arthur] Koestler and Richard Wright …. The true ex-
Communist can never again be a whole personality’ (11). A central theme of this 
essay, following what I see as central themes in Ellison and Du Bois, is the 
difficulty of an African American attaining a ‘whole personality.’ So Ellison may 
not share with Wright the particular splintering of a deconverted convert from the 
greatest religion-of-history ever devised, but he does by all means share the 
aesthetically useful burden of psychic complexity, conflicting loyalties. (635) 
This theme is unique since it offers background to Ellison’s conception and 
narrative of the Brotherhood and the Brotherhood’s views on comradeship, loyalty, even 
defection.  These were realities for many Hebrew Americans who, having sought voice 
and action in the S/CP, largely, found themselves ensnared without an exit, and likely, 
ironically, experiencing disempowerment and identitylessness.  Another theme that is 
unique in this study, but not in concept, is proposed by Martha C. Nussbaum, in 
“Invisibility and Recognition: Sophocles’ Philoctetes and Ellison’s Invisible Man,” 




Ellison—again, controversially— and plays a large role in his thinking about what art can 
give us as citizens.” 
In another instance, in “The Blindness of an Invisible Man: An exploration of 
Ellison’s female characters,” Madison Elkins offers a distinctive take, from a feminist’s 
approach, on the theme of invisibility as it relates to women characters in the novel.  
From the feminist perspective, some may claim that Ellison is a misogynist and 
hypocritical because “each female character of Invisible Man—Mary, Sybil, the battle 
royal woman, the slave women in his dream—none…seem to be afforded the depth and 
complexity of this definition of human life” (68).  She argues: 
… the narrator [not Ellison, the author] turns a blind eye to women, the eye of 
discrimination that he is himself reacting against … show[s] the pervasive quality 
of a cultural tendency to objectify minority groups. … [invisible man’s] blindness 
extends not only to himself, but also to those ‘below’ him in the social hierarchy 
instilled by a patriarchal system of white supremacy. … extend[ing] the novel 
beyond a criticism of the social discrimination the narrator alone encounters from 
an individual problem to a pandemic one. It shows instead that this is a societal 
epidemic, internalized even by its victims and extended to every minority group. 
(69) 
Elkins’ argument and perspective of invisibility is unconventional because it highlights 
an aspect of diasporic society that has been a point of contention for some time: the 
marginalization of diasporic women by diasporic men, despite the contributions of 




society.  It is not often discussed in literature, the divide between the sexes in the 
Hebrew-American community amid the struggle for authenticity, equality and equity. 
Elkins does admit that this de-visibility of women characters in Ellison’s novel was 
unintentional, since it seemed he had a plan to develop them, but it just did not make it 
into the novel (that is already over five hundred pages).  For instance, Mary Rambo, 
invisible man’s landlady, Elkins writes: 
Ellison … had bigger plans … a comparison of this character to the version of 
Mary originally written for Invisible Man … even in her pared-down portrayal, 
she is nonetheless a meaningful force in the novel. Far from being a saint-like 
Aunt Jemima, Mary represents an autonomous woman who not only thinks for 
herself but is a significant catalyst for the narrator’s action. Despite the narrator’s 
stereotyped descriptions of Mary, she is not represented in the text itself as a 
dehumanized, pasteboard mixture of feminine conventions but as a woman whose 
ideas and aspirations directly challenge and influence the narrator. … there is a 
divide between what the text presents as Mary and what the narrator presents as 
Mary—a divide that many have overlooked. The text presents a strong woman, 
whereas the narrator remains blind to her strength. (70) 
By this account, Ellison is, hereby, exonerated from the most grievous charges of 
misogynism.  However, critics have to be careful in their zealousness to liberate the 
diasporic woman from the, seemingly, overbearing and dominating man. 
The idea of “Independent Women” makes for a great song by Destiny’s Child 




manner that re-casts them in ways that are characteristically unwomanly is equally 
marking them for invisibility and caricature.  Some might say that Hebrew-American 
women have seen, heard, and done it all earning them to title of “strong black woman,” 
but that title has been at a cost, which is reflected in the speech “Ain’t I A Woman,” by 
Sojourner Truth.  Mr. Shabazz (Malcolm X) once claimed, “The most disrespected 
person in America is the black woman. The most unprotected person in American is the 
black woman. The most neglected person in America is the black woman” (1962).  
Nearly twenty-five years earlier, in her novel made film, Their Eyes were Watching God 
(1937), Zora Neale Hurston’s character Janie Crawford claims, “[d]e nigger woman is de 
mule uh de world so fur as Ah can see” (14).  Women characters must remain women, 
human and this is the constant, the truth, no matter the narrative, through it all and 
whatever characterizations. 
There is one other theme that recurs in critics’ reviews and re-readings of 
Invisible Man that must be briefly addressed, as it relates to invisible man that seems out 
of place, the theme of hero.  This will not be included in the literary analysis; however, as 
it speaks indirectly to poqéakh it will be briefly examined here.  Doane mentions this 
theme as well as Dickstein, Turner, Jackson, Loury.  Is invisible man a hero?  Without 
going into lengthy discourse on meanings, descriptions, characteristics, conceptions, 
archetypes of a hero a simple definition will be provided instead.  As it relates to a hero 
or a warrior, the Oxford English Dictionary defines or characterizes such a person as one 
“distinguished by the performance of courageous or noble actions, esp. in battle; a brave 




great qualities or achievements in any field”; or in the classical or historic sense as a 
anyone who is has been endowed or has “of superhuman strength, courage, or ability, 
…”.  On the surface to the depths of it: how invisible man behaves, conducts himself, or 
responds does not exemplary of a hero, and so one has to respond to the inquiry with a 
firm—no!  However, he does desire to be one, and so, there is potential for one of his 
deportment.  There are many times in which invisible man is made to assert himself; 
however, from start to end, he seems to stay in stages of surrender and inattentiveness, 
until the last moments. 
There is little about his behavior that hero/warrior-like about invisible man, even 
though his grandfather’s advice and warning to his father is that warfare is the constant in 
their lives: “‘Son [invisible man’s father], after I'm gone I want you to keep up the good 
fight. I never told you, but our life is a war …” (16; emphasis added).  invisible man 
overheard this: “I was warned emphatically to forget what he had said and, … It had a 
tremendous effect upon me,” but not the one the grandfather hoped it would have on the 
family he was leaving behind (16).  Throughout the novel invisible man does not don the 
character or armor of a hero or warrior’s code—he would not fall on his sword, and 
outbursts and surges of indignation do not a warrior make.  What he may be is a good 
hero-in-waiting, since he seems at the ready to take orders and with those orders, then he 
can act autonomously to achieve set tasks. 
For example, he is easily manipulated, unguarded, eager to trust European 
Americans, not a strategist, and most times sightless.  He may even be a sell-out as it 




to his duty to them.  During the street fight with Ras, Ras asks Clifton and invisible man, 
“… are you awake or sleeping?” (Ellison 366).  Ras questions them because he believes 
they are both fighting against their diasporic people and wrong side of things, of history.  
If invisible man’s grandfather’s advice warns him against being a traitor, and that is a 
person working against his own interests and that of his people, then he should not 
behave like someone unaware (sleeping) and realize that.  invisible man does not wake 
up to the reality of his position until after witnessing Clifton’s death, not until then does 
he consider his work in Harlem for the Brotherhood may have been, may be unimpactful 
or counterproductive: “All our work … no great change had been made. And it was all 
my fault. I’d been so fascinated by the motion that I’d forgotten to measure what it was 
bringing forth. I’d been asleep, dreaming” (Ellison 433).  invisible man is not sleeping or 
sleep-walking, but something was “slumbering.”  He does become “painfully aware” of 
all that he had “somehow … missed … when [his] work had been most successful”; 
sadly, by the time he is semi-awake it is too late (433). 
Throughout the novel, invisible man fails to truly notice what was before him.  As 
it relates to the incident with Clifton, invisible man fails to recognize his comrades’ 
distress after Ras the Exhorter’s questions their loyalty to themselves and to their people.  
A warrior assesses his or her strengths, weaknesses as well as those of their comrades to 
achieve tasks successfully or understand the lack of success.  He encounters various 
fights and his behavior in other similar instances show he is no wiser for them.  What 
hero enters a battle, battles, and is no wiser for them?  All of Ras’ rapid-fire questions are 




they support or exploit the constituents they are working for.  invisible man seems to give 
little thought to Ras’ inquiries, but Clifton’s reaction suggests he had: 
Then we were out of the dark onto a busy street and he turned to me. There were 
tears in his eyes. 
‘That poor, misguided son of a bitch,’ he said. 
‘He thinks a lot of you, too,’ I said. I was glad to be out of the dark and 
away from that exhorting voice. 
‘The man’s crazy,’ Clifton said. ‘It’ll run you crazy if you let it.’ 
… 
‘… But it’s on the inside that Ras is strong,” Clifton said. ‘On the inside he’s 
dangerous.’ 
‘He won’t get on the inside,’ I said. ‘He’d consider himself a traitor.’ 
‘No,’ Clifton said, ‘he won’t get on the inside. Did you hear how he was 
talking? Did you hear what he was saying?’ 
‘I heard him, sure,’ I said. 
‘I don’t know,’ he said. ‘I suppose sometimes a man has to plunge outside 
history …’ 
‘What?’ 
‘Plunge outside, turn his back … Otherwise he might kill somebody, go 
nuts.’ 
I didn’t answer. Maybe he’s right, I thought, and was suddenly very glad I had 




It seems Clifton did ponder Ras’ words and it ran him crazy because, shortly thereafter, 
he disappears from the Brotherhood’s active roster.  Had he been away contemplating 
whether or not he was a “black traitor” and what side he was really on (367)?  After 
striking Ras and knocking him unconscious, had he a moment after the melee to think “as 
[he] looked gravely down [on Ras],” was his “silent question” about where his loyalties 
lie: with the Brotherhood or with himself and Harlem.  Ras pleads with them before he is 
knocked unconscious to think, be sensible, “You black, BLACK! … How they going to 
be your brother? … Harlem. [t]his is … the black mahn’s territory. … Start thinking with 
your mind …” (361, 362, 365, 366).  invisible man does not seem to register Clifton’s 
spiritual war as he pauses to look at Ras or his absence until two weeks later, when 
Harlem is falling into crisis.  Then, he mentions again: “Now it was as though I had been 
suddenly awakened from a deep sleep” (412).  He really does need to stay woke.  His 
constant narcolepsy causes him to miss vital information and reduces his de-
coding/deciphering abilities. 
He does not register Clifton’s meaning about how Ras is “strong inside” and how 
he can get in, not to the Brotherhood, but a person’s mind.  He is hearing every word, but 
he is not listening.  invisible man is as the Vet diagnosed: “…the vet said with a smile. 
‘…you both fail to understand what is happening to you. You cannot see or hear or smell 
the truth of what you see … It’s classic!’” (93).  The situation would be laughable if it 
were not so tragic; many Hebrew Americans will confess that, sometimes, if they are not 




they try to choose the just side, not the one of convenience (unless you are spying) and 
they intentionally attempt to advocate for and safeguard the innocent. 
Invisibility is treated thematically throughout the work and critics have made it 
the main subject of their critiques for a long time.  However, Todd M. Lieber’s “The 
Metaphor of Invisibility in Black Literary Tradition” considers “[m]ask-wearing, in both 
its positive and negative aspects, [as having] substantial importance in Invisible Man, and 
Ellison treats this facet of his theme with a full awareness of its complex and ambiguous 
potentiality” (94).  In other words, Lieber is explaining Ellison’s invisibility through the 
many ways Hebrew Americans dissimulate in order to co-exist with Americans and in 
American society.  Masking is a subject, a theme, and a practice that has been used by 
people in all societies, throughout time.  It is not unique to Hebrew Americans; however, 
it has become another way-a-life for them.  Mask-wearing, dissimulating has a way of 
erasing the individual from being registered to the other person seeing, while 
simultaneously projecting a false persona.  It has “negative aspects” if the projected 
“mask” actually becomes the real person.  It becomes critically problematic when the 
“mask” is not removable or when it has to be worn with other Hebrew Americans.  The 
character of Bledsoe is a prime example of “mask-wearing” gone wrong, of the Hebrew 
American having a wardrobe malfunction. 
This Review has considered those themes as well as the analyses of Quicksand 
and Invisible Man that have been both commonplace as well as original in literary-critical 
studies of their novels.  They ranged from stereotypes to archetypes of Hebrew-American 




Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels have been similarly critiqued.  In most cases, the discursive 
centers on the themes of race or racism, or “problems of the color-line” or colourism in 
American society; or on class and caste system imposed on Hebrew American within the 
Eurocentric-American societal construct.  In other instances, the discursive centers of the 
epistemological, ontological, and philosophical critical approaches. 
This Review shows how Invisible Man and Quicksand have been read and re-read 
through various theoretical frames and employing various methodologies: Marxist, 
Freudian, Emersonian, and idealist, Feminist, Du Boisean, signifying, sociological, 
political, and psychological.  What seems outside most scholars’ and critics’ study and 
re-readings are the possibilities for utilizing new approaches like phenomenology to 
expound on any one of the identified themes or to realize new ones.  What seems outside 
the purview of reviewers is a theme like poqéakh or to say “yes” to Crane’s or invisible 
man’s real phenomenological praxis.  Hebrew Americans, like Crane and invisible man, 
must acknowledge the choice to believe and accept what they know—instinctually, 
intuitively, and reasonably—despite the expected unpleasantness.  Like Crane, they must 
consider the greater goal, which is to open their senses, wake up, and stay woke.  Like 
invisible man, they have to stop resisting living with poqéakh so that the boomeranging 
will stop.  Only after poqéakh can there be a possible solution to ever the two-ness, the 
double-consciousness, the wavering between two opinions (being two-minded, double-
minded[ness];  ִַעִפים סְׁ י ה  ֵּתֵּ֣ ל־שְׁ  .they suffer and suffer from (ע 
Dr. Joy Degruy Leary relates in Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome: America's 




injurious to the psyche, any psyche, American or Hebrew American alike.  In any 
instance where the psyche cannot resolve a conflict will have adverse ramifications: 
wanderlust, boomeranging, automatonism.  Charles M. Wiltse stated in his “Introduction” 
to Walker’s famed publication David Walker’s Appeal, in Four Articles; Together with A 
Preamble, to the Coloured Citizens of the World, but in Particular, and Very Expressly, 
to Those of the United States of America that “it was Walker’s ungentle probing that first 
laid bare the deep-seated schizophrenia of the South, where the right hand held the Bible 
and the left the bullwhip” (vii; emphasis added).  The mental, the emotional, the 
psychological, and the ideological ills, of course, were not confined to the South.  
Imaginably, any prolonged exposure to the plethora of “deep-seated” systematic and 
often systematically ignored mental illnesses may lead to irreversible detriment—a 
hemispheric pandemic of cognitive dissonance and psychosomatic psychoses.  In effect, 
any prolonged exposure might cause one to end up like Crane having strayed into a bog 
determined to get one’s self out or like invisible man “placed … in a hole” without a clue 
how one got there or how to get oneself out (134; 572).  Poqéakh is one way out of the 







POQÉAKH (פקח): PESPECTIVES, METHODS AND DEPICTIONS IN HEBREW-
AMERICAN PROSE 
 
The mind is a set of events, and the observer participates in those events every 
time he or she looks inward. Mediation is participatory observation. 
—H. G. Mahathera, Mindfulness in plain English 
This study was conducted using a number of inquiry methods to research, 
document, and investigate the topic and theme of poqéakh.  In order to study poqéakh 
and its representations within the novels Invisible Man and Quicksand this study utilizes 
a qualitative research design.  The purpose of utilizing this design was to effectively 
identify depictions of poqéakh and its observable patterns within the novels Quicksand 
and Invisible Man. 
Poqéakh and Jagged-Edged Boundaries All Around: Methods, Approaches, and 
Frameworks 
The research design and methodology employed for this study is explained and 
illustrated in P. Paul Heppner’s and Mary J. Heppner’s book, Writing and Publishing 
Your Thesis, Dissertation & Research: A Guide for Student in the Helping Professions 
(2004).  By definition and design a qualitative research method (QRM) permits the 




Particularly, this study uses qualitative paradigms to conduct narrative and comparative  
analyses of the novels in an “attempt to represent [the character’s] lived experience[s] 
through writing and interpretations” (138).  Utilizing an “interpretive-constructivist 
tradition” of phenomenology to read Ellison’s and Larsen’s protagonists’ stories will help 
“to make sense of … [and] interpret … phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring 
to them” (N. K. Denzin and Y. S. Lincoln qtd. in Heppner and Heppner 138). 
Phenomenology, itself, emphasizes the role of the researcher in the act of 
verifying the personal experiences of participant(s) via substantiating reality and the 
meaning assigned by the participant (in this case, the novels’ protagonists) to perceptions 
and conceptions of their experienced reality (Heppner and Heppner 137).  This is 
expressed by the major tenet of qualitative research, that the researcher “brackets” his or 
her own perceptions about the subject and the subject topic in order to objectively 
ascertain the participants’ perspectives of the phenomenon.  Utilizing this methodology 
allows for greater objectivity when observing the “interplay of many different voices” 
(polyphony) within its “heterogenous” environs (subjective human “living speech”) 
without altering, suppressing, or covering the voices of the characters.  This method, also, 
allows the authentic voice and state of the characters to be observed and preserved, thus, 
achieving the aim of avoiding altering meaning or inferences or memes (Harmon and 
Holman 152; Eagleton 101-103, 105).  The protagonists’ experiences can be 
dispassionately analyzed and interpreted with this method and design, without apathy or 





Also, this research method permits the identification of literary works by African-
/Hebrew-American authors that best evince this concept, compelling examples that 
illustrates the essence of what it is—not just what it is like—to know what has been all 
along and to present an effective explication.  The qualitative research design, mainly 
narrative research and analysis, is the most suitable method for data collection and 
analysis.  It simplifies study of the metaphysical psychical phenomena poqéakh; provides 
the best methodologies for identification, qualification, and verification of poqéakh 
within narratives as complex as novels; and establishes guidelines for selecting an 
appropriate qualitative paradigm: phenomenology, to deduce the first-person real-life 
experiences of the protagonists. 
Moreover, a qualitative approach permits an in-depth narrative analysis of works 
of African-/Hebrew-American literature with the sole purpose of isolating how poqéakh 
is represented as opposed to other themes.  This method allows this theme to be evinced 
symbolically, literally, via imagery or allegory, intratextually or intertextually.  As Carol 
D. Lee’s et al. advances in Cultural Modeling as a Frame for Narrative Analysis, 
narratives analysis allows researchers to “view patterns of narrative as opportunities to 
view what a group of people deem important in the conduct of human experience.  The 
storytellers—the poets, novelists, and playwrights—often wrestle with taboos, with the 
deeply unresolved questions of the human experience [and condition] (39).  This study 
proposes that this design and method in combination with the chosen conceptual and 
theoretical frames will show how each novel depicts the protagonists’ efforts to see with 




how the protagonists attempt to shed (or not) centuries of what David Walker described 
as “abject ignorance and wretchedness” (1) to think perceptually, contemplatively, 
creatively, sensibly, and intuitively, despite ulterior designs imposed by American 
society—rigorously, surreptitiously and early, to dissuade them (from thinking).  
However, this study will also show not all efforts are successful or completed. 
Lastly, a qualitative research design and method is the most suitable means of 
deducing the most applicable term for the protagonists’ experiences—poqéakh. 
As aforementioned, this study utilizes an interpretive-constructive theory of 
phenomenology to complete a narrative and comparative analysis of thematic 
representations of poqéakh in the novels Invisible Man and Quicksand.  To start, one 
must know what phenomenology is? 
Phenomenology (science of experience) is “rooted in intentionality,” is 
subjectivist in nature, and was popularized by Edmund Husserl (Ideas Pertaining to a 
Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological Philosophy, subtitled Studies in the 
Phenomenology of Constitution (1912?)).  It “explores phenomenon through human 
experience,” and it considers how humans perceive reality at the moment an object comes 
into view (sensed) or an event occurs as they are “perceived” or “understood” in the 
human consciousness.  It is the psychical observation and/or perception (noesis) of a 
phenomenon (noema) within the psyche and relating it to the object (experience/event) 
without in the natural world, and thus, establishing the reality of it by the very thought 
and international consideration of it, and deriving its essence or assigning it meaning.  In 




moment of that experience and event (perceiving, cogitating/reflecting, and knowing) 
they assign meaning to it, based on their understanding of it and/or other experiences, and 
their realization of the truth/fact of it.  Thereafter, as part and parcel of the experience and 
event, they proceed to either explore its truth/fact in their physical environs based on their 
acceptance or rejection of its truth/fact.  What is more, the application of phenomenology 
to works of literature aims to “bracket” that work.  As a result, “[t]he text itself is reduced 
to a pure embodiment of the author’s consciousness” and “[t]o know the [author’s] mind, 
we must not refer to anything we actually know of the author … but only to those aspect 
of his or her consciousness which manifest themselves in the world itself” (51).  Upon 
identifying the best design and method, the search for a suitable term began. 
The search for an accurate term illuminated the greater necessity for an authentic 
(real) definition of the experience represented through the works.  The research 
demonstrated the need to place a name to the concept, the theme, and the phenomenon, 
which seemed to be absent.  As mentioned, using a qualitative research method was the 
most suitable technique for engaging this process.  After reviewing various texts, and 
working backwards from each definition presented, the research was steered to studies 
that provided not just a term, but rather the best operational definition and description for 
the psychical phenomenon.  As a result, the terms awakening, insight, epiphany, eureka 
and ah ha moments were considered. 
In essence, these terms relate to the various descriptions by Hebrew Americans 
about something they saw or something they heard which brought about an understanding 




heard (understood) before though their eyes, ears, and minds functioned perfectly.  
(Though the fault may have been in their capacity to engage cognitive processes). 
Du Bois speaks of “double consciousness,” which explains the ways African-/Hebrew 
Americans view their black-ness (ethnicity) through their experiences with European 
Americans.  Still, he does not describe what the experience is itself, his study is 
existential in nature, thus, readers do not know how it (double consciousness) allows one 
to be blind one minute and sighted the next or how one gains the sightedness or how it is 
duplicated or averted.  However, he does imply it is a phenomenon of the mind, having 
related an experience in primary school when an American girl did not accept his 
“visiting-card: [t]hen it dawned upon me with a certain suddenness that I was different 
from the others …” (Souls 4; emphasis added).  Could he not see or know this before the 
girl rebuffed him that he was “different” from the other New England children?  He was 
not blind or mentally impaired; the search for a term continued. 
Perceiving one’s self or lived experiences through another’s perception or 
conception is not the focus of this study, and so, “double consciousness” is not the most 
suitable term. Though double consciousness was not the right term, the description of the 
experience given within works like The Souls of Black Folk, Black Boy, Narrative of a 
the Life of Frederick Douglass, Teaching to Transgress, Teaching the Novel across the 
Curriculum, “That Summer I Left Childhood Was White” (Audre Lorde), “How It Feels 
to Be Colored Me” (Zora Neal Hurston), and in critiques and reviews of the identified 




though without defining what it was to “see” or to “think” or what kind of “slumber” 
brought the researcher closer to a term. 
During the review, vaguely defined terms were eliminated, since ambiguous 
definitions made operationalization of the term difficult.  The inapplicable terms include 
epiphany and awakening that had abstract qualities making operationalize difficult.  This 
left eureka, insight, and ah ha moments, which, in turn, lead to poqéakh as the most 
applicable term for the experiences depicted in Larsen’s Quicksand and Ellison’s 
Invisible Man (explanation to follow). 
The clue which brought the search to identify an applicable terms to its end came 
from three studies that offered terms, substantive definitions and/or descriptions as well 
as a descriptions of the attributes of the phenomena.  These studies made it possible to 
provide an operational definition or description for this study’s concept, respectively 
termed ah ha moments, insight, and eureka.  The first was a publication, “A Modified 
Delphi Study to Define Ah ha Moments in Education Settings,” by Jobeth Pilcher, which 
explains what students experience when they realize an understanding of some problem 
or subject they struggled with: Ah ha is a moment of sudden understanding (“now I get 
it”) when a learner sees a new connection not previously seen.  (Of note, where the 
“learner sees” the connection is important to the identifying the proper term as well.)  The 
understanding may lead to excitement, deeper comprehension, a change in perspective, 
and/or recognition of how it can be applied to real life situations (62). 
Her study’s “primary purpose [is] to explore the concept of ah ha moments from 




before her study “ah ha moments … are often mentioned in education literature,” but are 
undefined or vaguely defined in the literature (51).  Pilcher’s work is significant for 
several reasons: 1) she defines “ah ha moments” in an educational, academic context, 2) 
her study provides a discipline-specific definition, and 3) she demonstrates that in 
academic fields either educators lacked a term for the phenomenon students experienced 
or they lacked an appropriate definition or description for the term used to denote the 
phenomenon.  Keeping in line with hooks’ pioneering book, Teaching to Transgress: 
Education as the Practice of Freedom, Pilcher’s work also testifies to the educators 
ability to acknowledge the purpose of teaching to engage pedagogical practices that 
“open our minds and ears so that we can know beyond the boundaries …, so that we can 
think and rethink, so that we can create new visions,… [to] celebrate teaching that 
enables transgression— … which makes education the practice of freedom” (12).  
Pilcher’s study realizes there can be no real learning or understanding where the “ways of 
knowing” are anchored to static modes of teaching, whereby ah ha moments begin or 
continue to diminish in frequency or never occur.  hooks states, we will need to “examine 
critically the traditional role of the university in the purist of truth and the sharing of 
knowledge and information” (29).   She argues if it is uncovered that “it is no longer 
about the practice of freedom” in the educational institution and that first freedom must 
be the full use of the psyche since, with it, the illusion of the constructed reality can be 
questioned and seen and dispelled, then it is not actual education (29). 
Next, J.L. Steyn and André J. Buys in “Creativity and ‘Eureka’ in Science and 




Great Ideas of Science (2003) as they explain “the current demand for creativity in 
science and engineering.”  Like Pilcher, they too explain there was a lack of a term in 
their field to explain and define sudden understanding (innovation, knowing) and that 
lack was filled by Atkins description of eureka! Moments.  Atkins describes eureka! 
moments as:  “Immersion in a plethora of seemingly overwhelming data is often the 
prelude to seminal discovery, with the subconscious beavering away in its own 
background, seeking patterns, and then finally erupting into conscious thought to 
generate that most precious of personal scientific events, a eureka” (Ch. 1). 
Lastly, John Kounios and Mark Beeman explained in “The Aha moment: The 
Cognitive Neuroscience of Insight,” what participants in their research gained through 
aha! Moments: insight.  They describe aha! Moment as a “sudden comprehension that 
solves a problem, reinterprets a situation, explains a joke, or resolves an ambiguous 
precept,” and describing it as an occurrence “when a solution is computed unconsciously 
and later emerges into awareness suddenly” (210; emphasis added). 
The aforementioned studies via their definitions and/or descriptions closed the 
gap on isolating an applicable term, and since these studies are the first of their kind, 
presently, there is little or no counter-discourse to them.  Reviews of other research 
within the respective disciplines: education, neuroscience, chemistry/engineering seem to 
indicate the utilization of the aforementioned works to support or further studies by other 
researchers.  Also, the studies’ definitions and/or descriptions demonstrates just how 
similar the terms are; so much so, that one might claim they (the terms) are synonyms 




poqéakh.  In fact, Kounios and Beeman state, “insight [is] colloquially [termed] ‘Aha! 
moment’” (210). 
Kounios’ and Beeman’s study clearly defined and described the term by what it 
is, why it happens, how it happens, what instruments are key to it happening, and what 
the expected results would be (212-215).  That their study includes a thorough 
explanation of the cogitative process leading to the final phases of the psychical 
phenomenon and the employable information gathering instruments used by the brain 
(the eyes) is a plus.  Moreover, their study is what led to the identification of the most 
appropriate term for what the protagonists were experiencing, poqéakh.  Albeit, it is 
Pilcher’s study that best explains the process and one of the best methods for arriving at 
the most accurate definition.  In addition, her study realizes the lack in academia of a 
definition of students’ experiences when they need insights to unfamiliar subject matter.  
As a result, her identification of this deficit helped to identify a similar lack in literary 
scholarship for defining the phenomena represented in the Hebrew-American authors’ 
works in this study.  However, it is the inclusion of Atkins’ definition of eureka in 
Steyn’s and Buys’ research that offers the visual imagery for the process and event 
represented in the literature.  Therefore, it would seem that the psychical phenomenon is 
three-prong: visual, auditory, and cognitive, which led this researcher to recall the term 
that had a related definition, with a similar description, and comparable effect, poqéakh.  
Albeit, poqéakh introduces a vital stage in the cogitative process the undertaking of 
acceptance, since the idea of seeing and hearing, associated with this term, implies the 




psyche reflects upon phenomena to assign meaning to it and gain a new way of seeing 
previously known knowledge. 
In Delphi style, (Skulmoski, Gregory J, et al. 2) various synonymous terms were 
collected and considered, with their varying definitions and descriptions, and sifted until 
the most appropriate term and suitable definition was identified.  As a result, poqéakh 
was the term that implied all the phenomenological processes: sensing/ perceiving (with 
sensory instruments), cogitating, assigning meaning, intentional observation to gain 
insight/understanding (ways of knowing), rumination to realize a truth/fact, and 
acceptance of that truth/fact.  A definition was constructed for operationalization, 
utilizing its actual definition and conceptual characteristic (for full definition reference 
“Terminology and Definitions”: 
Poqéakh (פקח) a Hebrew word and primary root meaning to open (the senses, 
especially the eyes and [once] the ears); figuratively, to be observant—open 
(intentionally aware).  This seeing and hearing, observing of one’s reality is 
perceiving with the intent of gaining comprehension of a/the truth/fact that may 
lead to an acceptance of a truth/fact, thus the resolution of a question or problem, 
recognition of how the resolution can be utilized, or a change in perspective, 
logical interpretations, or profound sense of the individual’s reality. (“Hebrew and 
Chaldean Dictionary,” Strong’s Comprehensive Concordance of The Bible) 
It is in the book of B’raisheit 3.5 that the term and concept is first used.  It is introduced 




For God knows that on the day you eat of it, 
then your eyes shall be opened, and you 
shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. 
יֹוםַ  יַבְׁ יםִַכִּ֗ ֱַאֹלִהִ֔ ע  ֵדֵּ֣ יַיֹּ ּנּוַ ִכִּ֚ םִַממ ִ֔ ֵּ֣ כ  ֲאָכלְׁ
יִַַנְפְק֖חּווְַׁ ֵעֵ֖ יםַיֹּדְׁ אֹלִהִ֔ ֵַכֵֽ ם  ִיית  םִַוהְׁ ֶ֑ יֵניכ  ֵעֵֽ   
(Bible Hub) ע׃ ובַָוָרֵֽ   טֹֹּ֥
The Tanakh (תנ״ך) mentions the term in literal and poetic senses over twenty 
times in various tenses over eleven books of prose and poem.  Particularly, the book of 
Yesha‘yahu 42.20 uses the conceptual model for this study (517; emphasis added): 
Seeing many things, but thou observes not; 
opening the ears, but he hears not. 
ותַק[ )ָרִאיָתַכ] רַ( ָראֹֹּ֥ מֶֹּ֑ אִַתשְׁ ֵֹּּ֣ ל ותַוְׁ בֵֹּ֖ ר 
(Bible Hub)  ַוח ק ֹ֥ ע׃ַפָּ ָמֵֽ אִַישְׁ ֹֹּ֥ ל ִֵַ֖֖יםַוְׁ נ  ָאזְׁ  
The particular tense utilized in this study is the singular, present tense 
construction:  ַח ֵקֵ֤  open(s)/poqéakh, which is particular to the time each character/פֹּ
experiences it—in the moment. 
Crane and invisible man not only engage cognitive processes, experience aha! 
moments (eureka, insights), and use their sensory data gathering instruments, but they 
also show how important acceptance or non-acceptance of the truths or the facts 
(phenomena) as they present themselves is to poqéakh.  Arguably, the characters 
journeys’ are symbolic of the psychical-phenomenal process that allows the characters to 
examine physical sites to gain phenomenological proof.  Though presented within the 
novels as a physical journey, it is, in fact, a psychical journey as well.  Therefore, it 
would seem the authors use their narratives sociologically and the characters, in a 
manner, as social scientists to support and confirm their own realizations via 
phenomenological praxis.  The novels show that the phenomenological praxis  can only 




observe—watch and listen to/for—something or to someone with the purpose of gaining 
understanding or for clarification, to engage the thinking process to arrive at a/the truth or 
fact—it must by all of these.  Furthermore, the praxis is recursive, so the protagonists 
must stay vigilant, be avidly “observant,” if they are to know and understand their 
environments and prescribed roles within them. 
Poqéakh does not necessitate the individual to acquire any further information, 
but what it does entail, in most cases and the study explains, is for individuals to give 
their undivided attention to considering the knowledge already possessed, or the object 
before them, and to decipher its intrinsic meaning.  However, the narratives do illustrate, 
especially in invisible man’s case, if a person is reluctant to accept poqéakh, then the 
process may be longer and may be more demanding because the individual does not 
choose to learn from the prior instance or instances.  What is also unique about this term 
is that it specifically signifies this phenomenon, as the language has a different term for 
the open, in terms of things like opening doors or mouths, which is  ַּפֹוֵתח (to open) 
(Pealim). 
Poqéakh/ ח  פֵֹּקֵ֤  unique in the Hebrew language as it related to the function of the 
psyche and the sensory tools interconnecting functionality.  Thus, it connotes that the not 
seeing or not hearing has little to do with the functionality of the sensory organs or the 
capabilities of the mental faculties; however, the idea concerns an individual’s either lack 
of experience with it or lack of willingness to actively engage in it, then accept what she 





This study is an analysis of poqéakh and its representations within the novels of 
Quicksand and Invisible Man, whereby the theoretical framework identified is best suited 
to this explication.  Analyzing this concept does require that its contextualization be 
explained in-depth.  Poqéakh has different representations in the works.  It is experienced 
by both Crane and invisible man as cogitative processes and realizations of truth; it is the 
basis for Crane’s exodus from Naxos; it is the catalyst reviving invisible man’s constant 
agitation at his grandfather’s words and his consequent destined hibernation.  At the root 
of the process is a, seemingly, imperceptible act, a shift within the characters’ psyches, 
but verifiable by their actions or speech, by which the protagonists’ transition from 
ignorance to knowing, the culmination being the realization and acceptance of the new 
understanding of their existence within American society.  Poqéakh is the frame for and 
the site of seeing and hearing, ruin, and pause that each character passes through, lingers 
in, or exists.  For the protagonist Helga Crane (Quicksand), poqéakh allows her to test the 
notion that not only is the “setting aside” of her “intellectual nature” possible, but 
possibly inescapable; while for invisible man (Invisible Man), it an incessant anti-slumber 
system, in the guise of grandfatherly advice and forewarning, preventing him from 
“riding himself of thinking” by giving himself a “prefrontal lobotomy without the 
negative effects of the knife” (236).  It will account for the manifold, ineffectual 
stratagems he uses to avoid accepting his lived experiences (his reality) and the 
truth/facts he must glean from them.  Readers and invisible man will learn that it is an 




In Quicksand, poqéakh via a phenomenological reading is Crane’s quiet 
ruminations in her room, on that faithful day at Naxos about “her work and the school” 
(3), processing, self-assessing and appraising her emotions and thoughts and the day’s 
speeches and spectacles.  It is the point where she arrives at the conclusion after several 
hours of deliberations: “The South. Naxos. Negro education … was now only a big knife 
with cruelly sharp edges ruthlessly cutting all to a pattern, the white man’s pattern” and 
she accepted her findings (3, 4); unlike in Invisible Man, where it is utilized by Ellison 
loudly and boisterously, accusatory, but no less deliberative in a “schooling” 
conversation between a vet in the Golden Day, Mr. Norton and invisible man.  The Vet 
has painstakingly attempted to get Norton and invisible man to see that the destiny they 
sought was manifest; but, neither one hears him nor recognizes their achievement.  The 
Vet sees and hears, observes and comprehends, and made the decision to accept America 
and his potential within it.  Rightly so, he is disgusted at their lack of poqéakh, saying, 
“[h]e’ll do your bidding, and for that his blindness is his chief asset. He’s [school-boy’s] 
your man, friend. Your man and your destiny. Now the two of you descend the stairs into 
chaos and get the hell out of here. I’m sick of both of you pitiful obscenities! Get out 
before I do you both the favor of bashing in your heads!” (92-93, 94). 
Indeed, whether affirmed through narrative, imagery, or discourse, demonstrated 
by the character’s achievements or destined achievement poqéakh is represented and 
qualitatively measurable.  The authors’ artistry, the characters, and the settings 




Poqéakh and Historical Perspectives in Hebrew-American Prose  
He told me, if I would be happy, I must lay out no plans of the future. …He 
seemed to see fully the pressing necessity of setting aside my intellectual nature, 
in order to contentment in slavery. But in spite of him, and even in spite of myself, 
I continued to think. 
—Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American 
Slave 
 
‘Learning would spoil the best nigger in the world. Now, … if you teach that 
nigger (speaking of myself) how to read, there would be no keeping him. It would 
forever unfit him to be a slave.… As to himself, … [i]t would make him 
discontented and unhappy.’ These words sank deep into my heart, stirred up 
sentiment within that lay slumbering, and called into existence an entirely new 
train of thought. 
—Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American 
Slave 
 
…education is the practice of freedom. During college, the primary lesson was 
reinforced: we were to learn obedience to authority. 
—bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom 
Poqéakh is phenomenon that has been a sojourner and a staple in Hebrew-
American literature for nearly two centuries, and several literary works provide 
corroborative accounts.  It is a phenomenon characterized by a seemingly imperceptible 
act, a shift within the psyche by which an individual transitions from ignorance to 
understanding and knowing.  It is the act of cogitating and ruminating on perceived 
phenomena (past or present), with the culmination being the realization/comprehension 
of an undeniable truth, an irrefutable fact that cannot be disregarded (or should not be).  
Finally, poqéakh is a phenomenological experience, wherein the final product is the 
acceptance of the new understanding, which affects how he or she perceives reality from 




literature a brief historical survey of non-fictional works related to the novels’ theme are 
considered. 
It is not easy being Hebrew American.  How does one live with poqéakh (senses 
open) when it is not easy for them to realize and to know how Americans purposed to 
conscript them to be forever enslaved, moreover, to be forever “[]fit to be a slave” (44).  
Whether a child or an adult, a girl or a boy, a woman or a man, ethnonationally or bi-
ethnonationally diasporic, Hebrew Americans have been and are acquainted with what to 
think and how to think about, what to feel and how to feel about it, what they can do and 
how they are to do it, how they do not fit in and how they can fit in.  Whether it is by a 
glance or a word, or various radio or television programs, or whether it is through the 
advent of the internet and various social media platforms; or whether through various de 
jure or de facto laws or norms the very construct of America, its various environs, and its 
European-American citizenry have encouraged Hebrew Americans to alter themselves: 
heart, mind, and body to meet their desired specifications. 
Hebrew Americans are informed how they can mold themselves to be, not 
necessarily American or more American, just less Hebrew American.  The nature of their 
existence as citizens of the Republic of the United States of America, from colonial to 
post-colonial to modern and contemporary times, is consumed with not only making less 
of those physical entrapments that mark them as Hebrew American, but also of those 
psychical peculiarities that preserve them as marvels.  The Hebrew-American literary 




physical experiences, and it is my intent to study it for its rarely recognized depictions of 
their psychical experiences—its accounts of poqéakh (  .(פֵֹּקחַ 
Hebrew Americans spend an inordinate amount of energy, effort, and expense 
trying to adapt the Hebrew American’s psyche to “the white man’s pattern”; conversely, 
once Hebrew Americans know what Americans are doing, they then expend considerable 
amounts of energy and effort trying to escape being “made over” (Larsen 4, 7) and from 
“liv[ing] in a hole”—even “a warm hole” (Ellison 6).  Numerous historical publications 
attest to the on-going struggles of living double-conscioused; they attest to the ponderings 
of Hebrew Americans on how to live authentic and about how to deal with yielding to life 
inauthentic, yet American.  In these publications, they confirm how both are laborious—
trying to live authentic and surrendering to life inauthentic,—with the latter requiring a 
shutting-off or closing of the senses—life beli poqéakh ( ִלי פֵֹּקחַ   It is Dr. William  .(בְׁ
Edward Burghardt Du Bois’ seminal work, The Souls of Black Folk that records the 
“peculiar sensation [of] double-consciousness,” ever that “sense of always looking at 
one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that 
looks on in amused contempt and pity” (5).  They, Hebrew Americans, are at war with 
themselves to reconcile their misconceived and misperceived twoness: “—[the] 
American, [the] Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring 
ideals in one dark body” (5).  This introduction to his book is an extreme account of the 
conflict warring within the diasporic psyche (a contentious, incessant struggle, even if to 




(functional mode) or desire to stop thinking, while others splinter or “crack” altogether 
(suffering from PTSS). 
Under such rigors, it is no wonder the senses that, by all account, are supposed to 
perceive phenomena: the eyes, the ears, the psyche (mind), contemplate and assign 
meaning to phenomena, and ascertain the truth of phenomena as it is experienced have 
malfunctioned.  In effect, Hebrew Americans are worn out by their direct and proxy war 
with Americans in American society.  Some part of their psyche, which consciously and 
meta-consciously processes, assigns meaning, and forms the basis for action, reaction, 
and proaction or inaction enter inertia and “lay slumbering” from pure exhaustion from 
the effort to engage and to prevail in an irreconcilable war—the war to dull their senses, 
to rob them of their sensibilities, and to mold them.  That war, consisting of smaller and 
larger battles, has left may unable to determine the most appropriate choices, decisions, 
and responses to make in order to live content and happy, if not as an American, then, at 
least, as a sane people.  Once they can be, at least, reconciled to this state (sanity), then 
they will trust their phenomenological experiences, and they will know that feeling that 
they are being molded is happening. 
It is true that “knowing is half the battle.”  It is even true that believing what one 
knows is the truth will help win the war.  Trusting their senses and relying on their own 
senilities will allow Hebrew Americans to choose to live with senses open and choose 
“[w]hat kind of resistance [they] had better make … according to the suggestion of 
expediency” (Garnett 9).  Living with senses open will allow them to know the war and 




better and truer self,” that is pretend—one cannot merge a lie with truth and get a “better 
and truer self” (Du Bois 5).  If they learn to see and to hear with eyes open, then they may 
be able to turn the tide of the war in their favor. 
It is not easy being Hebrew American.  It can be said that a good majority of their 
lives have been spent trying to integrate/assimilate and they are encouraged not to sense: 
see, hear, smell, feel, and taste or think (intuit) how they are being made to do so.  If an 
individual does actively sense the mold or the molding processes and begins to consider 
the truth of her or his emerging and evolving reality in American society, then she or he 
is refuted, even ostracized or villainized like Assata Olugbala Shakur (born JoAnne 
Deborah Byron) or Colin Rand Kaepernick and Eric Reid, stigmatized like Dr. Angela Y. 
Davis or El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz (born Malcolm Little), or neutralized like Medgar 
Wiley Evers or Dr. Walter Rodney.  In reflection, Hebrew American lives are lived 
within environs expressly devised to contain, mold/cast, and re-fashion them into 
agreeable, programmable automatons—viable citizens.  So much so, many may feel like 
a character from the film “Dark City” (1998), “The Truman Show” (1998), “Stranger 
Than Fiction” (2006), “The Matrix” (1999), or “The Adjustment Bureau” (2011). 
Helga Crane, Nella Larsen’s protagonist in her semi-autobiographical novel, 
Quicksand, is a quintessential fictional representation of an individual who perceives the 
mold and who desires to resist a life lived within the mold “slumbering” and without it in 
“the practice of freedom” (hooks 29).  Larsen’s novel and Crane’s fictional lives show 
how hospitable or hostile the construct and supporting structures can be.  She shows how 




events.  Likewise, the environs’ nature depends on the projectors’ aims and the extent to 
which the individuals decide to be cognizant or amenable to their purposes and aims.  
Larsen’s Crane teaches that to live with senses open is to decide “to [un]learn obedience 
to authority” and that life as a Hebrew American cannot be “only responding and reacting 
to white folks” or their constructs, but must also involve the intentional act of knowing 
(hooks 4). 
As the first epigraph relates, the construct during Douglass’ era prepared and 
developed Hebrew Americans for subservience and during Larsen’s and Ellison’s era for 
subservient-citizenship.  It should not be interpreted, here, that the construct from 
Douglass’ era that molded Hebrew Americans collapsed or disintegrated, but rather the 
founders of the initial construct changed and adapted it for and to Larsen’s and Ellison’s 
era.  The preparation aims to convince Hebrew Americans to be 1) satisfied with 
inequality and inequity of any and all kinds and any degree, 2) accustomed to 
impoverishment and the violence engendered, and 3) ignorant of their own intellectual 
ineptitude or aptitude.  To the later point about preparation, even hooks’ relates an 
experience she had teaching; wherein, she speaks of a class she had “full of ‘resisting’ 
students who did not want to learn new pedagogical process, who did not want to be in a 
classroom that differed in any way from the norm. To these students, transgressing 
boundaries … recognizing one another’s presence … intellectual openness and pleasure 
of learning … was frightening” (7, 9).  Those students, like Douglass, have been molded, 
and so, they sit passively and are lectured to (14).  The master and mistress in academic 




other voices, perspectives, or ideas.  In the case of the classroom, the power emanates 
from the front of the room and out into students’ silent faces, and this former class 
etiquette, which leads to the stagnation of knowledge and understanding, is hard to cast 
off and break up.  In an environment that is supposed to encourage intellectualism, the 
former classroom etiquette encouraged a kind of parental-filial piety.  The instructor has 
the authority to dismantle the plantation-like environ and substitute it with an authentic, 
learning one.  The teacher can humanize the classroom setting and her or his self—
disrupting the psychically hostile environ (15). 
Douglass’ epigraph also informs readers of the construct of Institutional Chattel-
Enslavement (late-1500 to 1868), which dehumanized Hebrew Americans, reducing them 
to property (cargo, possessions, chattel).  He speaks to the atmosphere of the construct’s 
environs that were physically and psychologically hostile and vile.  He calls attention to 
the character of American-industrial-plantation owners who had it within their rule to 
implement even the smallest adjustments to the construct so that captives would have 
some respite of their physical as well as psychological tortures, but choose to offer none. 
Douglass’ epigraph, also, informs readers of the institution of enslavement’s 
psychical hostility.  It informs readers of his captors’ necessity that he not perceive the 
incessant, false rhetoric embedded in the construct; that he not conceive of his or his 
people’s treatment as abominable or his captors as villainous or psychologically-
abnormal; that he not think at all, just accept and function.  However, he informs readers 
through his autobiography that he chooses to think.  Sojourner Truth (born Isabella 




her address before the Ohio Women’s Rights Convention, later named “Ain’t I a 
Woman?” (1851), questioned the construct’s pervading premise diasporic women were 
not women, but rather “de mule uh de world” (Janie, Hurston 14) just as Douglass 
questioned the pervading premise diasporic people were fit to be “slave[s] for life!” (49). 
Another contemporary, Henry Highland Garnet (1815), mentions how the nature 
of the construct’s environ ensured the diasporic “intellect [had to be] destroyed as much 
as possible, and every ray of light they have attempted to shut out from your minds” 
(“Address to the Slaves of the United States of America,” 1843).  This was by denying 
diasporic people had any right, liberty, privilege, immunities, or humanity “which the 
white man was bound to respect, … for [they had] been regarded as beings of an inferior 
order, and altogether unfit to associate with the white race either in social or political 
relations, and so far inferior that they had no rights and that the negro might justly and 
lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit” (Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393, Cornell 
Law School, Legal Information Institute 1857).  This legal case and legal ruling 
guaranteed all other norms and laws pre- and post-Dred Scott prohibiting any recognition 
of diasporic humanity was upheld. 
By default, it also ensured any expression of intelligence or intellect (not 
pertaining to functions of an enslaved person) by Hebrew Americans were punishable to 
any degree deemed fit by their captors and enslavers.  Like Douglass, millions of Hebrew 
Americans were and are groomed by the construct(s) to be of minimal intelligence, 
discouraged from engaging any higher-thought processes or to acknowledge any, or to 




numbers are convinced to think suppression and repression is a natural state.  If they 
somehow eluded this preparation, then they were and are urged to submit and be 
molded—no matter the hurt and no matter the harm.  This is how their psyches, not only 
their bodies, have been and are molded to perceive themselves and their experiences and 
associated events in their lives as products in the service of Americans in American 
society. 
  Another aspect of the construct, which the epigraph alludes to, is the rhetoric 
that the opening of the senses is derived from without than within.  Douglass declares 
learning to read was the catalyst in his transformation from ignorance to awareness and 
allowed him to perceive and break the mold, even in the earliest stages: recognition of the 
alphabet and learning phonics.  He even later admits “[i]t opened my eyes” (50), and so, 
there is a correlation between literacy and self-empowerment within this work.  However, 
he recounts that he was learning to read and that it was only after being admonished 
about learning that his transformation began; and so, it may be interpreted that what he 
heard (and likely the tone his captor said it in) was the transformative element, while 
learning to read was the medium keeping him from returning to slumbering (mindless 
acceptance of the construct and the molders).  His transformation began in seeing Mrs. 
Auld’s changed demeanor and this was the transformative element: “That cheerful 
eye…soon became red with rage; that voice, made all of sweet accord, changed to one of 
harsh and horrid discord…” (44).  In other words, what he heard and what he saw were 
the transforming agents because they caused him to engage introspective cognitive 




caused him to want to break free of the construct and its environs.  Only after what he 
saw and heard did he recognize changes within himself, making him aware of the 
changes in his captors: what he heard Mr. Auld say and how he saw Mrs. Auld behave 
would rouse him from a state of ignorance to sensibility.  His ignorance was induced by 
the construct that shaped his perception from birth, made him believe the lie, even 
temporarily, that his enslavement was permanent, and he (and his people) was suited, 
destined to remain enslaved for life—he and his posterity.  Thereafter, he desired to know 
the meaning of Mr. Auld’s words, why Mr. Auld was so sure (and alarmed) of the 
outcome of his learning to read on his demeanor.  Ironically, the outcome Mr. Auld 
thought he would forestall by his wife’s abandoning Douglass’ instruction only 
precipitated Douglass’ discontentment and unhappiness (44).  Denying Douglass made 
him acutely aware he had gained an inch, “and no preoccupation could prevent [him] 
from taking the ell” (48)—there would be no way of curtailing his ways of knowing 
(hooks 22). 
hook’s epigraph from her critical-pedagogical-semi-autobiography relates some 
of the most unique, yet universal, initiation experiences of Hebrew-American students 
and instructors into American academia.  Her book, Teaching to Transgress: Education 
as the Practice of Freedom focuses on education’s great utility, even as a “practice of 
freedom”—a self-actualizing and self-empowering practicum and praxis.  She also 
acknowledges its other more surreptitious utilities.  When instructors and students enter 
classrooms, sometimes they are aware how images and words within lessons subtly 




their aspirations: “[t]eachers as well as students were subjected to the paring process…” 
(Larsen 4).  Sometimes, they are aware of the subliminal messaging incorporated or 
inherent in class instruction, other times, they are unawares. 
hooks’ book reminds readers that the construct can incorporate any environment 
into an environ and she reminds teachers that their “vocation … is sacred” and is not to 
be used to brainwash, whitewash, desensitize, or indoctrinate their learners (13).  She 
reminds professors it is a betrayal of their vocation to engage in any form of instruction 
that only “share[s] information” that “reflect[s] biases and reinforces systems of ‘male-
Euro-centric Western’ domination” (13, 27-28).  She explains that teaching without 
offering “a way of thinking about pedagogy which emphasize[s] wholeness, a union of 
mind, body, and spirit,” a means of students to engage in healing, “laboratory education,” 
“critical awareness,” and practices of “self-actualization” is duplicitous (chapter 1). 
Those familiar with Larsen’s novel, as one reads hooks’ book, may experience 
regular flashbacks to Larsen’s as it may seem hooks illuminating manuscript informing 
teachers and learners how-to transgress was willed into existence by Larsen’s novel.  Of 
course, that is not so; however, Larsen develops her protagonist, Helga Crane, in such a 
way that when she confesses that she tried to “empower” her students, but the curriculum 
and the institutionalized-educational environ would not allow her “to make [her] teaching 
a site of resistance” that it seemed she reflected hooks’ argument about why college and 
university classrooms must be the sites where teaching to transgress boundaries must 
happen (Larsen 4, hooks 21).  Otherwise, these very same colleges and universities will 




and reactive instead of empowered, where students are unsupported as architects of their 
own learning (thus, capable of decision-making, problem-solving, and critical learning), 
and where repression of their uncultivated psyches (minds) are perpetuated. 
In such environs, in the end, like Crane, the teacher is left inescapably dissatisfied 
with her- or himself because she or he wants to pursue truth, share knowledge, but feels 
her or his role is to “uphold and maintain white supremacy, imperialism, sexism, and 
racism” that distorts “education so … it is no longer” uplifting or “about the practice of 
freedom” (hooks 29).  Crane distills this truth from reflecting upon her phenomenological 
experiences and associated events.  As hooks informs readers, all learners have to learn 
ways of knowing, ways that they are not taught to know, in fact, are discouraged form 
knowing and invisible man is a testament to that truth. 
Ellison’s character distills the truth of the construct about him slowly.  It takes 
him a while to learn about the boundaries and his desire is not to transgress it, at all.  
Ellison creates a student that seems to be meta-consciously aware that to learn of the 
boundary is to transgress it, to acknowledge the mold is a surety he can never return to 
sleep again, so he resists.  “I am an invisible man” is uncomfortable with change, he 
would rather defer to the Bledsoes, the Nortons, the Emersons, and the Brother Jacks of 
the world (but Ellison or his grandfather’s advice will not allow him to).  invisible man 
believes that he is more apt fit to follow than lead.  However, in his post grandfather’s-
warning reality he must self-actualize, he must “assert [his] subjectivity,” and he must be 
willing to be seen and have his own voice (and not one masked in the colloquialisms of 




students from that “[o]ne semester,” is “resisting” and not in an empowering way.  
Ultimately, he has a different experience seeing and feeling the mold, its machinations, 
and distilling the truth and an even harder experience accepting it; yet, like Crane, he is 
set to wandering all the same (3). 
Like Douglass and hooks who experience the construct and its environs in 
different ways, Crane’s and invisible man’s experience of the construct (American 
society) and its educational environs differently, diasporic people differently, Harlem 
differently.  invisible man’s educational experience differs from Crane’s as he is the 
student learning and not the educator teaching.  He does not mind being fit to the mold of 
the token Black, (Ishmael Reed), Crane in Copenhagen does.  Once he is informed he will 
be giving a speech for some prominent members of his town, he is proud of the 
opportunity to demonstrate his learning.  He expects a reward at the conclusion of his 
speech, and he is rewarded, along with some other high-school boys, after they 
entertainment the good white folks.  His education has not taught him how-to spot a set-
up or to expect one, so he walks into his meeting with the notable townspeople pitiably 
unprepared.  He is shocked to learn his intellectual product, his speech, is of little import 
to the collection of notable townspeople: “[t]hey were all there—bankers, lawyers, 
judges, doctors, first chiefs, teachers, merchants” even one of the more fashionable 
pastors ... for “[t]he battle royal [which] came first” (17, 18).  The educational environ 
has informed him that they are the “only [ones who] could judge truly [his] ability” 
(Ellison 25).  He is told, “since [he] was to be there anyway [he] might as well take part 




(17).  At the end of the entertainment he is hurt, bloodied, traumatized and rewarded—$5, 
eleven brutal pages later (29). 
In the course of twelve pages, from the point Ellison introduces the battle royal to 
its ending, invisible man thinks on his speech nine times.  In the course of twelve pages, 
he misplaces responsibility for his inability to give his speech, as he expected, on his 
equally deceived and abused schoolmates.  He curses them for distracting from the 
dignity of his speech not his abusive hosts (25).  By page twenty-nine or so, the 
humiliating, degrading incident is over, the other boys are rewarded and sent home, his 
abusive host smiles, and calls him the “the smartest boy we’ve got…in Greenwood” and 
“a triumph for [his] whole community” (29, 17).  In what way he was triumphant is left 
to interpretation, and invisible man is permitted to give his speech.  This satisfies him; for 
him the battle is over (though not the war), back to sleep he goes, and his 
education/training will continue. Whether invisible man informed his parents what he and 
his schoolmates were made to undergo readers are not informed.  The battle royal, one 
may surmise, was one of the most important learning experiences he would have and one 
of the most important illustrations of the construct—perceptual distortion.  It was 
invisible man’s initiation into Hebrew-American adulthood and to the constructs he will 
be made to live within, one of many educational sessions to help him get wise about 
America and to his American counterparts.  What is important is that each individual, 
fictional and non-fictional, learns of the constructs and how it is made to operate on them, 





The authors in each of their novel has the setting of an educational institution, and 
this may raise the idea that literacy (leaning to read) or institutionalized education (learning 
various subjects, matriculating) stirs awareness or insight, which may give the impression 
that they are how the senses are opened.  Starting with Douglass, Mr. Auld’s reproachful 
words and ominous warning to Mrs. Auld about Douglass provides the final incentive to 
caste away denial and to observe the construct all around him, which he had been 
discouraged and distracted from observing intentionally before.  Regrettably for Mr. Auld, 
and every enslaver and “nigger breaker” (63) thereafter, young Douglass was forever 
changed.  For in the moments after Mr. Auld’s censorious statements, he recollects they 
“sank deep into [his] heart” rousing a thing that “lay slumbering” within him and caused 
him to consider “an entirely new train of thought” (44).  Notably, both Larsen’s and 
Ellison’s novels narrate similar occurrences with their protagonists Helga Crane 
(Quicksand) and invisible man (Invisible Man) after they too were forewarned to conform 
(Crane) and to remain compliant (invisible man). 
In similar manners, their novels distinctively illustrate poqéakh: an experience both 
protagonists have while they were at schools (secondary and post-secondary).  For this 
reason, regarding the later epigraph, the setting of the school in these works must be 
considered a vital staging space, environ of the construct, since both Douglass and hooks 
infer learning or schooling is fundamentally or can be fundamentally transformative.  
Although within these two most widely read, critiqued, and taught novels, both authors 
seem to suggest the protagonists’ academic experiences are essential but not for the literacy 




in their lives are critical because of the psychical event and experience allowing them to 
glimpse the invisible enclosure, disguised as the various environs, designed to condition 
them to be suitable Hebrew-American citizens. 
hooks recalled how her fervor for learning diminished after school integration, 
because “[g]one was the messianic zeal to transform our minds and beings that had 
characterized teachers and their pedagogical practices in our all-black schools” (3).  In 
effect, she acknowledges integrated schools were going to be and were hostile places and 
would not teach diasporic students to know the depth and scope of the construct so that it 
would not mentally entomb them, like the character in Get Out (2017).  No one wants to 
be in the “sunken place.”  What a terrifying prospect!  Still, the sunken places are the 
spaces ten thousand thousands of diasporic men, women, and children have lived and will 
live their lives, from the period of TAHTT until this very moment.  It is not with the swirl 
of a spoon or tap on a tea cup that millions are mesmerized, instead it is with well crafted, 
intersecting environs engineered throughout American society.  Crane and invisible man 
take readers through a few of these environs, to which, educational institutions are just 
one.  Though, they are environments where individuals may hone their intellectual 
prowess and teach others to do the same, they are, also, the places where the mind is 
encouraged to power-down and/or power-off, to exist centuries in “gross darkness,” in 
denial, in tokenism, and working to fit in.  One cannot choose passivity: to slumber 
and/or to obey; one must gain poqéakh and hone one’s guerilla tactics in “preparation for 




Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels emphasize the instinct, dormant as it may be, but ever 
present, within Hebrew American to resist conformity, assimilation, and mindless-
functionality as each novel presents its protagonists’ psychical-phenomenological 
experiences of poqéakh (or avoidance of).  One might speculate dormancy is an effect of 
being in America since Hebrew Americans may feel or are made to believe, just as 
instinctually, it would be easier to yield and to close their eyes and ears, stop seeing and 
stop hearing, and stop thinking, then it will all get better.  Douglass recounts: 
In moments of agony, I envied my fellow-slaves for their stupidity. I have often 
wished myself a beast. I preferred the condition of the meanest reptile to my own. 
Any thing, no matter what, to get rid of thinking! It was this everlasting thinking 
of my condition that tormented me. There was no getting rid of it. (50) 
Each novel, especially Larsen’s, does indicate living within the construct with poqéakh is 
no easier then living beli poqéakh (without open eyes or ears). 
As this study’s focus is on representations of poqéakh (פקח) within these novels 
and how it is woven throughout, this study will inform readers how these works can be 
better interpreted for the purpose of academic instruction and instructor teaching-student 
learning.  Like hooks, Collin C. Irvine, editor of Teaching the Novel across the 
Curriculum: A Handbook for Educators offers a rational for teaching, specifically, 
novels: 
…the novel requires and cultivates ways of reading and correlative ways of 
thinking that are sufficiently complex for our increasingly intricate and dynamic 




elusive and particular about our individual, mutable selves in transcendent and 
transforming ways…. [A]s critic Mikhail Bakhtin states, the novel ‘‘best reflects 
the tendencies of a new world still in the making; it is, after all, the only genre 
born of this world and in total affinity with it’ (7).’ (3) 
…novels deal in think detail with history, social issues, personal problems, and a 
myriad of other aspects of the world college students inhabit. These novels have 
the capacity to present students with unique perspectives on issues and 
individuals…. that can cultivate new and keen ways of knowing about the 
world.… (5) 
… 
The novel has an even more subtle and sanguine effect on our place of work and 
our approach to our professions as professors. At a time when higher education is 
often narrowly conceived and administered in terms of divisions and departments, 
and at a time when professors in these departments are under pressure to produce 
empirical evidence of their efforts to teach and research, it is important we have 
novels that effectively destabilize and, in the process, enliven our courses, classes, 
departments, and disciplines. (6) 
Thus, Larsen’s and Ellison’s novels can have the effect of empowering and 
transforming learning, teaching, understanding, and knowing.  They can “enliven” and 
“enlighten” and introduce “ways of knowing” when used as a means of demonstrating the 
experiences of Hebrew Americans, as a means of objectively characterizing the 




means of bridging the gap in the understanding of those experiences to unselfishly 
acknowledge another individual’s reality, even if vicariously, with poqéakh. 
Before Ellison publishes Invisible Man (1952) and after Larsen pens Quicksand 
(1928), Richard Wright relates in the second to the last chapter in his autobiography, 
Black Boy (1944), an experience he has from an attempt to articulate his thoughts.  A 
cognitive experience he shares as one of the greatest insights for him into his 
circumstances as a Hebrew American.  Wright writes, 
I had once tried to write, had once reveled in feelings, and let my crude 
imagination roam, but my impulse to dream had been slowly beaten out of me by 
experience.” (272) 
… 
In buoying me up, reading also cast me down, made me see what was possible, 
what I had missed. My tension returned, new terrible, bitter, surging, almost too 
great to be contained. I no longer felt that the world about was hostile, killing; I 
knew it. (274) 
Wright spoke of poqéakh, meaning, his transition from ignorance to having an 
understanding of the meaning of the events and experiences that shaped his perception 
and impacted his reality had changed.  Before his ruminations, he, as he said, felt 
American society was hostile and killing, and after it, “[he] knew it” (274). 
Chapter Thirteen of his autobiography Black Boy reads like an ode to poqéakh.  
His autobiography takes readers through his adolescent and young adult experiences with 




by what means, dictated what jobs Negroes obtained and what level they would attain, 
scrutinized and mistreated Negroes and engendered the same mistreatment amongst 
themselves, and filled him with need to flee or fight; and the thirteenth chapter is his 
ruminations about these experiences to gain understanding and determine how they 
molded him or attempted to mold him “into that nigger-being-a-good-natured-boy-in-the-
presence-of-a-white-man pattern” (256).  He desired to understand what about the 
construct of his life, the lives of his family, and Negro life made it (feel) that way.  
Though he had witnessed many things informing him how Americans, mainly men, 
maintained social, political, and economic dominance over Hebrew Americans like 
intimidation and intimidation tactics, violence, coerced compliance, and more, perhaps, 
he had some difficulty accepting that he already knew how that dominance was 
maintained.  He admits to feeling a truth, since even a feeling is a knowing, that 
Eurocentric America was “hostile, killing,” but he admits until he was alone in his room 
reading text after text, wherein he could ruminate upon his thoughts and confirm his 
feeling, achieving poqéakh was difficult.  Before his phenomenological praxis to achieve 
it readers know it is imminent. 
His praxis, his means of verifying what experiences with poqéakh, is meted out 
through literary examinations of various Euro-American writers starting with writers like 
H. L. Mencken (X 267), whose works (two books: A Book of Prefaces and Prejudice) he 
got from a library, having borrowed the library card of an Irish-Catholic co-worker at the 
Optical Company—Mr. Falk, “a ‘Pope lover’” (268; emphasis added).  One must note, 




a library card to get the books he wants sounds like a bad joke.  As Wright explains why 
he cannot go to certain American co-workers he begins with Don, a Jew, who he is 
explains might betray him; then, why he cannot go to the boss, a Baptist, who he thinks 
just would not understand why he would want the books and may at some later point 
oppose him; lastly, why he will not go to the other white men, “they were Kluxers and 
sympathizers.” (268).  His reasoning process informs readers he does know, through his 
interactions with his American co-workers and the constructed reality that “[his] Jim 
Crow station in life” is killing (274).  He informs readers of his feeling “the world” is 
constructed to stifle him, which to anyone is confirmation enough.  He still does not 
believe his own eyes or ears or mind, despite the bureaucratic wrangling he must engage 
in just to get access to read Mencken’s books.  Even so, for Wright, he wants to know the 
cause of the Americans’ hostilities, and so he reads.  He details from page two hundred 
seventy-one to the conclusion of the chapter (page two hundred seventy-seven) his 
readings and their impact on his perceptions of his and their realities.  He says he is 
interested not in “the plots and stories in the novels…as the point of view revealed” 
because the perspectives allow him to sympathize or to empathize (273).  Therefore, he 
comes to understand that they too are confined by the very construct they conceived, they 
too have “an American type” to adhere to (273).  They too are ensnared, trapped by their 
own mold. 
By the conclusion of the chapter, he explains he is “jarred and shocked,” picturing 
this and that about Mencken and “trying to realize” the new realities Mencken’s works 




“amazed” and periodically looks “up to reassure myself that I was alone…in my rented 
room,” and “hungered” and “wondered” and “thought” of getting out of the South to go 
North (271-276): 
I could calculate my changes for life in the South as a Negro fairly clearly now. 
I could fight the southern whites by organizing other Negroes, as my grandfather 
had done. But I knew that I would never win that way; there were many whites 
and there were but few blacks. They were strong and we were weak. Outright 
black rebellions could never win. If I fought openly I would die and I did not want 
to die. News of lynchings was frequent. 
[Or!] (text added) 
I could submit and live the life of a genial slave, but that was impossible. … if I 
did that, I would crush to death something within me, and I would hate myself as 
much as I knew the whites already hated those who had submitted. Neither could 
I ever willingly present myself to be kicked, as Shorty had done. I would rather 
have died than do that. 
… I could, of course, forget what I had read… 
… I held my life in my mind, in my consciousness each day, feeling at times that 
I would stumble and drop it, spill it forever. (276-277) 
By the conclusion of chapter Thirteen, and likely several books later, Wright’s 
phenomenological praxis is complete.  Via his poqéakh he saw “[his] Jim Crow station in 
life” would not allow him to live outside the invention.  Ultimately, going North would 




wife—Dhimah Rose Meadman (European-Jewish Russian)—and her family (hence, his 
family) in Cuernavaca, Mexico.  Later, he would remarry and relocate to Paris, France 
(1947), where he lives out his life with his second wife -Ellen Poplar (a European 
American)- and their two daughters in self-exile as an expatriate (Transitions 1960). 
Poqéakh is not only what one realizes or how one realizes it; it is also the 
realization that what one now sees/hears/knows is the unmitigated truth, the 
unadulterated fact.  In another instance, El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz (Malcolm X), would 
recount in his autobiography, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (1964), how an 
unsolicited conversation with his English primary school teacher, Mr. Ostrowski, leads to 
some interesting ruminations about the mold he was being set into.  He begins: 
“Somehow, I happened to be alone win the classroom with Mr. Ostrowski, my English 
teacher. … he had always made me feel that he liked me. He was … a natural-born 
‘advisor,’ about what ought to be read, to do, or think—about anything and everything” 
(37).  Shabazz’s lead-up to Mr. Ostrowski’s advice is key since abject ignorance and the 
incapacity to see the construct has a beginning and the mold is, sometimes, cast through 
innocent small talk.  He continues:  “I was one of his top students, one of the school’s top 
students,” and so, it is not unusual for a teacher to ask about a student’s thoughts on his or 
her future aims:  “Malcolm, you ought to be thinking about a career. Have you been 
giving it thought?” (37).  Shabazz is, possibly, thirteen or fourteen-years old, and so, his 
reply is innocence to the “natural-born ‘advisor,’”:  “Well, yes sir, I’ve been thinking I’d 




Malcolm, one of life’s first needs is for us to be realistic. Don’t misunderstand 
me, now. We all here like you, you know that. But you’ve got to be realistic about 
being a nigger. A lawyer—that’s no realistic goal for a nigger. (X 38) 
Obviously, Mr. Shabazz’s teacher’s statements are contemptible and perplexing.  
Sadly, many Hebrew-American children encounter teachers like Mr. Ostrowski (hooks 
confesses to just that), informing her or him of their academic, professional, or vocational 
potential.  However, how can it be that this example of a primary place of “learning,” 
where critical thinking practice and honing begins, where a child’s intellect is to be 
equipped for her or his “realistic goal[s]” was, in fact, not where this eighth-grade child 
could be primed to achieve even that unrealistic goal?  A better question: who was going 
to make it unrealizable?  What invention of America’s Eurocentric classes was going to 
make it unrealizable?  After his teacher’s sagacious words, Shabazz remarks that he 
pondered the validity of his teacher’s practical advice: 
The more I thought afterwards about what he said, the more uneasy it made me. It 
just kept treading around in my mind. 
What made it really begin to disturb me was Mr. Ostrowski’s advice to others in 
my class—all of them white. … those who wanted to strike out on their own, to 
try something new, he had encouraged. … They had all reported that Mr. 
Ostrowski had encouraged what they had wanted. Yet nearly none of them had 
earned marks equal to mine. 
It was a surprising thing that I had never thought of it that way before, but I 




But apparently I was still not intelligent enough, in their eyes, to become 
whatever I wanted to be.  
It was then that I began to change-inside.  
I drew away from white people. I came to class, and I answered when called 
upon. It became a physical strain simply to sit in Mr. Ostrowski's class.  
Where “nigger” had slipped off my back before, wherever I heard it now, I 
stopped and looked at whoever said it. And they looked surprised that I did. (38). 
Shabazz’s experience demonstrates that poqéakh can happen at any age.  It, also, 
shows how places of learning where poqéakh should happen regularly and how teachers 
who should “evoke [poqéakh] in learners” habitually hinder it (Pilcher 55).  For 
Shabazz/young Malcolm, hearing his teacher’s statements made him assess himself, his 
abilities, his academic work and success.  It made him evaluate his and his teacher’s 
estimation of himself and he decided he was capable, and he recognized his teacher’s 
efforts to undermine his confidence in himself.  He was not a nigger, he would not 
conform to that mold—“I quit hearing so much ‘nigger’ and ‘What’s wrong?’—which 
was the way I wanted it” (38-39). 
As mentioned, various works presented a form of the theme, but few offered 
heterogenous proofs, illustrations, clear conceptual development as Invisible Man and 
Quicksand do.  Utilizing this phenomenological design and method allowed the research 
to focus on exemplary proofs of poqéakh through an analysis of the narratives (stories), 
of the protagonists, and the characters’ actions and external and internal speech.  A 




discovery of their truths objectively, which one can argue is a cause of their “journeys” 
and the narratives’ plots.  With this method, how the characters choose to or not to accept 
the truth as well how they realize these truths can be objectively explored.  Since 
phenomenological experiences are the lived, first-hand experiences of an individual, of 
the individual any truth to be gleaned has to be recognized by that individual or it can be 
oppositional to that what she or he rationally and intuitively knows as truth and fact.  
Poqéakh does not require confirmation of any understood and/or realized truth and fact 
from an outside source, the individual should reason and intuit (perceive/ sense) it.  In 
Larsen’s work, Crane’s experience is one of the most dramatic instances of poqéakh and 
invisible man’s experience is the most arduous. 
This study seeks to 1) isolate within the narratives the moment the protagonists 
experience poqéakh; 2) examine the impact and effect of poqéakh on the characters 
within the various environs; and 3) focus on the path of the protagonists as each respond 
to her and his reality.  Within the novels analyzed for this dissertation, the main desires of 
the protagonists are explored; wherein, they must choose to believe what they know with 
their open senses and become free thinkers or become educated by their environs and 
succumb. 
The illustrations provided here are to demonstrate that Hebrew-American reality 
filtered through poqéakh is impactful.  Moreover, the identification and study of this 
theme will change how these works are viewed, taught, and read, personally and 
academically.  Each event and experience of poqéakh changes the person’s lived 




(which are to know themselves and the American) and aspirations, and to live them.  
They yearned to understand their evolving situations within their conditions (dispersion 
and exile, captivity, bondage, self-exile) and to wisely navigate and negotiate within the 
new sociopolitical economic society (particularly, America).  Some would not be 
dissuaded to suffice, deciding “in spite of [their American counterparts], and even in 
spite of [themselves], [to] continue to think” (96; emphasis added).  Neither critics nor 
scholars clearly acknowledge the prominence of this concept and theme in Larsen’s or 
Ellison’s novels.  It is an oversight that may cause misinterpretations of the authors’ 
narratives or their characters’ actions or inactions. 
In Quicksand, poqéakh is Crane’s quiet ruminations in her room, on that faithful 
day at Naxos about “her work and the school,” processing, self-assessing and appraising 
her emotions and thoughts and the day’s speeches and spectacles (3).  It is the point 
where she arrives at the conclusion after several hours of deliberations, comprehending: 
“The South. Naxos. Negro education … was now only a big knife with cruelly sharp 
edges ruthlessly cutting all to a pattern, the white man’s pattern” and she accepted her 
findings (3, 4).  Unlike in Invisible Man, poqéakh is utilized by Ellison loudly and 
boisterously, accusatorily, but no less assessing and deliberative in conversation wherein 
the Vet in the Golden Day schools Mr. Norton and invisible man about their current 
reality.  Here, the Vet attempts to get Norton and invisible man to see the destiny they 
sought is already achieved, regardless; neither truly sees or truly hears him or recognizes 
their achievements.  Of course, the Vet’s eyes are opened, he is observant and 




is disgusted, and rightly so, at their lack of poqéakh, explaining, “[h]e’ll do your bidding, 
and for that his blindness is his chief asset. He’s [this school-boy’s] your man, friend. 
Your man and your destiny. Now the two of you descend the stairs into chaos and get the 
hell out of here. I’m sick of both of you pitiful obscenities! Get out before I do you both 
the favor of bashing in your heads!” (92-93, 94). 
Indeed, whether affirmed through narrative, praxis, or discourse, demonstrated by 
the character’s achievements or destined achievement, poqéakh is represented—and if 
not for the characters “seeing,” then hopefully, for the readers.  By the authors’ artistry, 
the characters, the settings, and the dialogues thoughtfully reveal, interpret, and depict 
this phenomenon.  Unquestionably, poqéakh is represented in biographical and 
autobiographical works: canonical and non-canonical, novels and short stories, by free, 
freed and bonded persons, by women and by men; a term of ancient-antiquity with 
modern currency—the theme, the concept, the phenomenon, the word and its meaning 
have universal quality, while remaining distinctively peculiar to the Hebrew-American 
experience.  Moreover, these two works build upon touchstones to become touchstones 






POQÉAKH (פקח) AND “‘THOSE BAFFLING EBONY, BRONZE, AND GOLD 
FACES …’ CUTTING ALL TO A PATTERN” IN NELLA LARSEN’S QUICKSAND 
 
The life we live doesn’t allow us to accomplish our dreams. 
—Faraj, “Promises” 
Nella Marian Larsen’s Quicksand is a novel about Helga Crane’s 
phenomenological praxis of poqéakh.  This narrative of her sojourns through the staged 
environs does not begin with her protagonist Helga Crane (henceforth, Crane) sitting 
“alone in her room, which at that hour, eight in the evening, was a soft gloom” (1).  In 
fact, Quicksand begins with an epigraph: 
My Old Man died in a fine big house. 
My ma died in a shack. 
I wonder where I’m gonna die, 
Being neither white nor black? (Hughes “Cross,” qtd. in Larsen) 
These four lines from Hughes’ poem “Cross” (published in “Weary Blues” 1920.) are what 
readers read and see, and now with audio-readers, hear at the opening of Quicksand.  It 
was the question Crane had to answer and see—was she white or black, or neither?—for 
herself as she moved through each environ.  As her sojourned, moved through each 




construct(s) with poqéakh.  From the very beginning Larsen framed her novel with this 
question readers, now and then, meditated on (even if they do not realize it) and, at some 
point, were expected an answer—preferably, by the novel’s end.  If readers arrived at the 
answer to question posed by their own powers of deduction and as their eyes/ears opened 
to their own inner-dialogue (cogitative processes) with the text and before Larsen or 
Crane disclosed it, then even better.  After all, from the start she prompted readers to be, 
simultaneously, as “observant” as Crane as she navigated through the various constructed 
environs and through her various practices of poqéakh.  Once all quietly ruminated, 
Larsen introduced her protagonist with the aforementioned lines: “Helga Crane sat alone 
in her room…” (1). 
Larsen introduced Crane as a thoughtful, self-reflective, self-controlled, articulate 
young woman with notable powers of perception.  She was at Naxos College for six years 
and taught for two years.  Labbé described Naxos as “representa[tive] of the matrix of 
domination ... [and it is an] episode in Helga’s adventure [used to] critique … white 
control and black assimilation” (90).  She learned, from the preacher, she taught at one of 
“the finest school for Negroes anywhere in the country, north or south; … because Naxos 
knew what was expected of them” (2-3).  It was the end of a long day and she tried to 
enjoy her customary hiatus, a moment of zen, to re-center from her job.  Her favorite 
pastime and indulgence was reading, and she had “decided on Marmaduke Pickthall’s 
Saïd the Fisherman” (2).  In “intentional isolation” in her on-campus quarters she tried 
“not to think” of the day’s speeches and spectacles (3), yet she found herself ruminating, 




school … in which she gave willingly and unsparingly of herself with no apparent return” 
(1).  Her day was vexing her and would not allow her “forgetfulness, complete mental 
relaxation, rest from thought of any kind”; and so, she turned her attention inward upon 
her thoughts to consider exactly what about it (the day) and the “holy white man of God” 
statements’ was so perturbing. 
The reply came after several hours reflecting on what she saw and heard.  Larsen 
staged the environment (an educational institution, insulated in her room) and created the 
atmosphere (at evening, the twilight time/dusk, in between the passages time) for Crane’s 
first psychical phenomenological experience.  Then, she sat in her “comfortable room, 
furnished with rare and intensely personal taste… this tranquility, this quiet” was the 
perfect time, place, and space to give the matter her full attention (1).  She thought upon 
being “herded into the sun-baked chapel” with the other “black folk sitting so 
respectfully,” “hearing the preacher sermonizing on the “Naxos products … [who] knew 
enough to stay in their places,” and reinforcing it with “scriptural quotations” while 
“pointing out to them…their duty to be satisfied in the state to which they had been 
called,” and she was filled with indignation (2-3).  It was that occasion, that sermon and 
the American preacher, that allowed Crane to see what the American South, Naxos, 
Negro education had in-store for her students, her peoples, and her—second-class 
citizenship.  She may have hoped of being able to live as her efforts merited, if not with 
the privileges of a Danish-Hebrew American, then with those of a productive Hebrew 
American, but those hopes faded.  She realized, in that evening to night hours, with 




Negros of Naxos to the conceived standard of sensibility and refinement (3).  What was 
worse, Naxos itself was the housing for their training to blind obedience and “[s]uddenly 
she hated them all (3). 
Larsen wrote about how Crane meditated and ruminated long after the “minutes 
gathered into hours,” “[e]venimg died,” “the night grew cooler, and older” and hours 
after a speech given by “one of the renowned white preachers of the state” at Naxos (2-
4).  She taught herself to transgress the boundaries, but first she recognized they existed 
and she reflected on how they molded.  Thereafter, she sought to confirm what she, then, 
knew was the truth and that led to her investigations (or what was seen as her restless 
wanderings).  But first, she needed money for what she wanted to investigate, and so, it 
was then that she thought of her Uncle Peter.  She thought he had sent her somewhere she 
would not have to feel like an outsider or unwanted or an inconvenience because she 
could not be anything other than Helga Crane.  In her dissertation, “Imperial Pedagogy: 
Education and Nationalism in Early Twentieth-Century U.S. Literature,” Robin A. 
Mangino argues, “[c]olonizing minds and disciplining black bodies for labor formed the 
cornerstones of the two most renowned normal schools for African Americans 
established in the South after the Civil War, Hampton Institute and Tuskegee Institute” 
(72). 
That sensibility and refinement Naxos aimed for necessitated a certain outline, a 
certain training about their ways of thinking and being as Hebrew Americans.  In the 
guise of a tolerant clergyman (at this instance), the paring instrument informed them all 




education prepared them to be fully self-actualized Americans because this was “the 
finest school for Negroes anywhere in the country, north or south; in fact, it was better 
even than a great many schools for white children” (2-3).  Did not the European and 
American schools prepare their children for full participatory citizenship?  Did not the 
European and American schools prepare their children for industry and to be leaders of 
industry?  To be the industrial farmer and the business owner?  Did not the European and 
American schools prepare their children to be heads of society and for governance (when 
they were in the finest school, which in the country are the northern Ivy League schools, 
Stanford or William and Mary) even of the country?  Did not the European and American 
schools prepare their children with a message that they could pursue their “dreams” and 
provide them to tools to achieve those “dreams”?  There was a message the “Naxos 
Negro” were hearing and internalizing and would adhere to, one that prepared them to be 
content with second-class citizenship and to work for the Europeans and the Americans, 
not to lead or to be head of a thing.  Were they to “want [something] more,” (Robert 
“Bob” Marley, “Rastaman Vibration,” 1976) the religious or spiritual authorities put 
before them judged and censored and warned all against such thoughts as “avaricious and 
grasping” (3)—do not even think it.  All good Christians, Negroes of taste, knew it was a 
sin to be greedy (avaricious) and covetous (grasping); he (the preacher) “… hoped, he 
sincerely hoped, that they wouldn’t become” that (3). 
Naxos teachers and students were taught that to live in limitation and according to 
their American counterparts was the way to “contentment” (3).  Labbé surmised, “[i]n 




identity and, ultimately, fails the students. Helga understands that the students’ problems 
with learning are not connected to any disability on their part, but on the part of the 
educational system” (91), which is somewhat understating the situation.  What Larsen 
had done is offer more than her view, but her vision of the course of the Hebrew-
Americans’ experiences when one’s reality does and will not allow the full 
manifestations of one’s aspirations.  What Crane witnessed was the means: language and 
biblical references, Americans (and Europeans: the Danes) had employed to shape 
Hebrews American reality, not just identity.  If it was only identity, when Crane went 
abroad she might be able to fashion it to her liking, but the constructed reality is not just 
in America (which Crane learned). The narrator imaginatively constructed the shape of 
reality “black folk” found themselves inheriting in American society: one that has 
conditioned them to passively and unquestioningly endure the ideological opinions and 
subliminal directives of individuals whose people and society had systematically forced 
them to “scale down [their] desires and dreams so that they will come within the reach of 
possibility” (Thurman 115).  In this instance, that individual came in the guise of a 
neutral agent—a godly man,—one whose appearance was disarming and who supposedly 
had all of humankind’s best interest in mind and at heart.  However, Crane heard 
something else in his lecture, something that left her conflicted and sure. 
Naxos was an institution of learning, but what were they learning?  And what they 
were learning at Naxos was it taught elsewhere?  The preacher informed students and 
teachers that they are “products,” implying they were manufactured to appear and 




there was a producer, and if there was a producer there was a manufacturing plant and a 
market for the product.  Crane saw that “[t]his great community…was no longer a school. 
It had grown into a [cruel industrial-education] machine” that shaped the psyches of 
“teachers as well as students” to the “Naxos policy of uplift” (17, 4-5).  Uplift that, 
Mangino explained, prepared diasporic women and men for domestic-service jobs and/or 
menial labor posts.  They learned policy, and not just any policy but national policy, not 
informed by Hebrew Americans, but European Americans.  The policy they learned 
alluded to their “duty to be satisfied” as “hewers of woods and drawers of water,” which 
is the status of perpetual servitude (3).  Astonishingly, after his speech and to Crane’s 
“amazement,” before the preacher requested of “his God’s blessing upon them” he got 
“considerable applause” from his Naxos audience (3). 
Crane expressed that she was incensed with the preacher’s words, then, in 
solitude, revisited them and that only caused a resurgence of anger.  However, she also 
explained that that was her initial response before the preacher was rewarded with the 
loyalty of his audience in the form of their applause, an indication of their consent to 
continue to be molded.  Thereafter, her anger “subsided,” his audience had learned to be 
“satisfied in the estate to which they had been called …” (3).  While the preacher weaved 
their world through his words and their meager potential within it, she soaked it in, all her 
concentrated contempt was directed at him—the holy white man of god.  However, for 
him to have received such a favorable Naxos response, she was astounded.  The 
concentrated contempt she had for the preacher was rationed to the whole “… South. 




uncontested surrender.  They were, now, all answerable—America, Hebrew Americans, 
the institutions, for the construct and its environs she could not conform too.  As she 
concluded her meditations she understood and accepted: “[s]she could neither conform, 
not be happing in her unconformity. This she saw clearly now …” (7).  She coolly 
[coldly] attributed this dis-ease with the “Naxos mold” to “[a] lack of acquiescence” (7).  
Again, Larsen seemed to present Crane as a shrewd individual, who knows her own 
mind.  This machine disguised as a learning institution “so surely ready to destroy … 
those happy singing children, whose charm and distinctiveness…” and whose “smiling 
submissiveness covered many poignant heartaches …” would not have her fidelity (5).  
In this regard, she was a complete “failure” in her ability to lift them up and out of this 
way of thinking and way of living, (5).  At once, her conflict was resolved and she 
determined she would leave.  She could not be party to any stratagem that called on her to 
further indoctrinate herself or her students to accept those harsh constrictions—not of the 
body, especially not of the psyche. 
She sat for several hours more ruminating on the speech and the spectacle, 
thereafter, she realized that the cause of her “hot anger and seething resentment” of “[t]he 
South [Georgia, specifically]. Naxos. Negro education … was [that it was] a big knife 
with cruelly sharp edges ruthlessly cutting all to a pattern, the white man’s pattern … ” 
and she accepted her findings, even if she did not realize the full ramifications of them (3, 
4).  She accepted her findings of what the preacher’s words meant.  She accepted not only 
because she realized the veiled threat in them denouncing her desires for material 




admiration,” and possible “[h]appiness,” but also because it informed her she was never 
going to have them—really, no African/Hebrew American will, especially unassimilated 
ones.  Now, with poqéakh, she knew to desire them was as “avaricious and grasping” and 
“sin[ful]”—she could not be that if she was a good Negro (3). 
Even though she was raised around it for a time: the “lovely clothes” and 
“goodly…envious admiration” for her to want it for herself or to try to maintain it for 
herself and be herself was “avaricious and grasping” (3).  Therefore, she was “unfitted for 
teaching … in Naxos,” not when she knew what it was designed to do (5).  Naxos had 
already, she deduced, “gradually … blotted out, … [her] keen joy and zest [for teaching 
and] …  giving place to a deep hatred for the trivial hierocracies and carless cruelties” 
that were part of Naxos’ “policy of uplift” (5).  With poqéakh, she was informed, without 
a doubt, Naxos was no longer the place for her: “[w]ell, I’m through with that” and she 
“conceded now” that she had stayed at Naxos for too long (5).  Moreover, the progression 
of the story of her lived experiences and the narrative informed her and readers that the 
“big knife” had been “cutting [her and those around her] to a pattern” for a sometime and 
she had observed as much. 
At once, she was sure of the nature of Naxos, its intentions, its nefarious 
activities, and she would not submit to being a Naxos product—an automaton (12).  For 
to be one, she meant accepting the opinion being a “despised mulatto” was her fault 
(having “no family connections” to openly speak of) (18, 5).  She had to internalize that it 
was her “yellow satin” skin that hinted of her parents indiscretion that would forever 




justify her desire for material possessions: objects and fashions that suited her form and 
personality and tastes.  She did not choose to believe her very existence was an act of 
impropriety and one that had to be “neutralized” like James Vayle had been, he 
succumbed to the paring, her soon-to-be ex-fiancée (and everyone else in Naxos).  She, 
certainly, did not want to remain anywhere that imposed bans against wearing certain 
colours, which is nothing more than camouflaged disapproval of the varying shades of 
brown of Hebrew Americans: 
‘Bright colors are vulgar’—‘Black, gray, brown, and navy blue are the most 
becoming colors for colored people’—‘Dark-complected people shouldn’t wear 
yellow, or green or red.’—The dean was a woman from one of the ‘first 
families’—a great ‘race’ woman … (17-18) 
…. 
One of the loveliest sights Helga had ever seen had been a sooty black girl decked 
out in a flaming orange dress, which a horrified matron had next day consigned to 
the dyer. Why, she wondered, didn’t someone write A Plea for Color? These 
people yapped loudly of race, of race consciousness, of race pride, and yet 
suppressed its most delightful manifestations, love of color, joy of rhythmic 
motion, naive, spontaneous laughter. Harmony, radiance, and simplicity, all the 
essentials of spiritual beauty in the race they had marked for destruction. (18) 
Bans against wearing certain clothing by certain browner hued U.S. citizens was only 
malicious ploys educating girls, young women, and women to be unseen in society and 




an institution that infused the curriculum with regimented military-style practices and set 
penalties.  Practices which called for the students’ educators to be their taskmasters: 
… the multitude of students streaming from the six big dormitories … assembling 
into neat phalanxes preparatory to marching in military order [to breakfast]. … 
Here and there a male member of the faculty, important and resplendent in the 
regalia of an army officer, would pause in his prancing or strutting, to jerk a 
negligent or offending student into the proper attitude or place. The massed 
phalanxes increased in size and number, blotting out pavements, bare earth, and 
grass. And about it all was a depressing silence, a sullenness almost, until with a 
horrible abruptness the waiting band blared into ‘The Star-Spangled Banner.’ The 
goose step began. Left, right. … Forward! March! The automatons moved. After 
the last pair of marchers had entered, the huge doors were closed …. unlucky 
latecomers, … tugged halfheartedly at the knobs, and finding, as they had 
evidently expected, that they were indeed barred out, turned resignedly away. (12-
13) 
As if they had shared notes with one another, decades later (forty-five years), Robert 
“Bob” Nester Marley would give a supportive reference to Larsen’s critique of 
diasporic education in his song “Crazy Baldheads” and “Burnin’ and Lootin”: 
Build your penitentiary, we build your schools, / Brainwash education to make us 
the fools. / Hate is your reward for our love, / Telling us of your God above. 





This morning I woke up in a curfew / O God, I was a prisoner, too - yeah! / Could 
not recognize the faces standing over me / They were all dressed in uniforms of 
brutality. (Ay!). (Burnin’ 1973). 
What Crane and Mr. Marley realized was that institutionalized education and those 
innocuous uniforms that was supposed to add orderliness and make students appear 
clean-cut was also molding them to associate similar uniforms to those worn by 
Americans and their policing mechanisms and authority, which Hebrew Americans 
learned to obey (and dread) (Also reference “Who but the Lord,” Langston Hughes).  
Marley was critiquing human rights violations of Hebrew people by civil servants 
employed to protect and serve them in Jamaica.  (Of note, citizens of the Central and 
South Americas and the Caribbean sometimes reference these policing agents or agencies 
as Babylon—referencing another country the Hebrews/Israelites/Hebrew-Israelites were 
captive, dispersed, exiled in).  For the most part, critics had not written on the imagery or 
symbolism of the military or of the police in Quicksand.  However, whether a man or 
woman, literary author or song writer, a United States citizen or a Jamaican citizen, 
certain symbols, images, and realities in post-colonial societies are characteristic of the 
diasporic experience and the presence of regulatory bodies integrated into the oddest 
social places in diasporic communities is one of them.  Additionally, the knowledge that 
one’s education included subjects and structures subliminally placed and external to the 
general curriculum was a given. 
One of the major ways Crane experienced poqéakh and Larsen represented it in 




environment, character’s emotional expressions.  The various and numerous ways she 
saw how the “big knife … ruthlessly cut[s] all to a pattern” is indicative of her post-
psychical phenomenological experience.  She began to see the ways Hebrew Americans 
were informed to look or the ways they were supposed to look; she began to see how they 
were informed to behave or how they were supposed to behave; and she saw how 
American society, even European society, had ways to critique Hebrew-American society 
by and they sensed they were being critiqued on their looks, mannerisms, speech, or 
something or other.  For this reason, when Larsen described Crane’s features and hair, it 
can be read as a an affirmation of herself and snub to the mold and molders: 
… though her nose was good, her ears delicately chiseled, and her curly blue-
black hair plentiful and always straying in a little wayward, delightful way. Just 
then it was tumbled, falling unrestrained about her face and onto her shoulders. 
(2) 
In that description, there was no double-consciousness, it was just her as she saw herself.  
She was fine with her “[yellow-]complected” self, hence, her reaction to a question of her 
ethnonational origins, which got her, somewhat, verbally chastised in Copenhagen: 
There was also the Gammelstrand, the congregating place of the vendors of fish, 
where daily was enacted a spirited and interesting scene between sellers and 
buyers, and where Helga’s appearance always roused lively and audible, but 
friendly, interest, … [until] one day an old countrywoman asked her to what 
manner of mankind she belonged and at Helga’s replying: ‘I’m a Negro,’ had 




countrywoman she could not be so easily fooled, for she knew as well as 
everyone else that Negroes were black and had woolly hair. (89) 
Were Hebrew Americans or Negro people all together forbade to be any other shade of 
brown except mahogany (black) or to have any other type of hair texture except tightly 
coiled or curled (woolly).  Throughout the work Crane was testifying that she had long 
observed the contrary, so had Americans and Europeans, yet they will still wanted pull 
out their big knives with their cruelly sharp edges and ruthlessly try to cut all to pattern, 
“the white man’s pattern” (4).  Of course, not physically (not in the instance, anyway), 
but psychically and psychologically, to a pattern of thought that hamstringed diasporic 
people to accept white people’s judgement and bias, and the cast of disparity from 
generation to generation.  Eventually though, if the psychical and psychological re-
fashioning took hold, then Hebrew Americans having meditated and observed how it 
makes the American feel less imperiled when they conform, might cut themselves to 
pattern.  Crane’s phenomenological praxis of poqéakh confirmed this when readers read 
the many times Americans and Europeans try to get Crane to look and to be a good 
Negro.  This is observable when she contemplated, in a particle inner dialogue, her 
colleague Margaret’s choice of hairstyle yet again: 
 [Crane] fell silent, wondering for the hundredth time just what form of vanity it 
was that had induced an intelligent girl like Margaret Creighton to turn what was 
probably nice live crinkly hair, perfectly suited to her smooth dark skin and 




Crane was incapable, it seems, of judging her people’s god-given features as 
anything but an endowment and any effort to mutilate them as an illogical harm.  Though 
one can inquire of many African-/Hebrew-American women today and be told, if she was 
inclined and felt comfortable enough to be honest, that they often felt urged to alter 
themselves to fit the American ideal of good hair, beauty, physique, etc.  They would 
confess that they often took the “big knife” into their own hands to do the cutting.  When 
one thinks of a “big knife,” the image conjured is of an instrument not  chosen for its 
precision, but its simplicity; that is ideal for doing the greatest amount of damage, and 
can be used by anyone with its “cruelly sharp edges” capable of inflicting deep cuts.  This 
begs the question, to what was it meant to inflict deep cuts to?—one’s psyche, for one, 
but also, one’s soul, peace of mind, sense of self, one’s dignity and integrity. 
In “Too High a Price” Labbé explained, “the knife imagery inserts an element of 
violence into…forced assimilation” to Naxos standards of appearance, familial 
backgrounds, professions (91).  This assimilation, she continues, was what their 
educational institutions were designed to manufacture, self-powered “automatons” (91; 
Larsen 12) and these environs are designed to assemble automatons “shaped and 
fashioned into products to meet the various demands of life” (qtd. in Cubberley 1916, 
325).  Of course, this view limits the assimilating mechanism and “violence” to 
educational institutions, when in fact, the first instrument Crane was exposed to that 
attempted to cut her to the “white man’s pattern” was American society itself: her 




It was American society that first informed Crane’s parents their union was 
unacceptable and unlawful, with de facto and de jure laws and norms.  It was her 
community that reinforced the idea because she was “dark…[she] was necessarily 
loathsome, and [should not] consider [her]self without repulsion”; thus, she was not one 
of them (23).  It was her family who eventually abandoned her to live in an all ‘Negro 
school,’ feeling like a “despised mulatto” (though she does not accept this) (18).  An 
educational institution had not done this, set the foundation for her demoralization and 
destabilization, thought it had certainly reinforced it.  Indeed, one could extend the 
metaphor of the knife to “the South” and to “Naxos” as well.  They too were the “big 
knife.”  What the knife was were people, mindsets, social and governmental bodies, 
locations and regions that all collaborated in this enterprise of molding, even Hebrew 
Americans—sometimes, especially Hebrew Americans.  Furthermore, this instrument did 
more than compel conformity or harm against Hebrew-American identity.  It, Crane 
realized, formed and guided that identity through the enviirons of fabricated standards of 
intelligence, beauty, authority or false historical narratives. 
Crane withstood years of Naxos training and analyzed it within twenty-four hours 
(or less) and knew she had been locked into, ultimately, an unrewarding and unfulfilling 
existence—“What a waste!” (7).  Still, Naxos had been a home for her and it had fostered 
her, and do, she had admired it for its potential: racial uplift, and she appreciated it for 
natural beauty: “It was so incredibly lovely, so appealing …” like a Venus-fly trap (16).  
The Naxos campus was not the only alluring detail commanding her attention, that 




… the empty campus … was so incredibly lovely, so appealing, and so facile. The 
trees in their spring beauty sent through her restive mind a sharp thrill of pleasure. 
Seductive, charming, and beckoning as cities were, they had not this easy 
unhuman loveliness. The trees, she thought, on city avenues and boulevards, in 
city parks and gardens, were tamed, held prisoners in a surrounding maze of 
human beings. Here they were free. (16) 
Anderson was the other alluring detail.  Crane may have been persuaded to abandon 
insight and wisdom and return to slumbering if he agreed to be by her side.  Maybe, she 
even wanted something or someone to dissuade her form her current course of action—
leaving, and he was the perfect persuasion. 
Crane had only decided to leave Naxos twenty-four hours ago, and she had the 
clarity of mind to consider those she had to inform of her decision: James Vayle and D. 
Anderson (short list).  She did not get the opportunity to inform her soon-to-be ex-fiancée 
Mr. Vayle, but she had the chance to inform Margaret Creighton, “another teacher in the 
English department and to Helga the most congenial member of the whole Naxos faculty. 
Margaret, she felt, appreciated her. Seeing Helga” (13).  Most of all, Margaret would 
miss her.  As for Anderson: 
In response to her insistent demand she had been told that Dr. Anderson could 
give her twenty minutes at eleven o’clock. Well, she supposed that she could say 
all that she had to say in twenty minutes, though she resented being limited. 
Twenty minutes. In Naxos, she was as unimportant as that. … For some reason 




To put it plainly, Crane’s feelings for Anderson arose out of admiration: “[h]e was 
a new man, this principal, for whom Helga remembered feeling unaccountably sorry, 
when last September he had first been appointed to Naxos as its head” (16) and amorous 
affection: “At his ‘Miss Crane?’ her lips formed for speech, but no sound came. She was 
aware of inward confusion. For her the situation seemed charged, unaccountably, with 
strangeness and something very like hysteria. An almost overpowering desire to laugh 
seized her” (19).  It was this affection, which one might, also, believe was mutual; 
however, to borrow of Shakespeare, they are star-crossed (Romeo and Juliet, “Act I: 
Prologue”).  They shared a kiss after he sought her out, while they were in Harlem; the 
next day he claimed his action was a momentary lapse of judgment.  (He was married, by 
then, to her former house-mate Anne Grey.)  However, that moment, in his office, he was 
very much unattached and for all intent-and-purpose so was she. 
Upon learning the purpose for her visit, he expressed only slight disapproval.  He 
goes into a long discourse about Naxos’ need and she was stirred by his, seeming, 
sincerity: “… this man who was talking so earnestly of his work, his plans, and his hopes. 
An insistent need to be a part of them sprang in her” (20).  He informed her Naxos 
needed her: “‘What we need is more people like you, people with a sense of values, and 
proportion, an appreciation of the rarer things of life. You have something to give which 
we badly need here in Naxos. You mustn’t desert us, Miss Crane.’ She nodded, silent. He 
had won her. She knew that she would stay” (20-21).  He would lose her though.  Just as 




You have dignity and breeding” (21).  All at once, she was lost to him (for now): “At 
these words turmoil rose again in Helga Crane” (21). 
Seeing with poqéakh had already informed her of the box, the “mold,” the 
presence of an invisible enclosure—the invention—designed to condition them to be 
suitable Hebrew-American citizens.  She would have no part of it.  One could imagine, 
during the course of his speech, Crane had been envisioning worlds of possibilities he 
alluded to for herself, for her fellow teachers, for African-American colleges like Naxos, 
and for true solidarity and “up-lift.”  She had probably conceived of it all in her mind’s 
eye, until he referenced that invention of diasporic classes, which made her think of her 
caste, which only made her imagine conformity: “She hadn’t really wanted to be made 
over” (7).  Conforming meant denying herself (even the parts of her she [was told and 
shown she] couldn’t be proud of (7)), her intellect, her tastes, her aspirations, her future 
free of “the trivial hypocrisies and careless cruelties” (5).  Conforming meant accepting 
the “backbiting, and sneaking, and petty jealousy” they [diasporic people] imposed on 
one another (19).  She was in revolt and would revolt.  Unfortunately for Anderson, 
“[t]hat very day” … she decided “[s]he could no longer abide being connected with a 
place of shame, lies, hypocrisy, cruelty, servility, and snobbishness” and here he was 
telling her she had only to develop a thicker skin and/or learn to overlook the 
shortcomings (14).  It was the wrong move and the wrong words: 
‘How old are you, Miss Crane?’ 
She resented this, but she told him, speaking with what curtness she could 




‘Twenty-three. I see. Someday you’ll learn that lies, injustice, and hypocrisy are a 
part of every ordinary community. Most people achieve a sort of protective 
immunity, a kind of callousness, toward them. If they didn’t, they couldn’t 
endure. I think there’s less of these evils here than in most places, but because 
we’re trying to do such a big thing, to aim so high, the ugly things show more, 
they irk some of us more. Service is like clean white linen, even the tiniest speck 
shows.’ He went on, explaining, amplifying, and pleading. (20; emphases added) 
From the moment of poqéakh, from the sermon to the decision to leave, to the 
explanation she furnished why she must leave to Anderson’s request she stay spans three 
chapters and twenty-one pages.  Why Crane decided to leave Naxos Larsen seems to 
have been laid out quite clearly.  Still, most critics wanted to label her decision to leave 
Naxos as abrupt (implying something impulsive about it), wanted to label her departure 
and her sojourns as fleeing or escaping when Crane clearly stated she why she had “made 
up [her] mind to leave” and her thought processes is stated in full in each environ (19). 
For instance, Anna Brickhouse explains, in “Nella Larsen and the Intertextual 
Geography of Quicksand,” that “Helga flees the literary territory of ‘racial uplift,’” after 
Anderson “the Naxos principal, … pronounces Helga a woman of ‘breeding,’ … [taking] 
him to be ‘speaking of family’ and her supposedly middle-class status and cultured 
appreciations (54; emphasis added).  Many reviewers and biographers concur with this 
view.  Catherine Rottenberg states, in “Begging to Differ: Nella Larsen's Quicksand and 
Anzia Yezierska's Arrogant Beggar”: “Crane contemplates ways of escaping the stifling 




Her sudden decision to leave in the middle of the semester…” as support to the view 
Crane’s decision is hasty (54; emphasis added).  Critics and scholars of Quicksand, also, 
classify Crane’s leaving to see how pervasive this American “mold” is and to seek a 
place she can live unapologetically as an “alienating journey—from Naxos to Chicago, 
Harlem, Copenhagen, Harlem again, and finally a small Alabama town” (Brickhouse 
536).  Anisimova also wrote, “[a]fter an initial period of self-delusion, however, their 
desire to join the people results in bitter disappointment. They try to escape their new, 
‘authentic’ lifestyles, but their failure to return to their original social milieu leads to 
feelings of entrapment and, ultimately, to their moral and physical destruction. In the end, 
the protagonists’ failed quests” (175).  This study suggest there is nothing “failed” about 
her “quest” if it reviewers realized Crane was not in search of identity or sexual 
expression and that she did not attempt to avoid anyone learning she was bi-racial.  
Rather, when Crane’s phenomenological experience is considered, what has been 
characterized as her need to flee or escape uncomfortable situations or environments, her 
wanderlust, is actually her engaged in the phenomenological praxis of poqéakh.  She was 
assessing and reflecting upon those she encountered and was able to quickly determine 
whether individuals and/or the environments are the “big knife” waiting to “cut her to 
pattern” or not.  Each time she concluded it was, she logically desired to leave before it 
turned its “cruelly sharp edges” on her and if she stayed too long, it would.  That she 
proclaims, she “wished … [to] … get away. … forever” is a plot device Larsen employs 
to extricate Crane from Naxos and to send her (and readers) on her way (3).  What is 




Baggett, in “Narrating the Gaze in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand,” that “Quicksand tells the 
story of one woman’s search for acceptance and approval. That woman, Helga Crane, 
searches in five different locations over the course of the novel for a place she can call 
“home” (66).  Naturally, given the various locations Crane migrated to and vacated, with 
the obvious emotional toll on her that made her decisions appear erratic, it was easy to 
mistake what is truly motivating her decisions. 
The current course of the novel, post-poqéakh sets the stage for Crane to further 
reveal the extent of the invention and to bring readers closer to the answer to the quatrain.  
Crane has decided to leave Naxos, but, she has some practicalities she has to consider and 
some she has to remedy, like, the “[r]ed tape,” her contract with Naxos (10), “James 
Vayle,” who she finally shares her intentions with “[d]uring their brief and unsatisfactory 
conversation …” (24), “[o]ther work,” like packing and sorting her possessions at Naxos, 
having somewhere to live, and, lastly, “money,” if she was leaving, then she needed it: 
And there was James Vayle to be told, and much-needed money to be got. James, 
she decided, had better be told at once. She looked at the clock racing 
indifferently on. No, too late. It would have to be tomorrow. She hated to admit 
that money was the most serious difficulty. Knowing full well that it was 
important, she nevertheless rebelled at the unalterable truth that it could influence 
her actions, block her desires. A sordid necessity to be grappled with. With Helga 
it was almost a superstition that to concede to money its importance magnified its 




have to be faced, and plans made, if she were to get away from Naxos with 
anything like the haste which she now so ardently desired. 
… 
The sum owing to her by the school would just a little more than buy her ticket 
back to Chicago. It was too near the end of the school term to hope to get teaching 
work anywhere. If she couldn’t find something else, she would have to ask Uncle 
Peter for a loan. (6) 
This was her only family and her only recourse, she could not ask Mr. Vayle for it.  She 
decided to leave Naxos, had to leave Vayle because the only place she could think to go 
and the only person she could think to get the “loan” from was in Chicago.  She had to go 
to Chicago and to Uncle Peter for the “loan” (6). 
She arrives at her Uncle’s home expecting him, but instead meets his new wife, 
who is openly hostility and “who so plainly wished to dissociate herself from the outrage 
of her very existence” (29).  Again, she encounters the dreadful space of class and caste, 
memories of her mother and absent father, and her being of “[half-]Negro blood [who] 
would never amount to anything …” (6).  There she was casted-off, not be her mother’s 
brother, but by her Uncle’s wife:  
A woman, tall, exquisitely gowned, with shining gray hair piled high, came 
forward murmuring in a puzzled voice: ‘His niece, did you say?’ 
‘Yes, Helga Crane. My mother was his sister, Karen Nilssen. I’ve been away. I 
didn’t know Uncle Peter had married.’ Sensitive to atmosphere, Helga had felt at 




‘Oh, yes! I remember about you now. I’d forgotten for a moment. Well, he isn’t 
exactly your uncle, is he? Your mother wasn’t married, was she? I mean, to your 
father?’ 
‘I—I don’t know,’ stammered the girl, feeling pushed down to the uttermost 
depths of ignominy. 
‘Of course she wasn’t.’ The clear, low voice held a positive note. ‘Mr. Nilssen has 
been very kind to you, supported you, sent you to school. But you mustn’t expect 
anything else. And you mustn’t come here any more. It—well, frankly, it isn’t 
convenient. I’m sure an intelligent girl like yourself can understand that.’ 
‘Of course,’ Helga agreed, coldly, freezingly, but her lips quivered. She wanted to 
get away as quickly as possible. She reached the door. There was a second of 
complete silence, then Mrs. Nilssen’s voice, a little agitated: ‘And please 
remember that my husband is not your uncle. No indeed! Why, that, that would 
make me your aunt! He’s not—' (28-29). 
Before leaving Naxos, Crane stated again and again the importance money, which was a 
given in American society, for her, she observed after the encounter with the new wife, 
that it has no greater meaning or import outside of the context of what it can purchase or 
what can be bartered for it.  For Americans and Hebrew Americans alike, money afforded 
certain privileges, statuses and comforts, but it could not purchase rights or liberties.  
Crane reflected upon her “unaccomplished object of her visit” to her Uncle’s home: 
“Money. Characteristically, while admitting its necessity, and even its undeniable 




(29).  Thereafter, she followed-up, though it was not directly stated, but alluded to what 
was important and tangible: “books … [she] loved them” (29).  Through Crane’s 
phenomenological praxis of poqéakh, she began to know well the value American society 
has placed on her and those like her and the value placed on an object like money.  
Americans would not cast-off money, would not refuse to accept it, refuse to 
acknowledge, or send it away, but her Uncle’s wife had done that to her and then her 
Uncle Peter. 
Like so many others, American wives denied their husband’s children conceived 
from extra-marital affairs (which Crane’s parents were not), and Uncle Peter’s wife was 
taking a similar action with Crane.  However, it was deeper, since she charged that Crane 
cannot actually be any relation to her since Crane’s mother and father had not married (to 
anyone’s knowledge at least), and so, there was no formal record, a marriage license.  
Her Uncle Peter, in effect, was not “legally” her uncle and Crane’s mother being now 
passed supported the wife’s insinuation she shared no kinship, no line of dependency 
with him, or, maybe more to the point, her European or American ancestry.  This was one 
of the first direct claims, besides Crane being brown, of “Negro blood,” “yellow-satin” 
skinned, all these other claims about her ethnonational origins (her father) referenced hue, 
until the wife told her they could not be related: “And please remember that my husband 
is not your uncle. No indeed! Why, that, that would make me your aunt! He’s not—” 
(29). 
At the very beginning of the novel, during the meeting with Principle Anderson, 




immigrant (21).  With the Uncle’s wife obstinate questioning and declaring the 
impossibility of a relationship, Crane had to answer that she was an African/Hebrew 
American, or had stronger genetic bonds.  She had to verbally acknowledge it, and that 
the bond was more than just skin tone but ethno-nationalistic.  She had to admit, aloud, 
she was of Hebrew American descent—even if she was forced to do so.  Anisimova 
stated, “Quicksand focuses on the instability of racial identity and presents the tension 
between racial essentialism and the conception of race as a social construction” (176).  
This was also, in a manner, Crane acknowledging those ties and not disdainfully for once.  
Brickhouse’s reading this same passage remarked contradictorily: “Helga bitterly denies 
the existence of such hereditary value [speaking to Anderson] and announces instead her 
interracial parentage: “The joke is on you, Dr. Anderson. My father was a gambler who 
deserted my mother, a white immigrant. Effectively collapsing the concept of ‘good 
stock’ into a ‘joke’ upon those who invoke it …” (539, 540).  It was not long after that 
that she departed Chicago and traveled with, her new employer, Mrs. Jeanette Hayes-
Rore north to Harlem.  Her confrontation with the Uncle’s wife, Mrs. Nilssen and an 
American man on the street, after running from her uncle’s home, the “pale Caucasian 
face struck her breaking faculties as too droll. Laughing harshly, she threw at him the 
words: ‘You’re not my uncle’, helping to further disconnect her from the false 
entrapment of dual-ethno-national idea (29).  In essence, it was just an idea because it had 
no tangible qualities; in effect, to be half European, half American should have entitled 




Of note, the statement has been interpreted as having sexual connotations, which 
it does; however, the encounters attested to Crane still being in revolt (refusing to 
conform) and to symbolically cutting ties with the two-ness her biracial genealogy.  In 
other words, outwardly, she was what she was, a diasporic woman and that was what she 
had been made to feel uncomfortable with, though she did not learn that lesson well.  Of 
course, that she did not allow her biracial genealogy to define her does not mean, at all, 
that American society and European society, specifically, Copenhagen, Denmark would 
not try.  It does not mean these persons would not attempt to superimpose their 
image/caricature of her on her.  Larsen foresaw this, her novel anticipated it, and added 
the fact the attempts would be constantly made part of the narrative.  Even at the height 
she attained was during the Harlem Renaissance, Larsen was not oblivious to the 
constraints imposed on Hebrew Americans and, from her first-hand experience, on bi-
ethnonational-Hebrew American: 
Larsen developed a sole critical view of interracial relations based on her personal 
observances and experiences that she described in her various literary 
productions. She critiqued the strict racial binary that provided limited life 
opportunities for blacks, especially black women. Larsen also used her status as a 
novelist to condemn exclusive or divisive environments, similar to those she 
experienced as an adult and her encounters during the Harlem Renaissance. 
The Harlem Renaissance provided Larsen the opportunity to show the effects 
these highly divisive and exclusive environments have on mulatto individuals, 





Larsen initially believed Harlem to be a community where her ambiguous and 
biracial background would not play a significant factor in her assimilation. She 
believed her success as an author would prove enough for her to adjust. However, 
her continuous rejections from the black elite and the critiques she suffered 
because of the lack of significant ties to other successful African Americans only 
emphasized how exclusive black communities could be. (Michelle Stephens, 
“Nella Larsen: An Untold Story of Race Through Literature”) 
This is indicative that again, the caricature can be imposed by either 
ethnonationality.  What is more, Stephen’s assessment supports this study’s position that 
Quicksand is a phenomenological novel.  Wherein, Larsen via Crane was transporting 
readers through the various American, European, and Hebrew American perceived and 
conceived locations, environs, and invented constructs staged in order to narrate what 
was overlooked when one believes the eyes are seeing what is before them. 
With “wellnigh empty purse and apprehensive heart,” Crane does not reside long 
in Chicago, but her ticket out is punched after she submitted her name for employment 
with the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), eventually acquiring 
employment with Mrs. Hayes-Rore (27).  Crane was to be her gal-Friday, editing 
speeches and the like.  Inconceivably, even before she arrived in Harlem, Crane was 
questioned about “her people,” to which she replied, matter-of-factly, she has none (38).  
Mrs. Hayes-Rore’s retorted that she had people, she would have to to exist.  Of course, 




missing, or dead.  Her remaining extended family was so estranged it was as if there was 
none to speak of.  Again, considering what transpired in Chicago, it was not 
inconceivable that she would respond as she had.  Albeit, what was shocking was the 
advice given to Crane once she briefly related her history, the retelling convoked “that 
sore sensation of revolt,” (39) and just before she was to room with Anne Gray, she wad 
advised: 
‘And, by the way, I wouldn’t mention that my people are white, if I were you. 
Colored people won’t understand it, and after all it’s your own business. When 
you’ve lived as long as I have, you’ll know that what others don’t know can’t hurt 
you. I’ll just tell Anne that you’re a friend of mine whose mother’s dead. That’ll 
place you well enough and it’s all true. I never tell lies. She can fill in the gaps to 
suit herself and anyone else curious enough to ask.’ (41) 
Hayes-Rore had not encouraged lying, but she had no misgivings with deceptions—
another mold, the mask.  Though had its place (the mask, deception), for Anne Gray had 
a very distinct opinion of Americans and a definite belief about race-mixing: it ws 
deplorable and “disgusting … positively obscene” (61).  Crane being advised to deceive 
Anne means she has to, once again, feel ashamed of herself because of other’s opinions; 
but, she encountered a free soul that appeared to provide a model she could aspire to—
Audrey Denney.  When she saw Audrey Denney it was with her Dr. Robert Anderson, 
but that did not make her any less a model for Crane.  Anderson, Crane would learn as 




Anne it was who the next day told her that he had given up his work in Naxos; or 
rather that Naxos had given him up. He had been too liberal, too lenient, for 
education as it was inflicted in Naxos. Now he was permanently in New York, 
employed as welfare worker by some big manufacturing concern, which gave 
employment to hundreds of Negro men. (52) 
Crane appraised Denney with “disinterested curiosity” which passed once she “turned her 
glance to Dr. Anderson”—she was a beautiful woman (62). 
Crane’s Harlem welcome was warm but her departure was imminent.  Once 
again, she looked upon the life in Harlem, her initial instruction before she lived with 
Anne, Anne’s constant race talk and maligning of biracial Harlemites, she could not 
abide it any more.  It was hard to always be demanded to cut-off an aspect of herself to 
please others (make them feel comfortable in her presence), but they demanded it that 
way and lived that way.  Baggett argues, her “false representation of herself is a self-
protective reflex for Helga,” but, it is obvious that it is not reflexive, but insisted upon by 
those she met (68).  The association that she had with Mrs. Hayes-Rore demonstrated that 
because Hayes-Rore informed her to conceal her true self (be deceptive) and only present 
to people what they wanted to see to make them feel comfortable being in her company.  
She added, “Helga’s chameleon-like ability—and tendency—to morph into what is 
required by her immediate situation is apparent right from the opening scene of the 
novel” (68).  It was because Crane had been made to disguise herself that she was unable 
to remain in one place for too long.  Though it took a great deal of energy and focus to 




It was one of the last parties she attended in Harlem, she had soured to those she 
associated most in Harlem and decided to leave once she received a letter and the money 
she requested from her Uncle Peter (he had learned of her visit and posted the money) 
(54).  She descended the steps into the Harlem cabaret, one of those places everyone was 
free to be themselves at: 
… places characterized by the righteous as a hell. 
… a blare of jazz splits her ears. For a moment everything seemed to be spinning 
round; even she felt that she was circling aimlessly, as she followed with the 
others the black giant who led them to a small table, … Helga wondered that the 
waiter, indefinitely carved out of ebony, did not smile as he wrote their order: 
‘Four bottles of White Rock, four bottles of ginger ale.’ 
They danced, ambling lazily to a crooning melody, or violently twisting their 
bodies, like whirling leaves, to a sudden streaming rhythm, or shaking themselves 
ecstatically to a thumping of unseen tomtoms. … Helga was oblivious of the reek 
of flesh, smoke, and alcohol, oblivious of the oblivion of other gyrating pairs, 
oblivious of the colour, the noise, and the grand distorted childishness of it all. 
She was drugged, lifted, sustained, by the extraordinary music, blown out, ripped 
out, beaten out, by the joyous, wild, murky orchestra. The essence of life seemed 
bodily motion. And when suddenly the music died, she dragged herself back to 
the present with a conscious effort; and a shameful certainty that not only had she 
been in the jungle, but that she had enjoyed it, began to taunt her. She hardened 




cloaked herself in a faint disgust as she watched the entertainers throw themselves 
about to the bursts of syncopated jangle, and when the time came again for the 
patrons to dance, she declined… For the hundredth time she marveled at the 
gradations within this oppressed race of hers. A dozen shades slid by. There was 
sooty black, shiny black, taupe, mahogany, bronze, copper, gold, orange, yellow, 
peach, ivory, pinky white, pastry white. There was yellow hair, brown hair, black 
hair; straight hair, straightened hair, curly hair, crinkly hair, woolly hair. She saw 
black eyes in white faces, brown eyes in yellow faces, gray eyes in brown faces, 
blue eyes in tan faces. Africa, Europe, perhaps with a pinch of Asia, in a fantastic 
motley of ugliness and beauty, semibarbaric, sophisticated, exotic, were here. But 
she was blind to its charm, purposely aloof and a little contemptuous, and soon 
her interest in the moving mosaic waned.  (58-60) 
Here we saw Crane relax for the first time, but she was not supposed to.  Just like her 
other praxes, she was supposed to be a disinterested observer so that her experience of the 
moment was not compromised by personal judgment.  Andrew W. Davis explained, in 
“Constructing Identity: Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand 
and Passing”: “This scene portrays the stereotypical equation of childishness with 
blackness to depict the internalization of such stereotypes” (12).  He goes on to interpret 
Crane’s reaction: “Helga resists labelling herself as a ‘jungle creature’ showing her 
rejection of the appropriated primitivism that Harlem symbolizes.” (14).  Within the 
interpretation was a textual reference from Larsen’s description of the scene: “distorted 




“bodily” from the page and imprint the images boldly in one’s psyche, it was not 
presented in a derogatory or mocking fashion as the great Circus, a vaudeville house, in 
Copenhagen (82).  When she described her people, it was in the truth of the reality: an 
array of shades of brown that were marvelous, which anyone would know if he or she 
experienced a house-party, with Reggae (mainly in Brooklyn) and R&B pumped from 
floor-speakers and bodies moving and grinding—it was all quite physical (not to the 
point of lewd, it is not Carnival).  Crane was surprised that the reserved demeanor she 
had easily maintained in the past slipped and her enjoyment was evident, since her 
intention was to leave it all behind.  She may have seen this as a betrayal, a slacking of 
her resolve.  Still, she desired the favorable appraisal of her people of herself in the same 
way she favorably appraised them, and for that appraisal to be as objective and 
appreciating as she was in appraising them, but that was not to be her experience, since 
the training had already informed them that interracial mixing was shameful and 
unscrupulous. 
Thereafter, she saw Audrey Denney, which had the strongest impact on her 
because Denney seemed to have found a harmonious compromise: between herself and 
Harlem, with herself and her biracial-self, with herself, her biracial-self, and the self 
people met, with her womanliness and colour, with European- and Hebrew-American 
society, not necessarily with judgmental Hebrew-American women but with men, with 
other’s admiration and their scorn.  It seemed, as Crane fixed her in her 
phenomenological observation that Denney had decided to rise above it all (60-62), 




her people, was the diversity of class and caste she desired (save Anne and her feeling 
about Audrey Denney).  However, it does not last before the sinking feeling is felt again 
(47).  The “peace and contentment” she had once felt wears thin and gives way to Anne’s 
constant examination and discussion of the race issues and racial equalities and uplift.  
All the while, Crane’s true self was stifled and, with Anne’s race talk, she was too often 
bombarded by her unflattering references to a part of her she did not share the same 
opinion of (48-49).  She welcomed leaving to go to her European family in Copenhagen 
(that she remembered liked her, that she had fond memories that they wanted her).  She 
hoped, more than she believed, that in Europe: unracialized, unbiased, untainted by a 
long history of enslavement and government-sponsored terrorism that she would have 
“peace and contentment” again, maybe even once and for all. 
Not long into her stay abroad, race raised its ugly visage.  This visage, like the 
“holy white man of God,” came in the form of a man, Axel Olsen, a suitor, who was 
supposed to be neutral, in addition to nurturing with love (and romantic love).  (Though 
Crane was in love, agreeably and amorously with Robert Anderson.)  Unfortunately, her 
family and Olsen only wanted to put her into a Dahl-Olsen mold.  She would not be their 
“black” Barbie doll: to dress, to pull-out and show-off, a posable figurine with a 
permanent smile affixed to her face.  Brickhouse asserted, “‘Incited’ indeed to play the 
role of the exotic primitive, Helga entered a literary terrain in which the Dahls do to her 
precisely what Carl Van Vechten, an American, does to his characters in Nigger Heaven 
(1926): dressed her up in beautiful but sexually flaunting clothes (that included a leopard-




(551).  It would not work.  She had not chosen to “close her eyes” to their intentions or 
the specter of her life with them, as wife (kept lover) to Olsen.  With poqéakh she had 
seen the potential and essence of her life in Copenhagen, Demark: 
Helga spent hours driving or walking about the city, at first in the protecting 
company of Uncle Poul or Aunt Katrina or both, or sometimes Axel Olsen. 
… 
There was also the Gammelstrand, the congregating place of the vendors of fish, 
where daily was enacted a spirited and interesting scene between sellers and 
buyers, and where Helga’s appearance always roused lively and audible, but 
friendly, interest, long after she became in other parts of the city an accepted 
curiosity. Here it was that one day an old countrywoman asked her to what 
manner of mankind she belonged and at Helga’s replying: ‘I’m a Negro …’. (76) 
Now Helga went in and stood for a long time before it, with its creator’s parting 
words in mind: ‘... a tragedy ... my picture is, after all, the true Helga Crane.’ … 
‘Marie,’ she called to the maid passing in the hall, ‘do you think this is a good 
picture of me?’ Marie blushed. Hesitated. ‘… no, I don’t like that picture. It looks 
bad, wicked. Begging your pardon, Frøkken.’ ‘Thanks, Marie, I don’t like it 
either.’ Yes, anyone with half an eye could see that it wasn’t she. (89) 
She would be living there, with her Danish family, in their Danish town completely in 
denial of herself as a Hebrew woman.  And what of children; what would be their reality 




No, she could not compromise and be so physically and psychically marred.  Though this 
trip did not bring her contentment, it did bring her reconciliation with her father (92): 
For the first time Helga Crane felt sympathy rather than contempt and hatred for 
that father, whom so often and so angrily she had blamed for his desertion of her 
mother. She understood, now, his rejection, his repudiation, of the formal calm 
her mother had represented. She understood his yearning, his intolerable need for 
the inexhaustible humor and the incessant hope of his own kind, his need for 
those things, not material, indigenous to all Negro environments. She understood 
and could sympathize with his facile surrender to the irresistible ties of race, now 
that they dragged at her own heart. And as she attended parties, the theater, the 
opera, and mingled with people on the streets, meeting only pale serious faces 
when she longed for brown laughing ones, she was able to forgive him. Also, it 
was as if in this understanding and forgiving she had come upon knowledge of 
almost sacred importance. (92-93) 
She was returning home to America, to Harlem. 
Crane had borne, for the very last time, Anderson’s teasing, vacillating behavior, 
and rejection and it had left her unmoored.  He was her ideal: an intellectual, handsome, 
charismatic, adapting, compassionate, but, maybe, maybe slightly cowardly.  He had 
known her opinion on education, which one can speculate he shared; he had known her 
feelings for him: “She recalled her flirtations and her mild engagement with James Vayle. 
She was used to kisses. But none had been like that of last night. She lived over those 




which had flooded her (105); he had seen that “[she was] still seeking for something….”: 
such as comment emanates from a place of contemplation as well, he was studying her.  
Why had he married Anne?  What had intimidated him about Crane?  Is it that he did 
love her, but did not know what to do with someone who could not dissimulate (which 
she could, did often) or had not, maybe could not “achieve a sort of protective immunity” 
about herself?  It was possible that Anderson, after seeing and witnessing her decided that 
she would not be molded to any form not by any institution, may man or woman, may 
friend or potential lover, except one of her own choosing.  It is possible that he decided 
he would be risking too much to be with a woman willing to take such a risk, and this 
was America, it was a rick to deny being molded.  He had learned to pretend the mold fit 
fine, he had molded himself to fit, and maybe it would be too risky to learn to live any 
other reality than the one he had and had crafted for himself.  In addition, it was safe to 
say that he knew there was no other place to go where they would not be casted, but he 
may have admired her strength and good courage, though he could not, would not 
demonstrate it himself. 
In the last instance of her phenomenological praxis of poqéakh Crane is married, 
to a religious man: Reverend Mr. Pleasant Green, who was in Harlem ministering to the 
people, but returned to his home state of Alabama, with Crane as his wife.  She had 
wanted Anderson, rejected Vayle, and stumbled on Green.  However, by the time Crane 
faltered onto Green she was psychically, spiritually, and physically exhausted.  She was 
deflated; still, why him?!  Anisimova suggests, “The desire for simple happiness, ‘a 




into the arms of the rural preacher, symbolically named Pleasant Green, [as in greener 
pastors]” ([added].  Anisimova quoted from Claudia Tate’s “Psychoanalysis and Black 
Novels: Desire and the Protocols of Race,” who suggested “that Pleasant Green becomes 
a displacement for ‘Helga’s sexual, paternal, and racial longings’ (138).  Equally 
important are Green’s humble background and closeness to the people, which lend him 
an air of authenticity” (178).  She desired authenticity, but this too will not satisfy her.  
However, it does reveal the answer to the quatrain. 
Crane seems to be, at the close of the novel, dying.  She was not dying in a “big 
house” like her “old man,” but “in a shack” like her “ma.”  Emphatically, she was 
“black.”  The first-hand experiences of her life attested to the truth and unadulterated fact 
that she was “black.”  She had been denied, except earlier on, the rights, privileges, and 
immunities or amenities of her “white” mother.  She had lived the experiences, similar to 
the “black” people of Naxos and Chicago and Harlem and Copenhagen and Alabama.  
She had felt as deeply as the “black” people are said to feel.  She needed the associations 
and contacts with “black” people as she had come to believe her father needed.  Lastly, if 
biblical references hold true, Crane’s father being “black” set the genealogical-barometer 
needle pulling toward the “black”-shaded space.  If indeed, she died (Larsen seemed 
unwilling to concede to that ending), then the answer to the verses were: Helga Crane, 
you are dying in a shack, you are black!—no matter what confusion America and 
Americans tried to implant into her pcyche.  Indeed, readers and she could attest that 
nothing in her lived life implied she was any other, except the mold and the molders that 




people.  Scholars, biographers, reviewers, and critics, even readers, must concede to the 
truth that Larsen had concluded her and Crane’s phenomenological praxis; they must 
accept the realization that it and Nella Larsen’s novel and Helga Crane’ story had ended, 
with poqéakh she had prevailed—she cracked the mold and let the molders know she will 
not be kept in the sunken place. 
Crane, all along, had a decision to make for which her ability to “see” the facts of 
her existence would determine her choices.  She moved from environ to environ, as best 
should could, bracketing all judgment to gain accurate information from the phenomenon 
she encountered of “the pattern” and how it cut all, and assigning the correct meaning to 
each as they appeared.  She did not choose to be made over, and so that pattern of a 
mulatto would not fit, she would not be casted in it, and she would not fit herself to it.  
That she lived amongst Hebrew Americans undergoing similar experiences and events of 
containment, restraint, and joy was indicative of her truth and the facts she could not 
ignore.  Larsen has intentionally maneuvered Crane through those environs most 
connected with the Hebrew-American community and psyche: learning institutions, 
families and friends, coworkers, the opposite-sex and lovers, displacement and 
homelessness, employment and unemployment, and faith/culture and self.  Part and 
parcel of the white-man’s pattern that Crane got to witness and revealed to readers was 
how European’s deceptive practices lacked originality and what was “the white man’s 
power to enslave” Hebrew Americans, well, all descendants of the TAHTT (Douglass 
44)—it was their lies and deceptions, but it was also that Hebrew Americans believed or 




To return to the claim and charge of plagiarism, Larsen was ostracized and 
berated for “plagiarism,” but that was what America had produced—autonomous 
automatons, imitations.  Even in this modern society, there is hardly an art form or 
science or philosophy European Americans or Americans had not “covered”—google it.  
This society inspires imitation and rapaciousness: women tattoo on freckles to mimic 
Meagan Markle and others get plastic surgery to look like their favor celebrity, such 
things are put before the public as good, then the whites cry “wolf” when imitations and 
the knock-offs are produced.  Along with Nella Larsen’s novel Quicksand, readers are 
urged to acquire a copy of Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal” (1729) because it is an 
eye opener to how suggestive, loathsome, and, seemingly, logical molders/projectors can 
be in their proposal and schemes and how they turn upon their products with injurious 
accusations.  These works, also, showed how these schemes subliminally communed with 
the mass psyche to cause individuals to mutilate themselves to achieve an imitation—but, 
Crane holds fast that she does not want to be made over—and she (and Larsen) is hated 
for her convictions. 
In clear renaissance (enlightenment) fashion, Larsen was ironically, indirectly, 
mocking American literary society and its educational apparatus.  She was also bringing 
attention to its subliminal, alternative curriculum.  Larsen’s work was very much an 
original work, phenomenological treatment, and a modernist revision looking at 
appropriation, cultural appropriation, automatism, and intellectual proprietorship (or theft 
and coving) in her novel.  It was an illustrative argument on the reasons why Hebrew 




especially of the necessity of staying woke.  Larsen informed readers from the start, 
“Negro education” built on the “Naxos mold” founded and fostered by American 
benefactors and government desired tame, controlled, unobjectionable, indistinguishable, 
just-intelligent-enough replicas that can be easily influenced and directed: 
Teachers as well as students were subjected to the paring process, for it tolerated 
no innovations, no individualisms. Ideas it rejected, and looked with open 
hostility on one and all who had the temerity to offer a suggestion or ever so 
mildly express a disapproval. Enthusiasm, spontaneity, if not actually suppressed, 
were at least openly regretted as unladylike or ungentlemanly qualities. The place 
was smug and fat with self-satisfaction (Larsen 4; emphasis added). 
In the 1920s, America was just recovering for the First World War (WWI), it and 
Why critics, biographs, or the like would pretend they had not known this is offensive or, 
at least, negligent and thoughtless as it puts doubt on Larsen’s intent and her novel’s 
artistry.  European Americans did not desire competition, not even domestically—
Hebrew Americans, women and men, just had to not think and follow their training.  
Larsen was informing readers today, with this work, what America was like, in real life, 
during that era for Hebrew Americans.  As the slang goes: it was for real, for real; not for 
fake.  She was not plagiarizing, she was revolutionizing, but not everyone can dig that—
na mean or maybe not. 
Like the start of Crane’s praxis, it was a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an 
enigma that set the stage for poqéakh to happen for inviable man and for invisible man’s 






POQÉAKH (פקח) AND THOSE “POOR STUMBLERS, NEITHER OF YOU 
CAN SEE” IN RALPH ELLISON’S INVISIBLE MAN 
 
Build your penitentiary, we build your schools, 
Brainwash education to make us the fools. 
Hate is your reward for our love… 
Robert “Bob” Nester Marley, “Crazy Baldheads” 
Ralph [Waldo] Ellison’s work has been associated with different literary ages or 
spans: “Modernist Period: Realism, Naturalism, Modernism” (1940-1960), the “Harlem 
Renaissance” (1920-1940).  His literary contemporaries included Richard Wright, Zora 
Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes, Jessie Redmon Fauset, Wallace Thurman, Sterling 
Brown, Angelina W. Grimké, Nella M. Larsen, amongst countless others.  His seminal 
novel Invisible Man was a permanent literary fixture on class reading lists.  His 
protagonist simplicity and complexity had puzzled the most avid readers and scholars, 
who still wondered why Ellison had not wrote invisible man out of his hole.  Most 
readings of Invisible Man centered on subjects directly related to Hebrew-American 
realities to topics as ambiguous as representations of the meaning of recurrent colours to 
as complex as the search for self-identity.  No matter the era, the fame of other writers, or 
the perspective reader all are hooked by this novel because they are confronted with a 
mystery in the form of a protagonist who stated “I am an invisible man” (3).  What a 




After such a wonder introduction, he, then, proceeded to qualify the type and the nature 
of his invisibility that he suffers from or, rather, is made to suffer from.  The narrator said 
he resided, his words, in “a hole in the ground” (6); his circumstances already sound 
absurd.  Though New Yorkers have been known to do this, just recall the 2010 New York 
Times: N.Y. / Region publication “The Wilderness Below Your Feet,” by Alan Feuer 
about the “moll people.”  He goes on to inform anyone who would listen that he had to 
physically assault a fellow pedestrian and asked his perceived audience to, in 
phenomenologically style, bracket all judgement and “[b]ear with me” while he explained 
himself (14).  The American man, he claimed, “bumped me…insulted me” (14) and did 
not acknowledge his existence, and so he had to return insult for insult and assault for 
assault, for which he felt no need to apologize.  New Yorkers have been known and one 
might have heard of people, thousands, senselessly losing their lives in similar encounters 
such as invisible man described.  As invisible man said, and any rational person would 
respond: “I can hear you say, ‘[w]hat a horrible, irresponsible bastard!” (14). 
In the American man’s defense, Feuer too mentioned in his article: “New Yorkers 
– an ostensibly perceptive lot – sometimes see only what’s directly in front of their 
eyes” (emphasis added).  Although it was irregular, since most New Yorkers tended to 
make it their mission not to bump into one another to avoid contact and conflict, it may 
just be possible that invisible man’s fellow pedestrian had not seen him walking on the 
sidewalk.  Though it can be said that most New Yorkers seems to seem to have a kind of 
sonar (except for hand-held diasporic children) so that even were they deep in thought 




avoid objects—twilight, night or day.  Albeit, sometimes, they can get very focused on 
psychically ignoring their surroundings in order to focus on whatever goal had them out 
on the streets.  It, the psychical ignoring, can be classified as a form of self-hypnosis, 
which this man may have engaged in in hopes of avoiding having to speak with or see 
anyone, thus, they seeing him (to ask for money or the time).  This type of self-hypnosis 
may be used, sometimes, in hopes that the other person would put on their blinders and 
ignore your presence as well. 
He goes on to say that he had been and was in a “fight with Monopolated Light & 
Power,” and the mental images this conjured were also ridiculous (7).  However, again, 
many a Brooklynite may, also, testify to being in a similar ‘fight’ with Con Edison.  
Nevertheless, it was all too peculiar, even after readers learned he had adopted Harlem, 
New York as his home, even if it may be seen as decidedly bohemian and eccentric, for 
him to live in a hole and to admit to being engaged in this one-sided battle with 
Monopolated Light & Power—since they were aware they were losing power to 
somewhere and to someone, but could not isolate where or to whom (5)—even this is 
brilliantly and humorously weaved into Ellison’s novel as a lived experience of the 
Hebrew American.  (Possibly, this is where some critics get the notion invisible man is a 
hero—to fight a monopoly, even using guerilla-style tactics, implies of a sort of courage.)  
With baited breath, eyes glued to the black-straight lines running horizontally along the 
white pages, readers wait for invisible man to learn how “to say what [he has] got up in 
[his] head” (11).  Readers wait to know, exactly, how Ellison’s protagonist came to 




From the start, just like Crane, invisible man spoke of a phenomenon that was 
frequently experienced by Americans and Hebrew Americans, a problem of “seeing” and 
not “seeing.”  He spoke of his “invisibility. … [which] occurs because of a peculiar 
disposition of the eyes of those with whom [he] come[s] in contact. A matter of the 
construction of their inner eyes, those eyes with which they look through their physical 
eyes upon reality” (3).  What invisible was describing gives the impression that there was 
a condition and problem suffered by healthy-sighted people and projected upon him 
psychically, thus, impairing their ability to perceive him and he to perceive himself and 
his reality.  The problem of their sightlessness was not physical, but a condition of their 
lack of desire to process psychical phenomenon perceived with their eyes to their inner 
eye—somewhere, the information was being lost in transmission.  Effectively, someone 
chose to perceive reality beli poqéakh, which was entirely correctable, that was as soon as 
they desired to perceive reality with poqéakh (and the individual has to want to). 
At the opening of chapter One invisible man said for him, the knowledge that he 
lived “a long way back, some twenty years” beli poqéakh came to his attention and now 
he reflected and meditated upon it (15).  He said, it was because “[he] was looking for 
[him]self” outside himself…” that the trouble started, and “now, that he knows he is no 
one but himself the ‘painful boomeranging’ … stopped” (15).  The boomeranging he 
mentioned had stopped was so because he had achieved, in a manner, poqéakh and he 
decided he would no longer be the token black: “the smartest boy we’ve got … in 
Greenwood” (17) or the nondescript “young man” (38) or “destiny” (41) or someone 




quality” of something, (136) or an “automaton” (93), or any of the other myriad of non-
descriptive names the mold and molders attempted to cast him into because he did not 
want to be boomeranged by his failed attempts to fit the mold anymore: “act the nigger” 
(Dr. Bledsoe 141) and be penalized for the effort.  The “boomeranging” he spoke of was 
caused by trying to search out himself in the imitations people projected into his reality of 
himself and for Hebrew Americans to assume—their personas, their masks, their 
American and self-imposed niggerisms.  The boomerang was a kind of echolocation he 
sent out from himself into the construct and its environs to see if the new cast he was 
trying to fit, indeed, fit; however, when it bounced back, then it was an indication that 
attempted model he desired was not being worn well, and so, it was rejected, he was 
rejected. 
As the grandfather’s advice already informed him and his psyche their life was a 
war and he must live in that reality prepared to engage the battle, which he had not 
desired to acknowledge, let alone do.  He saw that all efforts to override that truth would 
be unsuccessful because he was not trying to trick them and pretend to wear the mold, he 
wanted to fit the mold, be re-fashioned and that was not an option.  Thus, the 
“boomeranging” caused in the family after his grandfather’s “last words” disrupted the 
idea “that they were free, united with others…in everything pertaining to the common 
good … [yet,] separate like the fingers of the hand” (15).  This was one of the first 
moments to set invisible man on his sojourn toward, truly, stopping the boomeranging.  




man’s father] and his family’s mistaken impression of him and his life, or rather, the one 
he projected to everyone: 
‘Son, after I’m gone I want you to keep up the good fight. I never told you, but 
our life is a war and I have been a traitor all my born days, a spy in the enemy’s 
country ever since I give up my gun back in the Reconstruction. Live with your 
head in the lion’s mouth. I want you to overcome ‘em with yeses, undermine ‘em 
with grins, agree ‘em to death and destruction, let ‘em swoller you till they vomit 
or bust wide open.’ They thought the old man had one out of his mind. He had 
been the meekest of men. The younger children were rushed from the room, the 
shades drawn and the flame of the lamp turned so low that it sputtered on the wick 
like the old man's breathing…. ‘Learn it to the younguns,’ he whispered fiercely; 
then he died. (16) 
The grandfather’s completely “alarmed” his family.  Before that moment the 
grandfather’s life was a model to them of humbleness and cooperation (or collaboration).   
It taught them to “stay … in their place, work … hard,” and before his “deathbed … 
advice” they had been willing to believe the invention.  invisible man, a child, in his late 
teens, revealed his grandfather’s words “had a tremendous effect upon [him]” (16).  So 
much so, that from that moment on “[i]t became a constant puzzle which lay unanswered 
in the back of my mind. And wherever thing went well for me I remembered my 
grandfather and felt guilty and uncomfortable” (16).  His grandfather’s words were a 
thorn in invisible man’s side: “like a curse” because they worked on the metaconscious 




to return to ignorance of the construct and its environs (17).  His grandfather’s words 
prevented him from completely ignoring the mold and false personality constructs that 
Hebrew Americans project to adapt to the environ(s) and construct.  They kept him from 
returning to slumbering and forced him to be mindful, even observant (if his just tried 
more) of the false personality that European Americans projected in an effort toward 
achieving the “common good” and to distract from the truth that their lives were a war 
and Americans disproportionality influenced it to make it so (16, 15): “Crucial events in 
the protagonist’s career are set off against a background of chain and cage images which 
reinforce the notion that the invisible man’s story is one of interminable imprisonment” 
(Per Winther, “Imagery of Imprisonment in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man” 115). 
The grandfather, with his last words, wanted his family to see his life with 
poqéakh, observe his manner retrospectively to pick up on his masks and his authentic 
self.  Moreover, since invisible man was about to embark on adulthood and manhood he 
must begin to see American society and his position within it with poqéakh, his duty was 
to “fight” or he would always be running (33).  In his meeting with young Mr. Emerson, 
he suggested that invisible man already looked like he was good at running because that 
was what he projected and that was what he was willing do until he chose to live with 
open senses: “‘Were you an athlete? he asked.’ ‘No, sir ….’ ‘You have the build,’ he 
said, looking me up and down. ‘You’d probably make an excellent runner, a sprinter’” 
(179).  Even in Invisible Man, like in Quicksand, the motif and theme of evasion and 
eluding was present, but invisible man altered it into an act of fleeing and flight (though 




Brockway, Ras).  Though invisible man seemed to intimate that he should be the one to 
take up his grandfather’s mantle of being a fighter (a hero, a warrior) and that it was only 
he who could, since he was told he was most like his grandfather.  This could mean, he 
was like his grandfather in his ability to mask or who may be able to achieve poqéakh, 
but that was only if he chose to move within the construct and its environs with poqéakh 
(16).  Additionally, invisible man had to interpret his grandfather’s advice correctly, 
which was a whole other task all together.  Unfortunately, he never achieved a true 
understanding of the advice and neither do readers, for the most part.  However, Yanwei 
Hu gave a convincing interpretation of the riddle in his essay, “‘The End Is in the 
Beginning’: The Riddle and Interpretation of Ellison’s Invisible Man.”  This essay 
offered readers one of the most comprehensive explanations on the grandfather’s advice 
and how invisible man misinterpreted the advice.  His inability to decipher the advice’s 
meaning was a main reason his poqéakh was not fully achieved: 
To understand the advice requires constructing two blending networks. In the first 
network, we have the input space of black life as our focus of understanding and 
the input space of war as the other framing input. The war space contains the 
topological elements: traitor, spy, enemy’s country, surrender of arms, with 
traitor/spy and enemy as participants. Let’s first focus on ‘spy’. In the war space, 
the spy is engaged in a most dangerous mission and can fulfill his mission only by 
living among the enemy, pretending to be one of them, winning their trust, while 
disguising his real identity, allegiance and intention. His intention can only be 




should be a master of masking, masking being necessary training and requirement 
for him. 
invisible man does not learn to dissimulate or to dissemble or, more importantly, the 
reasons why he must do these things.  Ellison’s Narrator/invisible man finally offered, a 
salient truth and unmitigated fact after his semi-poqéakh: “I was never more hated than 
when I tried to be honest” (559).  Americans nor its America required the Hebrew 
American to be honest, they and it required them, as hooks informed her readers, to be 
obedient to authority—ה הּוא  ,zeh who; that is it, end of discussion).  invisible man) ז 
readers learned, did not grasp that his grandfather’s advice was also informing him of the 
ways the environs in which they live out their existence was a deception, and so he must 
learn when and with who to use discretion with. 
Hu offered how language itself, its registers, had to be comprehended or the 
understanding and wisdom in the truth of the words (the grandfather’s advice) would be 
lost or, at least misconstrued, which was the case with invisible man.  What this may 
indicate, since invisible man did not interpret the advice accurately and the family was so 
alarmed, was that the meaning of the language had not even been communicated to them.  
It was possible that even amongst his own people the grandfather felt unsafe to be 
authentic (that there were spies for the other side), and so, he may have felt or known he 
could not just say what he was or what he was doing or what his intentions were for 
concern it may get to the other side and disadvantage him. 
In Mangino’s study, she communicated a sad reality about the role Booker T. 




the same and invisible man wanted to be just the same.  She revealed how educational 
training was intentionally limiting and hampered, altogether, any chance Hebrew 
Americans had of knowing the nature of their existence.  This was life completely 
without poqéakh: 
Washington was a graduate of General Samuel Armstrong’s (American Civil War 
general) Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in Hampton, Virginia 
(founded 1868)…. he sought to re-stabilize the racialized relations of production 
that white Southerner planters and Northern bankers and industrialists feared 
would disintegrate post-Civil War. 
It was Washington’s example as a proponent of the construct and the molders that 
demonstrated why the grandfather may have concluded that he could not reveal his true 
status in his family or in his community because there were Negroes like Washington—
spies and operatives. 
 With ‘an idea transplanted from the Pacific Ocean . . . [to] Old Virginia,’ 
Armstrong articulated the directly colonizing intent of the industrial pedagogical 
model: ‘It meant something to the Hampton school … that, from 1820 to 1860, 
the distinctively missionary period, there was worked out in the Hawaiian Islands 
the problem of the emancipation, enfranchisement, and Christian civilization of a 
dark-skinned Polynesian people in many respects like the negro race’ (qtd. in 





General Armstrong proudly witnessed his most renowned pupil’s 
accomplishments in education dwarf his own. Booker T. Washington entered 
Hampton Institute in the early 1870s, … In documenting one of the most 
disturbing teacher-student relationships in American literature, Washington 
reveals how profoundly impacted he became by Armstrong’s political philosophy. 
He embodied Armstrong’s ideal student: borderline obsessed with order and 
cleanliness, meticulous about hygiene, convinced of the “dignity of labor,” and 
most tragically, conditioned by the terrorizing violence of life in the South to 
advocate limiting African Americans’ intellectual, political, and career ambitions 
to domestic or agricultural occupations. (11-13; emphasis added) 
Washington’s position in his own fate and the fate of his people, in effect, was invisible 
man’s fate and related how his fate was connected to Norton’s, as a co-conspirator in the 
hamstringing of the diasporic mind.  One has to consider that this practice of 
indoctrinating educational institutions remains.  Works that, like these novels, portrayed 
the stark, constricting, brutal realities of living in American society is depicted in the 
verses in Claude McKay’s poem, “If We Must Die” (1919), mirrored in the song lyrics of 
Marvin Gaye’s “Inner City Blues” (1971), and reflected in the rap lyrics of Jay-Z’s “Hard 
Knock Life” (2014).  These individuals, certainly the last, lived/live in a post-bellum, 
post-enslaved society, supposedly, post-Jim Crow, post-Black Codes, post-peonage 
society, where Hebrew Americans have been educated for decades, supposedly lifted out 




been informed in poem and song and rap of the role they take in their own ruin, even the 
acts and tactics employed to achieve their ruin, and still: 
The story itself offers rich possibilities for reader identification-for black readers 
because the experiences of the hero are, with variations, the experiences of black 
Americans during the first half of the twentieth century,’ and for white readers 
because the protagonist’s role as a [target] of stereotyped thinking and of a variety 
of manipulatory agencies is a part which non-blacks often find themselves 
playing. (Winther 115) 
invisible man’s first opportunity to engage in his own phenomenological praxis of 
poqéakh appeared when he was “invited to give [his graduation] speech at a gathering of 
the town’s leading white citizen’s,” but he was unprepared for what was to come (17).  
His expectation was to actually give his speech and receive his “prize” (32) for academic 
success and for being the “triumph for a whole community” and nothing more (17).  A 
whole community that learned to “stay … in their place [and] work … hard” for their 
prizes (16).  A person having been made aware, in some way, even coded, would have 
perceived the signals to the intent of his hosts and would have gone in with the right 
mindset—either to fight or go to flight,—or, at least, with the right equipment—Vaseline 
or something.  When invisible man arrived at the “main ballroom of the leading hotel,” 
he was informed he would take part in a “battle royal,” the good white citizen’s cruel 
entertainment (17).  Before the battle royal he was introduced to his opponents, some 
neighborhood boys and schoolmates, the spot where the battle would commence, and the 




status was invisible, he had once thought he would be the next Booker T. Washington, 
and like Washington, he, too would make good speeches “and some day he’ll lead his 
peoples in the proper paths”—proper paths, indeed (32).  With his grandfather’s advice 
on a loop in his psyche, “beavering ways,” trying to get out and get him to come to his 
sense would prevent his full tokening. 
One would suppose that anyone who arrived at a destination to complete one task 
and was steered into another task that may be physically harmful (and, in this case, 
emotionally and psychologically harmful) would be defensive.  Maybe, he or she would 
intuit the danger inherent in the new task and abandon the whole matter altogether, but 
not invisible man.  invisible man believed the anticipated reward would be compensation 
enough.  He failed to realize he had crossed over into the enemy’s camp and he would not 
return equitably compensated.  Regardless, invisible man’s only thoughts of his 
grandfather’s words were that they would distract him from focusing on/winning the 
battle, but they were, actually, what would have allowed him to win it, with his self-
respect intact.  In this instance, it was clear invisible man chose to forgo actively 
engaging in poqéakh.  Instead of concentrating on the ways his grandfather’s words could 
assist him to open his eyes to the truths in the current situation and its allusion to the 
greater reality, his thoughts were constantly on his speech and giving/performing it.  In 
fact, before the fight, throughout the fight, and after the fight, but before he was permitted 
to actually give his speech, he thought about giving his speech eight separate times, over 
nearly seven long pages (18-29).  He thought: “that only these men could judge truly my 




automatism.  Yu, referenced Houston A. Baker Jr. and observed that most of the images 
and themes of the battle royal scene recur in slightly altered forms throughout the 
narration (1832).  This truth, were invisible man willing to see it and accept it, would 
inform invisible man there was no prize or scholarship worth his dignity, and his life was 
a war, so get ready.  Moreover, he would have realized the prize—“a calfskin brief case 
(given in the name of Board of Education of his city or state), a scholarship: “to the state 
college for Negroes,” and five dollars ($5) was not comparable in value to his dignity.  It 
was a poor trade and a monumental sacrifice. 
The one time he mentioned “dignity” was in reference to how the fight would 
undermine the significance of his speech: “I suspected that fighting a battle royal might 
detract from the dignity of my speech” (18).  What of his personal dignity?—but, one has 
to know this was part of diasporic people being taught to “stay[] in their place…”  That 
place did, at one time and in varying forms, include being the entertainment every once in 
a while.  invisible man was determined to stay “slumbering” (Douglass 44), even after 
hearing the school superintendent yell, “‘Bring up the shines, gentlemen! Bring up the 
little shines!” (18).  One might suspect that Ellison may have used this episode to allude 
to the many sacrifices invisible man will make and to the many battles in the war he 
would have to fight—and, likely, lose (again and again), unless he decided otherwise. 
Albeit, all his efforts to be the token “smart boy” (32) did not imply he did not 
have moments where he tried to “fight” and tried to “transgress.”  After the initial boxing 
match of “the battle royal,” the boys were made to scramble for fake money, which 




that painfully electrocutes them at intervals.  It was at this juncture invisible man 
conceived an idea, he resisted the indignity a little: 
… amid booming laughter. 
‘Get the money,’ the M.C. called. ‘That’s good hard American cash!’ 
And we snatched and grabbed, snatched and grabbed. I was careful not to come 
too close to the rug now, and when I felt the hot whiskey breath descend upon me 
like a cloud of foul air I reached out and grabbed the leg of a chair. It was 
occupied and I held on desperately. 
‘Leggo, nigger! Leggo!’ 
… It was Mr. Colcord, who owned a chain of movie houses and ‘entertainment 
palaces.’ Each time he grabbed me I slipped out of his hands. It became a real 
struggle. I feared the rug more than I did the drunk, so I held on, surprising myself 
for a moment by trying to topple him upon the rug. It was such an enormous idea 
that I found myself actually carrying it out. I tried not to be obvious, yet when I 
grabbed his leg, trying to tumble him out of the chair, he raised up roaring with 
laughter, and, looking at me with soberness dead in the eye, kicked me viciously 
in the chest. (27-28) 
The battle ended with the boys receiving five dollars ($5) each, with Tatlock receiving 
ten ($10), since he won the boxing match; invisible man would give his speech, “in spite 
of the pain” and the gulps of disgusting blood and saliva he swallowed (30).  
Metaconsciously he was seeing, listening, feeling the truth of his reality—he had just 




constricting vice molding him to internalize the indignity and his injuries and he was 
indignant as he looked out on the audience and ruminated on the traumatizing event and 
used the words “social inequality” (31).  He did not mean it to get the attention of the 
uninterested crowd, but as an instinctual act of indignation.  The phrase had been surged 
from his metaconscious psyche and was blurted out of his mouth.  It was a danger-phrase 
and indicated to his audience that he may become a problem, it was the only thing that 
brought the crowd to full attention. 
These European-American adults abused children, pitted teenagers in a brutal 
fight for their entertainment: “bankers, lawyers, judges, doctors, fire chiefs, teachers, 
merchants.  Even one of the fashionable pastors” (18).  Ellison did not offer any 
explanation as to how the white citizen’s knew about invisible man’s speech or that he 
was about to go off to college, but maybe it did not make a difference who they choose, 
just as long as it was entertaining.  In the course of events, invisible man’s persona was 
temporarily dislodged where he could glimpse some of the truths of his condition: the 
cruelty of Americans and American society, but he himself puts it back into position.  
Deciding and desiring to do this was a defining moment as he decided to value the prize 
over his intellect, his reasoning, his injuries, his insults, and his and his fellow’s 
degradation.  Ellison had afforded readers a glimpse from which to have their own eye-
opening experiences about the many ways diasporic people draw the veil over their 
poqéakh, their own revealing experiences.  Readers have learned how diasporic people 
chose to live beli poqéakh: they close their inner-eyes, stop-up their own ears, obstruct 




abject ignorance about the truths of their lived experiences as citizens of the United 
States.  In “From Ranter to Writer: Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” Abby Arthur Johnson 
stated, 
In his essays, Ellison calls the United States ‘a land of masking jokers’ … He 
explains that the broader culture has forced Afro-Americans into stylized modes 
of behavior, has rewarded them when unobtrusive and apparently inarticulate, 
and has punished them when outspoken. Such pressures have created special 
problems for writers: ‘For I found the greatest difficulty for a Negro writer was 
the problem of revealing what he truly felt, rather than serving up what Negroes 
were supposed to feel, and were encouraged to feel.’ 4. (36; emphasis added) 
What should have become plain to readers as they read invisible man’s sojourns was that 
this novel was as much for the reader as it was invisible man’s story, and the readers like 
invisible man have so much further to go.  Even so, Ellison’s representations of poqéakh, 
phenomenologically practiced or realized or not, were stark reminders of the false 
personalities and realities constructed for Hebrew Americans to associate with and to 
inhabit. 
invisible man has moved on from high school and his story was now set on a unnamed 
black-college campus.  One of the major settings in the novel where one would think 
poqéakh would happen was at college.  invisible man, now, had been attending college 
for three years and expected to graduate, undaunted by his “battle royal” experience or 
about the intentions of individuals or institutions, with hopes of being employed at the 




which he said was beautiful, essentially, no matter the season.  In both novels, the authors 
described a beautiful campus, which had the effect of lulling the unsuspecting 
protagonists into a false sense of security and ease— “All that glisters is not gold—” 
(William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice 2.7.65).  On the campus was a statue of 
“the college Founder” that marred its beauty and was symbolic and illustrative of the 
theme of poqéakh.  This was one of the first moments in the novel where invisible man 
contemplated something, someone (even this lifeless statute) for the purpose of 
understanding and attributing meaning: 
… the cold Father symbol, his hands outstretched in the breathtaking gesture of 
lifting a veil that flutters in hard, metallic folds above the face of a kneeling slave; 
and I am standing puzzled, unable to decide whether the veil is really being lifted, 
or lowered more firmly in place; whether I am witnessing a revelation or a more 
efficient  blinding. And as I gaze, there is a rustle of wings and I see a flock of 
starlings flighting before me and, when I look gain, the bronze face, whose empty 
eyes look upon a world I have never seen, runs with liquid chalk -- creating 
another ambiguity to puzzle my groping mind: Why is a bird-soiled statue more 
commanding than one that is clean? (36) 
But he gained none, no aha moment, no eureka, no insight, no poqéakh to whether the 
“veil is … being lifted, or lowered” (36).  (However, this does not imply the questions 
was not still being contemplated to arrive at an answer.)  This moment was obviously 
Ellison alluding to invisible man’s cogitative abilities being somewhat less than stellar 




education and he was unable to determine whether his education had prepared him 
because he could not answer this second riddle of the veil.  He was, after all, a 
beneficiary of the Founder’s vision, of his leaders-of-production institution, and of his 
progressive successors providing instruction in the form of sound “Negro education.”  
Was he not introduced to Greek philosophy or Hebrew wisdom via seminary courses or 
Latin studies during the three years he had attended college?  invisible man should be 
able to confidently respond that the veil was being lifted off.  This was post-
Reconstruction, in a relatively well funded “negro college,” the veil should be coming 
off, certainly not being “lowered more firmly in place” (36). 
As invisible man transitions from staged environ to staged environ, he was shown 
engaging in the practice of bracketing the object perceived, but his phenomenological 
praxis was halted.  Whether it was deciphering his grandfather’s advice, resolving the 
question of the veil’s meaning, or considering his position in the constructed environ to 
what he saw his future to be, he does not arrive at the answer, they seem to be left in 
question.  He seemed unwilling to concentrate long enough to complete the cogitative 
process to its inevitable conclusion and revelation so that he could realize the truth.  It 
seemed as if he was forestalling what he intuitively knew he knew—that the scenes 
before his eyes and the words he has listened to are a ruse preventing him from 
acknowledging his grandfather’s warning.  Thus, he actively participated in his own 
mechanization and eagerly sought his own “invisibility,” his visionless-ness.  He said or 
thought often that he “remember[ed] and refus[ed] to hear the echoes of [his] 




his grandfather’s advice, which was beavering away in his metaconsciousness, attempting 
to create pathways in his psyche to the truth of his reality, he fought it and chose to 
ignore it as much as possible, always trying to gain the truths from without: “Brother 
Tarp, you get around and know the members—how do they really feel about me?” (375).  
When he recalled the advice, which forced him to gain the truth from within, his own 
meaning and interpretation, understanding of realties, his lived experiences to isolate 
patterns, he categorized these moments as a curse or as an ominous foreshadowing that 
signaled worse yet to come.  He did not consider the advice as an early-warning system 
or as insightful proclamations or warnings he was not on the right path.  Ellison then 
ripped the veil away.  Ellison showed for certain, after invisible man’s encounter with 
Mr. Norton and the veteran, that the veil was being “lowered more firmly in place” the 
closer he drew to completing his post-secondary education.  In the introduction to her 
study, Mangino proposes: 
… that educational institutions assumed a pivotal role in creating and sustaining 
America’s racialized class hierarchy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. From corporate philanthropists’ promotion of industrial training for 
Southern blacks to culturally genocidal Indian boarding schools to Progressive 
reformers’ “Americanizing” curriculum for immigrants, schools aimed to contain 
and control the intellectual, political, and economic aspirations of racial and 
ethnic minorities, binding color to class location through what I am calling 




invisible man was about to meet one of these philanthropists’, “a New Englander,” from 
whom he would be told that he and all his fellow schoolmates “were somehow closely 
connected with [Norton’s] destiny” (41). 
The journey continued with the introduction of Mr. Norton, a “multimillionaire” 
and “trustee” on the campus for Founder’s Day.  Mr. Norton, after he made the 
aforementioned declaration, promptly followed-up his statement with a question to 
invisible man: “Do you understand?” invisible man, of course, responded in the negative: 
“‘Not so clearly, sir,’ I said, ashamed to admit it” (41).  invisible man should have 
understood very clearly why Norton made his declaration, he’d seen the veterans and 
knew a little of their story, and should have known that some were once students of his 
college.  Were he like his grandfather and chose to look through he grandfather’s gaze 
upon the society, he would understand the dynamics of his and Norton’s association: 
enslaver and enslaved, captor and captive, colonizer and colonized, oppressor and 
oppressed, insurgent and counterinsurgent, occupier and freedom-fighter.  Hence, 
Ellison’s continued use of the thematical parallel of his shackled mind and sightless 
inner-eye that cannot decipher the many symbols before him of the unchained like the 
“chain gang” (71), the legless “old leg shackle” (141) or the broken metal “link” (389). 
If he chose to be observant and considerate, he would have known to smile 
cheerfully at Norton, glean what knowledge he could use to “fight the good fight,” and 
see his way to a better course of action the would reveal the most successful and 
expedient way to win the current intellectual battle in the longstanding war his people 




had dire, irrevocable consequences for him, for his compatriots, his adopted community.)  
Instead, his meek smile was genuine and his cluelessness was an albatross smothering his 
intellect (much like the physical shackle Bledsoe shows him).  invisible man’s discerning 
powers were somewhat limited by his number one desire: to be suited to his “fate” (43-
44).  Though Norton rattled-off some professions: “a good farmer, a chef, a preacher, 
doctor, singer, mechanic…,” he never suggests it would be limited or limiting no matter 
the degree school boy (invisible man) earned.  He gave invisible man the impression that 
it (his fate, his future) was up to him alone and it was governed by his own merits and 
efforts.  He would be disillusioned of that, before Bledsoe’s treachery and long before his 
conversation with Mr. Emerson (junior), by a veteran in the Golden Day. 
Notably, before the incident with Trueblood and the Golden Day, invisible man 
actually thought to follow in Bledsoe’s, the college’s president and “pathfinder’s,” 
footsteps to continue the “good work” and not the “good fight.”  Before he understood 
what was in the letters—he liberally distributed—invisible man responded positively to 
Mr. Emerson’s inquires of his conceived future plans: 
‘…tell me, please, what are your plans after graduation?’ 
‘I’m not sure, sir. I’d like to be asked to remain at the college as a teacher, or as a 
member of the administrative staff. And … Well …’ 
‘Yes? And what else?’ 
‘Well—er, I guess I’d really like to become Dr. Bledsoe’s assistant…’ 
‘Oh, I see,’ he said, sitting back and forming his mouth into a thin-lipped circle. 




‘I guess I am, sir. But I'm willing to work hard.’ 
‘Ambition is a wonderful force,’ he said, ‘but sometimes it can be blinding…. On 
the other hand, it can make you successful—like my father . . .’ A new edge came 
into his voice and he frowned and looked down at his hands, which were 
trembling. ‘The only trouble with ambition is that it sometimes blinds one to 
realities . . . Tell me, how many of these letters do you have?’ (184) 
This dialogue only confirmed how clueless he was and that Norton’s comments that 
“upon you [the college’s African American students] depends the outcome of the years I 
have spent in helping your school … my first-hand organizing of human life” only 
verified that the students were successfully manufactured to be incognizant (42).  
invisible man’s greatest aspiration was not to undo the harm voiced by the Vet, but only 
to return to the educational system founded to prepare labors, not intellectuals, and 
certainly not innovative minds capable to solving centuries of epidemic mindlessness or 
over susceptibility to oppressive acts and tactics stemming from European-Americans, 
their institutions and systems and be a good worker bee. 
invisible man was determined to be clueless, even after his conversation with the 
Vet, which was the best environ for invisible man to experience poqéakh.  Though if his 
comment was any clue to readers, “I could understand the vet’s words but not what they 
conveyed”, not likely (92).  After the incident with Trueblood, Norton was weakened and 
invisible man was panicked and confused by his reaction: “What was wrong with Mr. 
Norton anyway, why should he get that upset over Trueblood?” (73).  Trueblood’s story 




sustenance or drink, but because, it seemed, Trueblood’s revolting tale confirmed to 
Norton has missed incestuous opportunity with his own daughter.  Winther states, 
“Ellison’s [novel] effectively exposes and ridicules the true nature of Mr. Norton, … by 
showing that his carefully nurtured idealism is only a sublimation of his incestuous 
feelings towards his daughter12 (118).  invisible man was horrified or humiliated by 
Trueblood’s backwardness and gloating, more than his immorality and abominable act of 
perversion: “I had felt ashamed and several times I have wanted to laugh…” (73).  
Demonstrably, Trueblood’s account of the events that led to his child’s molestation, rape, 
and pregnancy was indicative of his internalization of the unethical and immoral sexual 
perversion enacted by American men against Hebrew-American women and children 
(likely men and boys as well).  Joseph F. Timmer argued, in “The Grandfather’s Riddle 
in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” Ellison’s possible intent with the Trueblood episode 
was to demonstrate the many ways diasporic men are stereotyped and a false personality 
was constructed.  For instance, “Trueblood enacts the role of black man as sexual 
beast…”, one that could not control his impulses, unlike Norton (47).  Ellison seemed to 
portray him as less than remorseful, which supported Trimmer’s notions, as Trueblood 
seemed to justify his offense against his child and wife, against familyhood and 
community norms and smirked at invisible man in the course of his re-telling—
disturbing: 
‘Mr. Norton, sir,’ I said in a choked voice, ‘it’s time we were getting back to the 
campus. You’ll miss your appointments . . .’ 




Trueblood seemed to smile at me behind his eyes as he looked from the white 
man to me and continued. (61) 
This smile can be taken as a conquest over invisible man, since he seemed unable to 
control the interaction or to convince Norton to leave.  Given the circumstance, 
Trueblood needed to dissemble his emotional satisfaction.  If there was ever a time to 
dissimulate one’s feelings, especially in front of a American, it was then. 
Once invisible man was able to extract Norton from Trueblood’s cabin, the 
closest establishment he thought to take Norton to recover was the Golden Day.  At the 
Golden Day Norton and invisible man met the veteran, one among the many who 
frequent the establishment.  A man (the vet) Ellison imbued with self-will, intelligence 
and intellect, the voice of reason and enlightenment in a den of cast-offs, the mentally-ill, 
prostitutes, status-quo preservers, and fools.  Ellison fashioned this character to be 
unique, since he was one of the only one with keen powers of observation and insight.  
He had experienced poqéakh and he was willing to articulate his circumstances: how he 
became a patient, his poqéakh, all so that even the layman could understand his 
meaning—even “school-boy” (75).  The veteran as the only character to have achieved 
full poqéakh, was neutralized.  His invalidation as a credible witness of the “white man’s 
pattern” and how the pattern molds Hebrew Americans was not only made remarkably 
acceptable within Ellison’s novel, but without as well. 
Within the novel terms such as “inmate,” “crazy,” “getting wilder,” “insane” were 
used to describe or characterize the veteran’s physical and psychological states 




and “deranged” were applied to veterans and the Vet, negating them and whatever 
wisdom they had to share (Scott Selisker 571; Shadi Neimneh, et al. 67). 
Initially, the veteran’s neutralization was inflicted upon him by “men in masks,” 
(93), but by the time he imparted his history, it was self-imposed.  Though he did confess 
that he was a patient in the Golden Day because of ulcers (92).  However, once he was 
identified by the college and Bledsoe as a threat to the “institution…that … took a half a 
hundred year to build” as well as American-Northern philanthropy and efforts at 
“uplifting the [entire] race” (140-141), he had be interned away from suggestible minds: 
‘… who was that patient you were talking with?’ 
‘I never saw him before, sir.’ 
… 
‘Was he northern or southern?’ 
… 
‘He talked like a white man,’ I said, ‘except that his voice sounded southern, like 
one of ours…’ 
‘I’ll have to investigate him,’ he said. ‘A Negro like that should be under lock and 
key.’ (139-140) 
In the “Notes” of Scott Selisker’s essay “‘Simply by Reacting?’: The Sociology of 
Race and Invisible Man’s Automata,” he also interpreted Bledsoe’s action as a means of 
suppressing the Vet: 
…the dean of the Negro college, Bledsoe, has a war veteran shipped away to 




philanthropist Norton…. In this moment, Ellison combines the notion of the 
mental institution as a space of containment for radical or outrageous ideas with a 
critique of the black bourgeoisie, embodied in Bledsoe, as the social group guilty 
of such silencing. (591) 
The Golden Day (GD) was a sporting-and-gambling house (80), an insane asylum 
(356), a semi-madhouse (86), a hospital (85), a throwback to the good ‘ol days (as the 
name suggests), where ruckus and debauchery went on within its doors on a daily basis.  
The moment invisible man enters, however, it became a place for him to be “schooled.”  
He learned some of the stark realities he had to face, even as he preferred to avoid them 
and his teacher was none other than one of the veterans who frequented the GD for sex 
and other pastimes.  The Vet and master-teacher was “[o]ne of the most educated ones…. 
a former chemist who was never seen without his shining Phi Beta Kappa key” (85).  The 
name “veteran” was a name for the men who may or may not have fought in a war, but, 
returning to the grandfather’s cryptic warning and advice, Ellison was also alluding to the 
men being veterans of the psychological war they were engaged in and survivors of in 
American society.  The conversation began after invisible man and Norton (now, 
demoted in status to pops and white folks) were rescued from the melee that erupted in 
the GD after the patients/inmates/maniacs lay-low Supercargo—the attendant, jailer, 
“stool-pigeon, joy-kill[er], nut-crush[er]” (82), and taskmaster.  The quintessential 
conversation informed readers why, even by the end of the novel, in his hole, invisible 




Up and until the Golden Day invisible man had been in environs that all inhabit: 
family, home, community, primary school and high school, rural and sub-urban, and now, 
post-secondary school.  He was supposed hone learn to think critically, be observant, 
sympathetic to his first ethnonational family—Hebrew America, descendants of chattel-
slaves.  While at the GD invisible man loses sight of Norton (physically), and the veteran 
schooled him on the cause of his irrational panic:  
‘Stop screaming!’ a voice commanded, and I felt myself pulled away. It was the 
short fat man. 
I clamped my mouth shut, aware for the first time that the shrill sound was 
coming from my own throat. 
‘That’s better,’ he shouted into my ear. ‘He’s only a man. Remember that. He’s 
only a man!’ (86) 
For the Vet to make this pronouncement the Norton was only a man was a hard, fast, and 
decisive strike against the construct, the mold, and the molders because they had 
projected themselves as “He-Man, Masters of the Universe” and their system was law.  
The Vet offered sound advice that invisible man had no intention or mind to listen to, but, 
at least, he would hear it.  What invisible man failed to understand wass that he was 
encouraged to idolize Americans and to protect them.  When invisible man saw that 
Norton was threatened, at the hands of the rejected of both American and Hebrew-
American society, it was overwhelming.  Winther stated: 
… through the marvelously compressed, yet compellingly written Golden Day 




Jim Crow justice as well as the ultimate consequences, in terms of human 
degradation, of his alleged philanthropic efforts vis-à-vis the college. Ellison’s 
spokesman in this scene is the fat veteran, previously a student at the college, who 
had hoped that his medical skills could bring him some dignity, only to find that 
the satisfaction of knowing a profession, at least a prestigious one, is reserved for 
whites only. (118) 
The chemist/specialist/physician and invisible man and a passed-out Norton 
ascended the stairs to one of the ladies’ room.  invisible man refered to the Phi Beta 
Kappa veteran as “the vet” or “the fat man” and in a private space the veteran revealed 
his history and his poqéakh.  The veteran was perceptive and able to inform invisible man 
and Norton how the construct and projected personalities had stymied their ability to see 
what was before them.  His story began with an inquiry from one of the woman 
prostitutes at the GD: “‘You a doctor?’ a girl asked as the veteran examines Norton.  He 
answers: “‘Not now, I’m a patient. But I have a certain knowledge” (87).  Readers might 
be curious as to what knowledge, to which he revealed he was once a physician, a 
medical physician.  He proceeded to given Norton a general examination and determined 
he would recover.  invisible man was eager to go, but Ellison was determined invisible 
man not miss this opportunity at poqéakh.  Norton, once again, was unwilling to go: “Sit 
down, young man,” Mr. Norton ordered. “So you were a student at the college,” he said 
to the vet (91); one of his “fate[d].”  Norton must stay, he must know what happened with 





It had not gone wrong, only it was that good, and he went abroad to France during 
the War: “I escaped [the Golden Day/America] for awhile” (90), practiced abroad, then 
returned to the States, where, at some point he was forced from practicing when “[t]en 
men in masks drove [him] out from the city at midnight and beat [him] with whips for 
saving a human life…. I possessed skilled hands and the belief that my knowledge could 
bring me dignity—not wealth, only dignity—and other men health! (93)” invisible man, 
entangled with yet another story, was discomforted when the veteran, after he had come 
to a good stopping point, “suddenly he fixed [him] with his eyes,” and asked him, “… 
now, do you understand?” (93).  He did not. 
invisible man, though he has experienced so much of the racism, the degradation, 
and the denial from living in American society did not acknowledge it or its harms.  It 
was not all invisible man’s fault, as much of the veteran’s history was communicated in a 
form of code, which invisible man’s upbringing and schooling had not permitted him to 
learn or exposed him to.  In this instance, poqéakh was represented by what the veteran 
informed his audience he was re-acquainted with upon his return to the States—
unprovoked brutality with the intent of demonstrating to him he had no right to practice 
his chosen profession and to inform him to return to his proscribed station as a diasporic 
citizen of America.  One must believe the veteran’s expected invisible man to understand 
his story that he was narrating to Norton.  He wanted him to hear, ruminate, understand, 
and realize, and then accept the truth of their situation in America.  He explained to them 
about “escaping for awhile” and remaining in France “after the Armistice to study and 




was escaping, but America (90).  After having been away from America, his return 
allowed him to see the construct he had not seen prior to his absence from his country-of-
birth.  When the veteran referred to himself as an “inmate,” he was likening his 
citizenship in America to that of one confined and the United States as a whole or, at 
least, the state/town in which he lived as internment.  Of course, Norton does not 
understand his meaning since he responded: “Oh yes, and how long were you in France?” 
(90).  Norton remained beli poqéakh; he heard but had no understanding of what he 
heard.  He remained as ignorant of the condition that his people tethered non-European 
Americans to as before the conversation began. 
The Vet continued his narrative, he questioned and massaged the answers from 
Norton and invisible man.  He explained, via his autobiographical-oral history to Norton, 
that he had been away “[l]ong enough to forget some fundamentals which I should never 
have forgotten…. Things about life. Such things as most peasants and folk peoples 
almost always know through experience, though seldom through conscious thought…” 
(91).  In a 2016 article by Peter C. Baker, “The Tragic Forgotten History of Black 
Military Veterans,” he shared data from the Equal Justice Initiative (Montgomery, 
Alabama), a non-for-profit, which completed a “survey of American racial violence and 
terror [against African-American soldiers, returned veterans of WWII] between 1877 and 
1950.”  The article stated Americans were intolerant to any prospect that changed the 
dynamic of the status of African/Hebrew Americans to Americans, especially diasporic 
men.  Thus, during this period, there was a significant spike in lynchings across the 




he had forgotten what he should never have forgotten, in America a negro/nigger was 
always a negro/nigger no matter his deeds, efforts, merit, acts of patriotism, or sacrifice.  
The veteran had forgotten the “fundamentals”; however, he was acquainted with re-
conditioning tactics employed by Americans to address his war-time amnesia and to re-
acquaint them with the “fundamentals” he had forgotten while he was away (91).  
Winther stated: 
Ellison’s spokesman in this scene is the fat veteran, previously a student at the 
college, who had hoped that his medical skills could bring him some dignity, only 
to find that the satisfaction of knowing a profession, at least a prestigious one, is 
reserved for Whites Only. (118) 
Even for invisible man, who was being led to believe his efforts would afford him some 
place of dignity, even at the college, was misplaced and the Vet needed him to 
understand.  Simultaneously, the Vet was informing invisible man that he had to test the 
boundaries of the “semi-madhouse” (America) for himself (90). 
After the veteran’s comments, Norton was very interested, but invisible man was 
uneasy: “Pardon me, sir, … but now that you feel better, wouldn’t we go?” (91).  He was 
uneasy with the casual tone and manner with which the Vet spoke: “[h]e talked like a 
white man, …” (139) and interacted with Norton.  So much so, invisible man was not 
willing to consider the Vet’s words because he was unaccustomed the Vet’s non-
subservient demeanor.  Again, invisible man refused to think, refused to consider, and 
refused this opportunity to engage in any form of phenomenological praxis—to listen 




meanings, and arrive at his truth of his reality.  For invisible man, there wa no 
“subconscious beavering away in…background[s], seeking patterns, and … finally 
erupting into conscious thought to generate that most precious of personal scientific 
events, a eureka” (qtd. in Steyn and Buys 6).  Though he continued to show potential.  In 
spite of his unwillingness to heed to his grandfather’s advice, he had heard it, they had 
resonated with him, and so, with practice he could get better at spotting the mold and the 
molders and the molding instruments.  As for the Vet, he was not discouraged by 
invisible man’s artificial cluelessness and continued to school him.  He said while he was 
away he “performed a few brain surgeries that won [him] some small attention” (91).  
Readers can take this literally or they can interpret this figuratively; however, as the 
veteran later explained what made “a walking zombie” or what caused and maintained 
Hebrew Americans in “abject ignorance” was how these individuals (Hebrew Americans) 
“short-circuit [their own] brain[s]” (94). 
From this explanation, assumingly, he spoke figuratively of the “surgeries that 
won [him] some small attention” (91), since Norton explained the Veteran’s “diagnosis is 
exactly that of [his] specialists…” and he had not performed any surgery on Norton.  
Norton spoke of how “[o]nly a few men in the whole country possess the knowledge” to 
remedy his ailment that did not warrant physical operation, and so, the ailment must have 
been psychological for Norton (90).  Though he may have been a neurosurgeon, his 
surgical success abroad may have been in his ability to positively affect the incongruent 
psychical-perceptual effects of Hebrew-American soldiers, citizens, and veterans.  In 




“produce the results of a prefrontal lobotomy without the negative effects of the knife…” 
on Hebrew Americans suffering psychical-cognitive dissonance resulting from being 
“negro” in American society (236). 
It was the Vet’s next statements that inform readers of his profound psychical-
phenomenological abilities and that his cogitative processes were well honed, his 
capacity to see the affects and effects of the construct on invisible man’s psyche in real 
time were astounding.  Though one of the main tenets of phenomenology was to bracket 
one’s judgment to validate the lived experiences of the subject and the Vet does not do 
that for invisible man, especially not toward the end of their discourse.  Their 
manufactured self-effacing obliviousness to what was happening to invisible man and his 
aim to hold-fast to his naïveté is too profound to be borne.  In addition, the Vet had 
appraised Norton and he was disgusted with how Norton and his people carved Hebrew 
Americans up—with masterful, surgical precision—and the world to a pattern.  He was 
disgusted that Norton still looked into his face and maintained his façade of gentry and it 
was too much to endure, and so he broke with clinical objectivity and formality to 
lambast them.  The Vet criticized them successively and in tandem: 
‘You see,’ he said turning to Mr. Norton, ‘he has eyes and ears and a good 
distended African nose, but he fails to understand the simple facts of life. 
Understand. Understand? It’s worse than that. He registers with his senses but 
short-circuits his brain. Nothing has meaning. He takes it in but he doesn’t digest 




emotions but his humanity. He’s…a walking personification of the Negative, the 
most perfect achievement of your dreams, sir! The mechanical man!’ 
‘Tell me,’ the vet said, suddenly calm. ‘Why have you been interested in the 
school, Mr.  Norton?’ 
‘Out of a sense of my destined role,’ Mr. Norton said shakily. ‘I felt, and I still 
feel, that your people are in some important manner tied to my destiny.’ 
‘I see. And would you recognize it if you saw it?’ 
‘Why, of course I would,’ Mr. Norton said indignantly. (94) 
Mr. Norton believed his work was only represented on the campus, through the campus’ 
successes and growth or induction of new students.  Norton, who at the Golden Day 
represented all “white folks” past and present, did not equate his work and the outcome of 
his work with the multitude of Hebrew-American students across America or in the world 
who had gone through similar educational studies and training and failed and were, now, 
like the veterans, wards of the state and unhinged.  The veteran inquired further as to why 
Norton only saw his destiny at the college and its physical campus: 
‘Campus? Why the campus?’ 
‘It is there that my destiny is being made.’ 
‘You will hardly recognize it, but it is very fitting that you came to the Golden 
Day with the young fellow,’ he said. 
‘I came out of illness—or rather, he brought me,’ Mr. Norton said. 
‘…you both fail to understand what is happening to you. You cannot see or hear 




the boy, this automaton, he was made of the very mud of the region and he sees 
far less than you. Poor stumblers, neither of you can see the other. To you he is a 
mark on the score-card of your achievement, a thing and not a man; a child, or 
even less—a black amorphous thing. And you, for all your power, are not a man 
to him, but a God, a force—’. (94-95; emphasis added) 
Norton did not appreciate the Vet’s tone—how he spoke with authority—or how he 
attempted to make him accountable for invisible man and all the other diasporic students 
who were like him (the Vet and invisible man, respectively).  The Vet, essentially, was 
demanding he be responsible to his work.  In fact, the Vet demanded that all European 
Americans who made this their work—educating the mind to think or not to think, the 
eyes to see or not to see, the ears to hear or not to hear, the mind to know/understand or 
not to know/understand—be accountable.  He wanted Norton to undergo poqéakh too so 
he could recognize him as one of his destinies—a student who has experienced poqéakh 
and, thus, was capable of unmasking Norton and his real work.  Neimneh argued: 
The college dismisses its bright students or hinders their social success; it reduces 
them to criminals or maniacs, or at least encourages such impulses. It is no 
wonder that the ‘insane’ veterans at the Golden Day are professional people, and 
former students, who received formal education like historians and physicians. 
The vet, a skilled, educated man, returned from France to save lives but was 
rejected. His professionalism/education was a source of humiliation; he was 
punished for his benign belief that education can effect racial uplift and 




During their campus drive and before they veered off into the old-slave quarters, Norton 
invited invisible man to contact him, no matter his outcome, and let him know what he 
had made of himself so that he can share in his success or lack of success; in reality, he 
was only interested in the successes.  Students like the Vet was the least of Norton’s 
concerns.  Norton only wanted to learn about the capacities of the college to mold fully 
functioning automated beings and to see their success on lobotomizing the mind without 
spilling a drop of blood.  Now, as the veteran confronted Norton with the alternative 
outcome of his destined work he wanted to leave the GD and nothing to do with those 
students.  Albeit, before he goes, the Vet had some parting words: 
‘No, listen. He believes in you as he believes in the beat of his heart. He believes 
in that great false wisdom taught slaves and pragmatists alike, that white is right. I 
can tell you his destiny. He’ll do your bidding, and for that his blindness is his 
chief asset. He’s your man, friend. Your man and your destiny. Now the two of 
you descend the stairs into chaos and get the hell out of here. I’m sick of both of 
you pitiful obscenities! Get out before I do you both the favor of bashing in your 
heads!’ 
‘Hurry, the man is as insane as the rest,’ Mr. Norton said. 
‘Yes, sir,’ I said, noticing a new note in his voice. (92-95; emphasis added) 
With these parting words, all that invisible man heard and saw, what he observed the 
veterans do to Supercargo, all that the experience could impart to him was offhandedly 
dismissed.  Again, nothing in his life prepared him to critically think or assess, and he 




Norton said so.  The events and his experiences, Ellison’s creation of the environs up to 
and including the Golden Day took the space of five chapters and one hundred twenty 
pages of invisible man’s narrated life (excluding the “Prologue”), from which he had 
gained little to no insight into his reality—the war that was his life.  He just ddid not 
engage, at least, not in the fights that are most important.  He was not rewarded for his 
loyalty to Norton or Bledsoe, or the school, or his education. 
When he returned to the campus, he was made to witness a sermon that made him 
believe it was all his fault and he must take sole responsibility; thereafter, he was 
summarily dismissed and expelled from the college, seven letters in hand (chapter 
Seven).  It would be a long time, several chapters later, even after the Liberty Paint 
incident, a stay at a dubious hospital, and a spontaneous speech against (it is ambiguous 
what invisible man is advocating for) the eviction of an elderly diasporic couple, before 
invisible man finally relinquished hope of returning to the college.  It was after this he 
involved himself, or rather, be inducted into the Brotherhood.  He also met Ras, Brother 
Tarp, and Brother Clifton Todd.  Winther stated: 
The immediate reason that the hero is asked to work for the Brotherhood stems 
from his speech at the eviction of the old Provo couple, an act which marks most 
dramatically his beginning acceptance of a heritage which he has previously done 
everything he can to shun. Although his motives for joining the Brotherhood are 





Thoughtut the novel, invisible man kept his biases against his people and himself, refused 
to live with poqéakh, and so, his lucid moments were fleeting, and his refusual only aided 
the enemy to destroy the one place, Harlem, that finally gave him hope of realizing his 
true self.  It was, in fact, only after the yam episode in chapter Thirteen that he felt a 
certain release of the biases fueling his conflict with his sense of solidarity with himself, 
his roots, and his past.  By relishing this simple pleasure of his diasporic up-bringing he 
embraced a certain comfortability and nationhood through this shared enjoyment of this 
staple food.  It was a kind of victory for invisible man who had been in a war that had 
cost him his career aspirations, his former identity as student and potential automaton, his 
ties to family and home, and his ability to be completely blinded to the on-going war.  To 
know what it was to enjoy that yam—openly—was one of the officially accountable acts 
of poqéakh invisible man experienced in the novel.  He finally sensed how Americans 
and American society’s mores or criticism of Hebrew American mores had constrained 
him, divided him, and made him feel unacceptable and he accepted the fact of that 
realization and reality.  Although his ability to see this did devolve into an indictment 
against Bledsoe (and he is not wrong), his teachings, and the college that founded and 
fostered his biases.  Curiously enough, invisible man did not include Americans or their 
systems in his critique of the construct and its environs molding capacities, which also 
indicated that he had not fully attained poqéakh, he had a ways to go (262-266). 
In a similar manner Norton casted off all responsibility for his part in the destinies 
of the college’s students and the practices that the college advocated; similarly, invisible 




when he had to defend his words and actions to the Brotherhood about his criticism of 
them of Harlem’s and black Harlem’s treatment.  invisible man felt that the Brotherhood 
was abandoning Harlem and was not listening to the black Harlemites outrage to the 
wrongful death police shooting of Todd Clifton. 
Even so, Ellison’s protagonist associated his current situation to, ironically, the 
sightless of others and not his own.  He did not, really, ever see it was because he ccould 
see the fault in his desire for automation, and if not his desire, then his desire to fit in.  
Unlike Crane, who seemed decided to live with poqéakh, invisible man, it seemed, did 
not desire it and that led to his current living state he described in the Prologue.  If 
invisible man was getting hit in the head, it was because he did not realize he was the one 
controlling the boomerang, and so he had yet to be able to acknowledge what about the 
life he lived would not allow him to achieve his desires.  He had to really observe, 
consider, and understand how his aspirations were not really his own, but ones 
established for him by the projectors and reassess his goals.  Returning to the riots that 
erupted in Harlem later on in the novel, invisible man failed to get that the molders of the 
mold had no issues with Hebrew American inflicting harm on themselves, and so what 
invisible man and other who may find themselves in similar situations and conditions had 
to realize about boomerangs was that the person using them (fitting themselves into the 
mold or allowing themselves to be fashioned by the molders) was the one causing the 
pain—put the boomerang down and consider another strategy for living in America that 






CONCLUSION REISTANCE! WE DON’T WANT TO BE MADE OVER 
 
Always she had considered it a lack of understanding on the part of the 
community, but in her present new revolt she realized that the fault had been 
partly hers. A lack of acquiescence. She hadn’t really wanted to be made over. 
—Nella Larsen, Quicksand 
 
Until the philosophy which holds one race superior 
And another / Inferior 
Is finally And permanently / Discredited 
And abandoned / Everywhere is war 
Me say war. 
—Robert “Bob” Nester Marley & The Wailers, “War” 
He showed you who he was. … My dear, why must you be shown 29 times before 
you can see who they really are? Why can’t you get it the first time? 
—Dr. Maya Angelo (qtd. by Oprah Winfrey) 
Resistance is powerful and it takes courage.  The word resistance may conjure 
images of an individual or collective standing against odds too great to be defeated, 
surmounted, or transcended, but fighting back.  In the context of this study, fighting back 
can be a minor act or a major one, only, it must be something.  Poqéakh is that something 
and, in most instances, no one need to get hurt.  Henry Highland Garnet, in his famed 
“Address” (1843) exclaimed at the finish of his oratory: “Let you motto be resistance! 
resistance! resistance! resistance! No oppressed people have ever secured their liberty 
without resistance. What kind of resistance you had better make, you must decide by the 




Each time one chooses to live with poqéakh than without it, one is choosing to resist.  
Glenn C. Loury explained, “[s]ince the Founding, America has struggled to incorporate 
the descendants of [chattel enslavement in the country of the North] into an estate of full 
and equal citizenship” (92).  (Of course, there is still the unresolved matter of the original 
nations of this continent.)  Americans have yet to complete the task.  Regardless of 
Hebrew Americans de jure status as citizens since 1868, America has yet to fulfill its 
moral and legal obligations and being incorporated has taken its toll. 
The word “incorporate” sounds painfully intolerable, one can imagine what the 
process must feel like.  It has been one hundred and fifty years since the Fourteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution of the Republic of the United States of America, one 
hundred and fifty-two years since the Thirteenth Amendment abolished Chattel 
Enslavement (1865), and the era termed Reconstruction was phased-out one hundred and 
forty years ago (1865 to 1877).  The passing decades have been excruciatingly 
intolerable.  Crane says of her former fiancé, James Vayle, he was able to be 
“incorporated”: 
Bitterly she reflected that James had speedily and with entire ease fitted into his 
niche. He was now completely “naturalized,” as they used laughingly to call it 
[sic]. Helga, on the other hand, had never quite achieved the unmistakable Naxos 
mold, would never achieve it, in spite of much trying. She could neither conform 
nor be happy in her unconformity. This she saw clearly now, and with cold anger 
at all the past futile effort. What a waste! How pathetically she had struggled in 




had considered it a lack of understanding on the part of the community, but in her 
present new revolt she realized that the fault had been partly hers. A lack of 
acquiescence. She hadn’t really wanted to be made over. (7; emphasis added) 
Hebrew Americans want to be “incorporated,” as anyone does.  Humans are social beings 
and they enjoy company, they flourish on social cohesion and interaction (for the most 
part).  Crane’s meditations on her situation imply it has to be like company. 
Crane wants to socialize with individuals who and collectives that encourage 
“innovation …” and ‘individualism,” “[i]deas,” and “temerity to offer a suggestion[s],” 
“[e]nthusiasm, spontaneity” as “… lady like or … gentlemanly qualities” (4).  Some 
Hebrew Americans are like Crane in this way, so, they too are resistant to the prerequisite 
to incorporation urging they be “naturalized” (7).  To what; or to whom?  That “paring 
process” that left only “—to use a hackneyed word—[an] attractive” shell ready to be 
“made over” (2, 7).  What will he or she be after naturalization—moving “Automatons”? 
(Larsen 12).  She is repulsed by the idea of naturalization, to allow Naxos to educate her 
to think naturalization is desirable.  Crane sees the outcome of naturalization; she chooses 
to resist, so resistance must be her motto (9).  For, naturalization implies a conformity 
that she could not agree to: neutralization of the spirit and soul on scales too great to 
contemplate.  Hence, her eclectic furnishings and books, her eccentric style of dress and 
poise, and her personality “fault[s]” that represents her decision to resist (though she was 
only meta-consciously or intuitively aware).  Larsen shows through various instances 
why and what Crane resists, as she observed the result of naturalization in those around 




her colleague and friend Margaret.  While conversing with Margaret Creighton, for 
instance, a fellow English teacher, Crane looks at her again and again wonders, “…for 
the hundredth time just what form of vanity it was that had induced an intelligent girl like 
Margaret Creighton to turn what was probably nice live crinkly hair, perfectly suited to 
her smooth dark skin and agreeable round features, into a dead straight, greasy, ugly mass 
(14). 
Margaret, of course, wants to be agreeable and ladylike, Larsen shows through 
Crane’s observation of Margaret what submission to naturalization entails: erasing those 
parts that make her look diasporic, non-European.  Crane had been mindful of Margaret’s 
hairstyle choice for some time and she knows it is not just a new look, it is a mindset that 
attempts to mute the differences.  Correspondingly, Hebrew Americans are mindful, or 
semi-mindful, of the naturalization process.  Daily, hundreds of them engage in the 
process of muting to fit the mold; they become aware even if they may not understand to 
scope of it until they see the construct with poqéakh.  When Hebrew Americans 
thoughtfully consider the many ways diasporic people alter their look and meditate on 
other related undertakings to fit in, it is hard to ignore what look (mold) is sought or why 
they seem restless.  Eventually, some, like Crane, understand why the mold is 
unachievable and how they can stop trying to attain it. 
Larsen seems to demonstrate throughout Quicksand that Crane has no real desire 
to achieve the mold.  It is evident when Crane thinks about Margaret’s image and it is 
juxtaposed to Crane’s own moment thinking about Olsen’s image of her.  When Margaret 




contradicts and does not reflect her real self: “The visiting girl, standing in relief, like old 
walnut against the buff-colored wall…” had traded “nice live crinkly hair, perfectly 
suited to her smooth dark skin” for “dead straight, greasy, ugly mass” (14).  This is very 
much in the same way Olson traded her beauty to depict, mold her image as he saw fit, 
and again she resists: 
The picture—she had never quite, in spite of her deep interest in him, and her 
desire for his admiration and approval, forgiven Olsen for that portrait. It wasn’t, 
she contended, herself at all, but some disgusting sensual creature with her 
features. Herr and Fru Dahl had not exactly liked it either, although collectors, 
artists, and critics had been unanimous in their praise and it had been hung on the 
line at an annual exhibition, where it had attracted much flattering attention and 
many tempting offers. Now Helga went in and stood for a long time before it, 
with its creator’s parting words in mind: “... a tragedy ... my picture is, after all, 
the true Helga Crane.” Vehemently she shook her head. “It isn’t, it isn’t at all,” 
she said aloud. Bosh! Pure artistic bosh and conceit. Nothing else. Anyone with 
half an eye could see that it wasn’t at all like her. “Marie,” she called to the maid 
passing in the hall, “do you think this is a good picture of me?” Marie blushed. 
Hesitated. “Of course, Frøkken, I know Herr Olsen is a great artist, but no, I don’t 
like that picture. It looks bad, wicked. Begging your pardon, Frøkken.” “Thanks, 





In a way, whenever Hebrew Americans do not resist and mold themselves it is a 
form of marring by vandalizing of their outer and inner selves.  For Crane, Margaret’s 
attempts to mute her differences—her hair—makes them starker because it is so un-
natural.  The contradiction is so stark to what Crane knows is aesthetically beautiful for 
her coworker each time Crane perceives it, it makes her pause and contemplate it, even 
“for the hundredth time.”  The contradiction causes her to reject Olsen’s portrait, since 
she knows accepting naturalization only culminates with the recursive process of muting.  
Muting the outer personage: one’s clothes, one’s shoes, one’s adornments, and then one’s 
hair, one’s face, one’s voice and the inner personage: one’s mannerisms, one’s 
personality, one’s thinking, and then one’s feelings.  It all must conform, unless, like 
Crane, one sees the confining pattern, the damaging mold and chooses not “to be made 
over” (7).  This work and other works like it is Hebrew Americana. They are artifacts 
strewn with imagery, instances, history of conformity, resistance, submission, revolt, a 
cycle that has to end.  An end would come faster if Hebrew Americans chose poqéakh 
and saw the many ways the constructs call for conformity, and then resist.  Instead of 
being proactive, more often than not, Hebrew Americans have, in a sense, been waiting 
for Americans to accept their desire to be as they are: with differing and alterable shades 
of brown, with different hair types, with varying aspirations (or none at all), and diverse 
intellects (some undeveloped). 
Dr. King, Jr. surmised the situation and the condition of Hebrew Americans in his 




In a sense we’ve come to our nation’s capital to cash a check. When the 
architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and 
the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which 
every American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men—yes, 
black men as well as white men—would be guaranteed the unalienable rights of 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It is obvious today that America has 
defaulted on this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. 
Instead of honoring this sacred obligation, America has given the Negro people 
a bad check, a check which has come back marked “insufficient funds.” (1963)  
King’s words maybe true, in context to what humans and citizens are due, but the 
assumption colonists and signatories to the documents aforementioned anticipated 
Hebrew Americans be beneficiary is yet to be substantiated.  What may be closer to the 
facts is Hebrew American’s deference of their own humanity compelled Americans to 
write them into the contract or pass around the offering basket, hence the Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth Amendments, and the Civil Rights Acts (1964 and 1965) made some funds 
accessible.  Still, it is a war to keep the account funded and that has not changed.  Hebrew 
Americans have felt, each time the funds are low or Americans’ desire to replenish it is 
lacking, the war that is their life becomes fiercer and noticeable.  It is difficult for many 
to admit or accept their life is a war when the weapons are non-descript, there are no 
formal declarations, no exact battle lines or infantry numbers.  Even so, the collateral 
damages and casualties are too numerous to overlook.  They are the Scottsboro-Nine 




(2015), the Black Wall Street to the MOVE commune, the motherless and fatherless 
children, the gun and domestic violence casualties and survivors, and the list goes on, 
even when there are cessions of hostilities.  The skirmishes happen with such frequency 
that no one should be able to mistake the patter. 
Dr. Maya Angelou’s words have merit.  It seems no matter what Americans have 
shown Hebrew Americans, there is the expectation on the thirtieth or the thirty-third 
viewing, there is going to be a new show, with new actors, a new script, and a new 
agenda and protocol—it has been nearly four centuries.  When invisible man’s 
grandfather advises the family of their situation and the conditions, the parents’ first 
instinct is to clear the children from the room and admonish them to forget every word 
(16).  The grandfather is only providing information that would allow his son and his 
son’s family to resist being molded and to make them aware of the reality for Hebrew-
American citizens.  He is forewarning them it is the inevitable and premediated “battle 
royal[s]” that one stumbles into, or so it seems one has stumbled into as Hebrew 
Americans, and from which they will have to protect themselves. 
These battles are in the form of unjustifiable traffic stops or searches, or more 
heinous, in the guise of a justice system that can wrongfully accuse five Hebrew-
American children—ages fourteen to fifteen—of brutally sexually assaulting an 
American jogger and sentencing them, respectively, to prison for decades.  New Yorkers, 
even the country, vividly recall this case, dubbed the “Central Park Jogger Case” (1989).  
What is more heinous than the crimes committed by the justice system is the video of the 




crime they had not committed.  One can only imagine the horror and conflict their parents 
lives once their children, adults then, were found innocent—thirteen years later (2002). 
The battles can be seen in local and national new reports from the infamous 
Rodney King incident to the Trevon Martin child-murder case (2015) to the former 49ers 
Eric Reid and Collin Kaepernick protests (2016).  It is evident in acts of legislation like 
the “Good Samaritan Laws” (1980s expanding in 2016) protecting Americans addicted to 
opioids in recent years, while committing to a “War On Drugs” (1980s to supposedly 
2010) against Hebrew Americans addicted to crack-cocaine in the 1980s.  While 
Americans gained access to clinics and hospitals, emergency centers and rehabilitation 
facilities, Hebrew Americans were channeled into holding cells and detention centers, 
jails and prisons.  It is in the form of Florida State’s Attorney General, Pam Bondi 
(elected 2010) voicing her outrage O. J. Simpson will be returning to Florida to live: 
“Floridians are well aware of Mr. Simpson's background, his wanton disregard for 
the lives of others, and of his scofflaw attitude with respect to the heinous acts for 
which he has been found civilly liable,” the letter said, referring to the deaths of 
Nicole Brown and Ron Goldman in 1994. Simpson, a former NFL star and actor, 
was acquitted of the murders, but was later found liable in a civil suit.  
“The specter of his residing in comfort in Florida should not be an option. Our 
state should not become a country club for this convicted criminal,” the letter 




I could not locate articles or journals wherein Attorney General Bondi voices her outrage 
about having a child stalker and acquitted murderer in her state (Mr. George Zimmerman 
(2013)).  Although this summarization is an oversimplification it is in not inaccurate. 
Whether it is an adoption or a carry-over from generations past, “the battle royal” 
episode carried out by invisible man’s American host can said to be executed by Hebrew 
Americans, also, against one another in the form of a war of words.  In the whole of 
Ellison’s novel, the one instance invisible man is offended by the use of the word 
“nigger” is when it is used by Bledsoe as a designation for him.  In this instance, invisible 
man knows intuitively, even beli poqéakh, that Bledsoe is using it to dehumanize him and 
he knows it as soon as he hears it: 
‘Nigger, this isn’t the time to lie. I’m no white man. Tell me the truth!’ 
It was as though he’d struck me. I stared across the desk thinking, He called me 
that… 
‘Answer me, boy!’ 
That, I thought, noticing the throbbing of a vein that rose between his eyes, 
thinking, He called me that. (139) 
He would go on to inform invisible man that he has worked hard to build the College and 
no one will bring it to ruins: “I’ve made my place in it [the white man’s pattern] and I'll 
have every Negro in the country hanging on tree limbs by morning if it means staying 
where I am” (143).  No one can fault Bledsoe for his honesty; it is Richard Wright who 




Americans and Americans are too accustomed to dishonesty, deception, and depravity 
that honesty is the greatest weapon of mass destruction of the construct and its environs. 
However, Bledsoe’s callousness and lack of solidary is an intolerable selfishness.  
It is a flaw that is flaunted and magnified in cowardice, disparity, and impoverishment 
from the need to survive.  This is a characteristic that has to be corrected, and if it will not 
be corrected, then cut out and cast off.  He is the antithesis of what an educator is to be, is 
to teach, or instill in a student or any diasporic mind.  He is a killer of poqéakh because 
he encourages the veiling of eyes, lying, deception and deceitful behavior, and he is a 
traitor.  He demonstrates this when he seeks out the vet and has him exiled, just like 
invisible man.  Hebrew Americans have to resist the Bledsoes amongst the population, 
the exploiters. 
During these lulls in between battles, intellectual and various enterprises 
flourished, like the Harlem Renaissance (1920s to 1940s) and the Black Panther Party 
(1966-1980), Hebrew Americans made advances.  The lulls do not last and the bloodshed 
begins again.  As reflected in Ellison’s artistic rendering in the last two chapters, hapter 
Twenty-four through chapter Twenty-five, of the 1900s race riots occurring in states with 
the highest concentration of Hebrew Americans leading the advance.  Specifically, in 
those states diasporic people migrated to the North from the South in search of better 
opportunities: Washington, D.C.; Knoxville, Tennessee; Longview, Texas; Phillips 
county, Arkansas, Omaha, Nebraska and Harlem, New York, the skirmishes could be 
frequent and destructive.  Hebrew Americans wanted to trust the American image and 




religions.  Americans may still come around and, possibly, by the thirtieth act Hebrew 
Americans might see a new face, a smaller knife.  Better still, they need to believe 
America is what she has shown herself to be.  Possibly, it will be just before the end of 
the show, like for invisible man after the Harlem riots was raging all about him, he sees 
with poqéakh what the plan for Harlem was too late—a race riot and a reversal of the 
gains they made migrating to the North: 
‘Dehart,’ she said, ‘let’s get up on the hill, Dehart. Up with the respectable 
people!’ 
‘Hill, hell! We stay right here,’ the man said. ‘This thing’s just starting. If it 
becomes a sho ‘nough race riot I want to be here where there’ll be some fighting 
back.’ 
The words struck like bullets fired close range, blasting my satisfaction to earth. It 
was as though the uttered word had given meaning to the night, almost as though 
it had created it, brought it into being in the instant his breath vibrated small 
against the loud, riotous air. And in defining, in giving organization to the fury, it 
seemed to spin me around, and in my mind I was looking backward over the days 
since Clifton's death … Could this be the answer, could this be what the 
committee had planned, the answer to why they’d surrendered our influence to 
Ras? 
… 
The committee had planned it. And I had helped, had been a tool. A tool just at 




agreed, had made myself responsible for that huddled form lighted by flame and 
gunfire in the street, and all the others whom now the night was making ripe for 
death. (552-553) 
invisible man’s resistance begins too late—he believed he could work within 
system, the Brotherhood, and serve diasporic Harlem.  When he realizes he has only 
sacrificed it (Harlem) and himself to the Brotherhood’s scheme, he is genuinely 
wounded.  invisible man curses “Jack and the Brotherhood [as he] moved” through 
Harlem to get to the where Jack and the Brotherhood was so “[t]hey’ll pay” (555).  He 
encounters Ras the Destroyer in his movement, and Ras demands the people take his lift 
because he is a “betrayer” (557).  Of course, he does not think he has been; he thinks he 
has been working with the Brotherhood for the “uplift” of diasporic Harlemites: better 
housing, employment or better employment, enfranchisement, and so on.  He responds, “I 
am no longer their brother” (557).  He goes on to tell them he has left the Brotherhood 
because he realizes their scheme for diasporic Harlemites to die: “[t]he more of us who 
are killed, the better they like—” (557).  He is not given the chance to finish as Ras 
demands he be hanged for his treachery (557).  Later, invisible man believes his current 
state and status is because of his grandfather’s (bad) advice, not that he had really thought 
on it to ascertain its meaning: “My grandfather had been wrong about yessing them to 
death and destruction or else things had changed too much since his day” (564). 
Hu, Yanwei explains, in depth, in “‘The End Is in the Beginning’: The Riddle and 
Interpretation of Ellison’s Invisible Man,” invisible man had misinterpreted his 




had mistaken his grandfather’s advice to his father.  Hu explains any interpreter has to see 
the “riddle” in two parts of a “blending” of “linguistic forms”; (1831), first, the first two 
lines and second, the last two lines: 
Son, after I’m gone I want you to keep up the good fight. I never told you, but our 
life is a war and I have been a traitor all my born days, a spy in the enemy’s 
country ever since I give up my gun back in the Reconstruction. Live with your 
head in the lion's mouth. I want you to overcome ‘em with yeses, undermine ‘em 
with grins, agree ‘em to death and destruction, let ‘em swoller you till they vomit 
or bust wide open. (16) 
Hu interprets the first lines as follows: 
To understand the advice requires constructing two blending networks. In the first 
network, we have the input space of black life as our focus of understanding and 
the input space of war as the other framing input. The war space contains the 
topological elements: traitor, spy, enemy’s country, surrender of arms, with 
traitor/spy and enemy as participants. Let's first focus on “spy”. In the war space, 
the spy is engaged in a most dangerous mission and can fulfill his mission only by 
living among the enemy, pretending to be one of them, winning their trust, while 
disguising his real identity, allegiance and intention. His intention can only be 
achieved if he succeeds in masking, in deception. A successful spy, so to speak, 
should be a master of masking, masking being necessary training and requirement 
for him. The grandfather who has been a spy for years since he lays down arms 




There are at least two aspects to this. On the one hand, he moves in the enemy's 
country with dexterity, manipulating the sympathy of the enemy; on the other, he 
can never be the man he feels like being, never afford to be true to himself, which 
sacrifices are required of a spy.  
As is often the case with spoken language, ‘a spy in the enemy's country ever 
since I give up my gun’ should be a more accurate formulation of his thought than 
the earlier wording ‘a traitor all my born days’, which is, not surprisingly, more 
emotionally loaded. (1830; emphasis added) 
He explains the last lines as follows: 
The second blending network also has the input space of black life. The other 
input space is organized by the frame of fight between man and beast. The black 
son who would follow his father’s steps from the black-life input is the 
counterpart of the beast fighter in the beast-fighting input, the white man is the 
counterpart of the beast and black living is fighting beast. In factual terms, no 
normal man will be so mindlessly brave as to put his head in the lion’s mouth to 
fight it. It might be contemplated as a different space that of a circus show of lion 
tamer with his lion. But that space has to be replaced by beast-fighting to achieve 
congruence with other spaces in the integrated network. We will see that this act 
makes sense in the conceptual blend of beast-fighting and man-fighting. There is 
a cross-space mapping between the beast-fighting input and the man-fighting 
input from the first blending network. The schematic structure of a weak party 




risks his life in the most dangerous place of the enemy territory maps onto the 
daring fighter who exposes himself to the greatest possible danger, and the enemy 
who is in the position of power and control and can inflict instant death maps onto 
the lion who can kill and eat the human prey at any minute. In the blend, the 
advised way of black living is therefore a daring entry into dangerously close 
contact with the white man. (1830) 
Near the conclusion of the novel, it is clear and invisible man admits he did not 
understand the grandfather’s advice: “Perhaps he hid his meaning deeper than I 
thought…” (574).  Indeed, the grandfather’s advice and warning were deeper than 
invisible man understood.  It is clear invisible man did not know who the warring parties 
were, in his initial estimation, everyone was a potential threat and enemy.  Though he 
saw it in every environ he had no sense of the war grounds.  He could not identify his 
position in the fight, so he was fighting everyone; so, he was a traitor and betrayer to 
everyone.  This is most evident with his association with Clifton who he left, literally, 
dead on the battlefield.  He lacked the ability to mask his emotions or thoughts, so, he did 
not gain anyone’s confidence while everyone, more or less, successfully, gains his, and 
this is most evident with Brother Jack and the Brotherhood. 
Sadly, the only resistance he committed to or caution he showed was to the very 
words and people who should have had acceptance for: the grandfather, the vet, and Todd 
Clifton.  The situations he should have run from he wanted to stay in, like College and 
the Brotherhood, while the places he should have lingered in longer, he could not wait to 




environs where he could learn what his position should have been.  He needed the spaces 
where he could learn to shed his ignorance about his reality, so he could practice seeing 
and hearing with open eyes and ears (poqéakh).  What he could have done to excuse 
himself from being a part of the plans to destabilize Harlem and the diasporic community 
was before him, he just figured it out too late.  He was a failed spy, ultimately, a quasi-
“sellout” (480).  His ending being more tragic than Crane’s, since she was more aware of 
the conditions that led to her circumstance, while invisible man was still questioning and 
in hibernation in “covert preparation for a more overt action” (13).  Readers do not get to 
see what that action will be, which is not entirely bad since he knows, by then, who the 
parties are in the war, and he is currently in a “battle” with Monopolated Light & Power 
(7). 
In the post-Colonial Western Hemisphere, the European American has set the 
relationships and associations as one of captor-captive, occupier-occupied, colonizer-
colonized, and there is no way to undo this dialectic dichotomy.  In this earth where the 
indigenous plead to have not just a voice, but also to have it heard, wherein it has the 
authority to reclaim what it has lost, how can the African American and Caribbean do 
anything other than resist?  They must choose a side, and doing so does not imply taking 
up arms because the war to be fought and won, the war they continue to lose, is in the 
mind.  Crane and invisible man have seen and heard and glimpsed and know their reality 






Poqéakh (פקח)! Hebrew Americana and the Canon 
The works within the study provides exemplary proofs of poqéakh and the 
narratives evince the characters’ psychical-phenomenological truths, which one can argue 
is a cause of their “journeys” and the narratives’ plots.  In Larsen’s work, Crane’s 
experience is one of the most dramatic demonstrations of poqéakh and invisible man’s 
experience is the most fundamentally life altering.  Many critics and literary historians 
have analyzed many themes in the novels of Quicksand and Invisible Man, but few have 
considered with the same rigor the psychical phenomenon poqéakh as the overarching 
theme or the fundamental experience shared by protagonists: Helga Crane and invisible 
man. 
Whether affirmed through narrative, praxis, or discourse, demonstrated by the 
character’s achievements or destined achievements, poqéakh is represented—and if not 
for the characters “seeing,” then hopefully, for the readers.  By the authors’ artistry, the 
characters, the settings, and the dialogue thoughtfully reveal, interpret, and depict this 
phenomenon.  Unquestionably, poqéakh is represented in biographical and 
autobiographical works: canonical and non-canonical, novels and short stories, by free, 
freed and bonded persons, by women and by men; a term of ancient-antiquity with 
modern currency—the theme, the concept, the phenomenon, the word and its meaning 
have universal quality, while remaining distinctively peculiar to the Hebrew-American 
experience.  Moreover, these two works build upon touchstones to become touchstones 




Critiques and reviews considered clearly demonstrate that there has been a certain 
rhetorical ethos about studies and readings of these novels that has to be reconsidered.  If 
not, then the consistently stereotypical readings and interpenetrations of Hebrew-
American culture, American experiences, and artistic, aesthetic, and intellectual 
expression, even presentations across the disciplines, in related fields, throughout the 
world will remain the standard of scholarship and unchanged.  There is something more 
that became noticeable over the course of the study, scholars not only built upon other 
scholarship, but they also maintain the status quo on the views of Hebrew-American 
literature as well, which hampers creative study, innovative scholarship, and an overall 
progressive perspective.  This quid-pro-quo is suffocating this body of literature, control 
its impact, and harmfully diminishing its significance. This kind of scholarship is not 
welcomed, or, at least, should not be welcomed, in academia it must be criticized. 
Of significant consequence to this study was the identification of appropriate 
theoretical and conceptual frameworks through which to study these novels.  These 
novels have been read from various theoretical perspectives, philosophical schools, and 
chronological and aesthetic eras and ages it is hard be original.  Even so, this reading has 
considered one of the oldest frameworks—wisdom and there is something unique about 
that.  
The protagonists in these works are not just characters, but manifestations of two 
inspired minds.  Two psyches that created a universe within two novels reflecting a style 
that is Hebraic.  Larsen weaved together into one tapestry times in the life of an African-




singly Hebraic in experience.  No other people’s experiences bring together these events, 
conditions, circumstances, resistance, and endings as the life of this protagonist does.  
This protagonist is representative of the whole and only of herself—like a raindrop in an 
ocean.  Her life, even in character, “was for real, for real; not for fake.”  Ellison strums 
the cords playing out invisible man’s life in disjointed notes.  invisible man's narrative 
was composed of so many discordant notes that to find the one true self amongst the 
many that sounded true was to overwhelming a task.  This is certainly representative of 
Hebrew-American experiences.  Diasporic people can spend a lifetime chase the strings 
of one cord only to discover it is not the original string the journey started on—that one 
cannot be found again.  That is the thing with a note, its ethereal quality. 
Phenomenological praxis of Poqéakh (  is a lifelong learning and teaching (פֵֹּקחַ 
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